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CHAIRMAN DAN HAUSER:

... Since we do have a lot of

people who want to talk and want to try to get through it by the
we're kicked out of here at 5:00, so we will proceed as
rapi

as we can.

Hopefully, other Members of the Subcommittee,

as well as the Rural Caucus will be joining us as this hearing
progresses.

I

However, we will have a transcript of the hearing

itself available to anyone who wishes a copy.

I also would like

to make it clear that if anyone would like to submit additional,
written remarks, they are certainly welcomed to do so, and they
would be included in the proceedings of this hearing.
As you all know, many questions have been raised about
the

ure of the forest resource, including whether or not our

restock

standards are working and if we, in fact, are
sustained yield process.

These are, obviously,

stions that concern this subcommittee and the entire northern
of California because of the dependence of the forest
indus
It is my hope that this hearing will provide the kind of

•

insure the survival of our forests and our jobs. How we can also
try to answer how we can successfully compete with the growing
softwood industry

the South Eastern United States and in

Canada and are there ways that we can insure the survival of the
ndustry and protect the environmental qualities that we are care
about, the other resource values which can be impacted by timber
harves

ng.
4
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se

issues

sses
great

and I

am,

1 more

11 be
l

looking forward to having a

,

ion at the hearing's end and I

will hold true for the Member of the
you as
tha

ssed by the

I

am

islature and, as well, as

ing to keep my remarks very brief so

we can get started .and I would now 1

Walt, Cha

trust that

to call upon Mr. Hal

of the State Board of Fores
MR. HAROLD R. WALT:

Chairman and staff, my name is

~1r.

Harold R. Walt and I am Chairman of the Cali

ia

of

Forestry
I

want to thank As

of th s

Hauser and the other Members

their generosi

providing this

strates the
has as
fores

the Legislature
enhancement

sources, a

Fares

shared
we can develop

I

our
the Board of

orne

answers to questions surrounding sustained

of the

state s forest .
issue
s me of the
sess

is a

ster who, a
counsel

f

a

f susta

The

alimony, child custody, debt
of the concerns
1

It

s first.
b

points of di

complex.

he had achieved
remaining

WE~rc

, and who got the dog!

Most

our forests center on the· ahj 1 i ty of these

to sust in their many roles and functions over time.

5
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question of sustainability is one involving decisions based on
b

logical, social, economic and political factorsJ the alimony,

customony, debt payments and dog, if you will.
The complexity is heightened by the many different
actors who are striving today to have an influence over forestry

•

decisions.

environmental community, fishermen's associations, and others.
As publ

•

These actors include industry, labor, the

officials, we need to listen carefully to each of these

jnterests and try to consider and meet their needs .
But, we must also understand that a significant portion
of California's productive timber base is privately held.
private

The

owned lands are appropriately managed according to

market conditions and to land owner objectives.

Somewhere along

the unencumbered activity of the market, a fair consideration of
goods, and the involvement of local workers and agencies,
a long term future for our forest land base resides.
This afternoon, I would like to pursue three points
may help clarify the path to sustainable forestry.

First I

like to discuss, in some detail, the variability which
exists when people talk about forest sustainability.
Second, I will review some of the programs the Board and
he Department of Forestry are pursuing to insure forests for
California's future.
And, lastly, I will simply make the point that some
general agreement on the facts can help facilitate discussions of
resource sustainability.

6
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s
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way, the current Forest Practices Act is designed to
ensure the biological sustainability of our forest.

The Act,

combined with rules developed by the Board to implement it,
sents some of the most stringent harvesting and replanting
regulations in the country.

•

Restocking of lands harvested is

assured through a mandated planting and enforcement process .
Soil, water, ann other environmental factors are addressed by
Board rules and plan review procedures functionally equivalent to
the environmental review requirements of CEQA.
This process has been in place for less that 15 years,
thus the results of the regulations are only now beginning to
appear.
to

The general trends in forest conditions still reflect,

large extent, the longer history of logging in the state

over the past 30 to 50 years.
But for the last decade, reforestation activity has
ased markedly on all lands and much of the industry has
become

lved with intensive forest activity, including
nursery and planting procedures and investment in
enhancement and conservation programs.

Some of these

recent gains can be seen in the new statistics that Mr. Bolsinger
of the

us.

Forest Service will be presenting today.

Also the protection of forest soils and associated
values such as water quality and fish habitat appear to be
over what it was historically.

The Board has several

studies underway to better assess these conditions.

A

multiagency team, including representatives from the Water Board

8
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and

of Fish and Game
to

s

the ef

is present

conduct

ss of our rules to control
under author

Section 208

Federal Water Pol
this team is due

In

Control Act.

tment's

resources assessment program

A final

t and

land
a panel of

h~s

a

to deve

ity of the state's
as these,

on top of

of

July 1 1987.

the

Ef

a

st

st lands.

11 allow us and

s of the b

islature to get

al sustai

1

of our

forest.s.
le measures of

log

al health

1 and

11 not enable us

our
lue
s

the state's needs.

ts are meet

to the

st

For centuries

raw materials and jobs and

s have come to

even

of forest

~1endoc

same

as well.

want to work
And

As

s seen as a way of

and income, leading to a

way of life.

or Plumas

ch~nce

s

le source of

the woods st 1

In

, a steady and

al

and

secure and satisfac

se purposes.

on them

workers and

a s

j
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sts

the eyes of

ns also

For

s to community's

cont

and as a

1

how well

Often

people who have
, whether it is in

want the

k

to have the

s of a job is loss of a way of life.
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much understand the concern of the woods workers.

I

Unfortunately, the idea of even flow is not a panacea.

The

operational difficulties involved in implementing such a system
are enormous and the results, in terms of jobs and community
stability, may actually be counterproductive.

•

Doctor Larry Davis, University of California, Berkeley,
later in today's program, will highlight some of the various
implications of setting fixed rate harvests.
I

For my standpoint,

think the Board and the workers share the belief that our

forests must be regenerated.

I

think also we agree on the need

to protect the rural way of life.

As a practical matter, new

technology has, for years, meant fewer jobs per unit of lumber
produced.

This trend c0ntinues.

Thus, new ways of using our

wood resource must be found, and new markets developed if job
ls are to be maintained.
Also, new forms of ownership may emerge that provides
s

•

to labor, though perhaps at a smaller profit than

li

elsewhere.

One such mechanism is a special fund called, "The

Stock Ownership Plan".

This allows employees to take

stock of a company and run the company.

over

tried successful
California.
iate

This has been

elsewhere and m0y be appropriate for

But, the only thing that the Board can do
lS

to try to keep the current timber supply as stable

as possible.
Consequently, the Board is pushing the Forest f.ervice to
in or improve the amount of timber that is available

10
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nat
th

sts.

ink, if the single most

s, I

that can be done to support exis

ng jobs and

communities.
In

, as a re

conferences
lOOth ann

t of a ser

s of centennial

held last year to celebrate the Board's
, we are now working

s

member of

th the administration,

islature, including Assemblyman Hauser, and with

economic development

California.

Bradshaw, from the Ins
has produced a
Strategy

of Governmental

ft program entit

Cali

Under contract, Doctor Ted

, "An Economic Development

ia's Forest and Range Areas".

Bradshaw is here today to address you on
Let me br
is a

s

Doctor

an.

out that

of this program

ation and expans

term

to provide

stra

s in both resources and developing

good jobs for rural
industr

s at Berkeley,

of ongoing

that take

It is a

and communities
now work

The Board will

on questions of

play just a small ro

ation is a key issue

i

sustainabil

, with other agenc

of our

s

ing the lead.

The

ause the

industry presents problems of its

own.
This
concern
r

me to the th
t

ts

area of
1

In an economic sense, susta

11

scussion: the
and landowner

le forestry is that level
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of production which will at least cover costs over a given period
of time.

As markets fluctuate, the level of an economically

sustainable harvest will also fluctuate, as will investment.
Fluctuation also comes through improvements in the technology of
growing and harvesting trees, and people's tastes and the
availability of imports and substitutes.

In an economic sense,

sustained yield thus depends on such factors as the end price of
products, the costs of land labor capital and bureaucracy, and
market availability and performance.
Many of these factors are outside the scope of the
particular forest being utilized, or the community's dependence
on that land base.

It is especially true in an economic sense

that the factors effecting sustained yield are national or
international in occurrence or political in nature.

Examples

include the cost of regulation and the strength or weaknesses of
California's competitive position when compared to Canada's, or
to that of the southern part of the United States.
The Board is keenly alerted to problems faced by the
state's timber industry.

As a result of centennial, we are now

working on several projects designed to strengthen California
Industry by improving its competitive position; opening new
markets, particularly in the Pacific Rim; encouraging the Forest
Service to adopt adequate timber supply alternatives on
California forest; and advocating maintenance of federal tax
policy that favors timber growing.

12
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of Fore
this work

has taken the lead

much of

st improvement, marketing and

assessment programs.

In a few weeks, the Sierra Resource Group,

a private consulting

in San Francisco,

to the Department on

1

submit a report

for Cali

1 new

wood

products.
Doctor Bradshaw's plan deals
revitalizat

s for the forest in

s

and the Board

is pushing a major conference on private property rights
scheduled

this year.

These efforts are

by

industry and by local leaders and they can make a difference.
To

ze, Mr. Chairman, I've reviewed three concepts

of

to show that

task of

state's

the Board f
must
the bio
I've rev

st resource base.

future

with each of the aspects of sustainability;

to
al

To this end,

the communal, and the
the various strateg

out

sponsorsh

In fact,

that an adequate pol

s we are

concerns across these three issues

compliment

answer to the

is no s

a nee

To c

a hearing,

to address
then, let me point
as this one, and to
Thanks to the

, Mr. Chairman, for your

of the Department's assessment program, the

presentations that

11 now follow, provide some

ic facts on

the current condition of the state's forest lands, the timber
industry

our rural communities.

If we can reach agreement on

this current state of knowledge, with all
13

complexity, then we
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at least reduce the contentiousness of forest policy
scussions.

This will enable us to generate a more positive

stance toward the future.
Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman for this opportunity and
lege to be with you today.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

•

iate your comments.

Well, thank you Chairman Walt.

We

One point you mentioned as well as the

up additional supplies from the Forest Service -- is that
going to be expanded in one of the additional presentations, the
cone

or the volumes we might be talking about?
MR. WALT:

I

don't believe it will today, Mr. Hauser,

we have only started our review of, I think, seventeen
s

plans.

We, the Board, have reviewed and has make

ons on four of these, so far.

They are scattered.

But, 1n each of these, our emphasis has been on policies that
ffect the local
is to

commu:~.it.y.

For example, in Tahoe we give great

recreational aspects of that forest.

In the

Plumas, we look primarily to timber production sustainability.
So, we will endeavor to keep you and your staff advised on where
we're going, but it might be another six months before we
complete the whole review on a separate basis, and then my main
recommendation to the regional director of the Forest Service,
whom I'm meeting Monday, is there should be an aggregate
plan for these forests within the state because one has a
repercussion on the other.
format

So, we will certainly try to give you

, sir, but I don't believe it is available today.

14
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CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
tha

in

look forward to

to thank As

LTones for

I

us.

jo

, thank you.

thank

Do

have

ques

at this po

?

, Mr. Walt.
Mr.

les Bo

, Research Forester, U.S.

of
MR. CHARLES BOLSINGER:
'm

be here.

Mr.

rman, staff, I m glad to

to read a short statement and then I'm going

to show about a dozen sl

s which re

force

s

statement.
Long-term
lands

l

turn

the t

the

lfl

s

in

eeds

harvest, but in recent years
s of the state.

P"OSt

Cut s

11

Coast where softwood

si e decreased
1
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percent and forest
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a major

1

One

has

of
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Current growth in
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the North Coast (that is softwood
50
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trees has

f desirable

ase in hardwoods

is the

ater

1

te

De

on fores

SO
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age tree

th0 past ten years, and

rc

3. 5

Coas

on private

i

on
's
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1.

in most of the state and the
conditions

thP subs

the North Coast,
f

fer trees

]

are reasons

The
t

of

al increase
guarded
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sm.

Further improvement in conditions might be expected

barring drastic changes in land management activities or natural
catastrophe.
Now, jf we have this thing set up, as I hope we have.
I'm going to show a couple of slides, just for background before
we get into actual trends.

I
The total timber land area in California is 16,262,000
acres, that's the latest estimate.

•

area.

That's not the total forest

The total forest area, including unproductive and the

forests in parks and wilderness is 38.9 million.

I'm only

talking about the productive land classified as timber land.
Public owners hold, that's national forests and other
public, hold 54 percent.
percent of the land area.
mills, 9 percent.

Forest industries, that have mills, 17
Forest industries that do not have

For example, that would be land such as Fruit

Growers Supply, Sante Fe Pacific, those that manage timber, but
do not

mills.

And farmer and miscellaneous private, 20

I guess I'm going the wrong direction, sorry .

•

The ownership of the volume is shown next.

National

sts that had 51 percent of the area had 59 percent of the
softwood volume, with 28 billion cubic feet.

Other public that

had 3 percent of the area also had 3 percent of the volume.
Forest

tries

th mills had 17 percent of the area.

also had 17 percent of the volume.

They

Of forest industries without

mill have a slightly lower percent; 7 percent of the volume, as
opposed to 9 percent of the area.

16

And the farmer and
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scellaneous pr

had 14 percent.

As you would expect, they

have the lower volume stands.
Between 1975 and 1985, the
totally

tate was down about 2-1/2 percent.

the

increased

in softwood volume

all parts of the state exc

it. decl

It actually

the North Coast, where

13-1/2 percent, or 1.35 percent per year.
Hardwoods increased in all parts of the state.

North Coast, they increased 2.65 percent per

In the

, or 26 percent

over the ten year period.
The North Coast, as I
Humboldt, Mendoc

Del Norte,

and Sonoma Counties.

Percent
qu te

am using

softwood volume

owner also was

ferent in the North Coast, as opposed to

the state.

Where

parts of

public owners, this does not include

forest.

s would be like

Jackson State Forest, the BLN.

State Fore

, the

s the

It also

ian

, even though the Indians consider themselves pr

1

owner

It has been a tradi

throw
over

other publ

s ten

and the

They decreased 15.7 percent

r period.

Forest

Very s

for the Forest Service to

stries

the volume

ased 12.5 percent,

owners, the volume incre

pr
lar

al

14.3 percent.

e three owners as far as the decline

n volume.
In
lie

res

of the state, you will notice

reased a substantia

amount;

17

16 percent.

other
Forest
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s with mills increased 3 percent.

The forest industries

without mills almost held steady, a slight, 1.3 percent decline
and farmer and miscellaneous private increased 13.6 percent.
Let's take a look at the timber harvest over time
1955 was the peak of timber harvest in California with

quickly.

•

about 6 billion board feet cut.

And the private cut at that time

was about 80 percent of the total.

This is in the whole state.

By 1985, the cut was about 3.5 and, of course, the all time low
was in 1982 in the "timber recession"
about 2.5.

(in quotes) when it was

From 1965 to 1985, the last 20 years of private cut

has remained awfully close to the same percent as the total cut,
even though total cut declined.
it was 57 percent.

In '65 it was 59 percent, in '85

There has been 2 or 3 percent fluctuation all

there.
If we look at the 1984 cut, as related to the growth,
and if you pick different years, you get different ratios, but
(let's back up just for a minute) 1984 is that higher point on
the end.

I

It is the highest since 1978, but still a little lower

than it was before that.

If you accept the proposition that that

may be more of an average normal cut, then we can compare that
th the current growth.

We see that all parts of the state,

accept the North Coast, that growth exceeded harvest.
"growth harvest" should be "growth/harvest".

The column

We have the private

cut on the left, and the public cut on the right.
For the state, the total growth on private lands was 12
more than the cut and on public lands it was 44 percent

l8
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more

t.he cut.

and

In the North Coast, if

it to the 1984 harvest, it was .97.

growth was less than the cut.

take the growth
In other words, the

For every other unit of the state,

growth exceeded -- notice that the Northern Interior is almost in
balance.

We'll see some other numbers that agree

s.

Okay, let's look at how the size of the tree has
changed.

For the whole state, on lands outs

of national

forests, there has been a slight reduction in the average sjze of
the tree, but
exaggerated.

North Coast, this has been somewhat
Where those trees that were -- on that last column

on the right are trees that are 29 inches and larger.
of trees 29
outs

the

s and 1
1

t

has

The

reduced on

the last

ars by 9
What

ent, whereas every other diameter class has

s in the North Coast to

25
That

Increased 55

~0

s.

t.

th
come

has been

feet, the average tree, to

600

<~round

z

the average

terms is

se

s change in the diameter
total number of
and ....

ENil OF TAPF

19

stribut
t.ree .

has
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MR. BOLSINGER:

vvith this change in the diameter

distribuTion has come an increase in the total number of softwood
trees, increased 55 percent and even though the volume in the
5-10.9 inch trees has only increased one percent of the
distribution from 6 to 7, that route represents a tremendous

•

number of little trees .
Let's look at growth in the North Coast by three owner
groups, other public forest industry and farmer miscellaneous
private.

The solid blocks at the bottom represent mortality.

The next line represents the net growth per acre and then the top
line represents growth as a percent of inventory.
Other public show a slight increase in net growth per
acre from 43 to 46 and an increase in growth as a percent of
inventory from 1.16 to 1.71.

Forest Industry, the net growth

stayed the same, 92 cubic feet per acre per year, both in '75 and
1985, but growth as a percent of the declining inventory
increased from 2.48 to 2.75.

•

Farmer and miscellaneous private showed an actual
decrease in net growth, but a slight increase in growth as a
percent of the declining inventory.
Lets look at the changing conditions of the forest and
I've

these into 6 catPgories that in very general terms

20
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ased from 23 percent tn 30 percent, what I consider

sites

the one dark spot here on the changing conditions scene, conifer
saplings and seedlings increased from 5 percent to 7 percent and
the non-stocked and inadequately stocked was 22 percent in 1968
and 5 percent in 1985.
Back in 1968

w~s

the period following the greatest

logging in the North Coast and this explains why there was such a
large area of non and poorly stocked at that time.
If we group the conditions and look at the owner in the
North Coast, that the top groups of bars represents what I call
the unproductive.
produc
poor

on.

This is only from a timber standpoint, timber

The hardwoods on conifer sites and non stocked and

stocked, on other public lands they decreased from 39 to

30 percent.

On forest industry lands from 34 to 19 percent and

on farmer and miscellaneous private from 54 to 46 percent.
In the midd
stands.

are the low growth conifer saw timber

These are not necessarily good or bad, it depends on

your viewpoint.

The land is not producing as much as it should,

but the volume is there.

On other public lands, they decreased

from 39 to 44, on forest industry, from 32 to 18 and on farmer
scellaneous private, they actually increased from 19 percent in
'68 to 25 percent in 1985.
The productive or high growth conditions on other public
had increased slightly from 22 to 26.

22
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34

to 63 percent and on farmer and

from 27

scellaneous private

to 29 percent.
The current productivity is slightly more than 50

percent of the land's potential for all ownerships in the North
Coast.

Forest industry has slightly

of the land's

growth at 62 percent

If you look at this chart, I

my problem is.

One side of the chart is in

see what

s and the other

isn't because it's at a slant.
The f

st column is average s
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have never amounted to more than one half of one percent of total
industrial consumption.

So that is one of the physical

opportunities for increasing productivity, not necessarily
environmentally sound and possibly wouldn't stand up under
economic scrutiny.
Well that basically concludes my presentation of the
statistics.

Are there any questions?

CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Thank you for the information.

I do

have a couple of questions, one of which, back in the beginning
when you were indicating the different volumes that are available
on different land ownerships including public, I was curious as
to how designated wilderness areas are figured into the Forest
inventory.
MR. BOLSINGER:

Okay.

These figures do not include the

volume in wilderness ...
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
MR. BOLSINGER:

•

CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
MR. BOLSINGER:
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

So that is not included.
That's right.
Okay .
This excludes the volume in wilderness.
Good.

Especially on the North Coast,

when we're talking about the diameter changes that have occurred,
wouldn't those statistics be considerably skewed by the very
large, old growth trees that were heavily utilized during the
early part of your period of information and are less utilized
today?

24
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MR. BOLSINGER:

I

1985 and the contr
percent per

1975 to

of old growth has

about 1.2

ar in total consumption, so just a second, here.

In 1968,
by

looked at the per

growth made up only 29 percent of the consumption

11

the

Coast.

1982

percent.

1.2 percent.

In 1972, that had increased to 34

was 46 percent, so it's

It's almost half.

In other words, the

increasing at

Supposedly that was in the data.
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and its total mix of spec
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total

valid because of that.

You're going from one extreme

th the old growth as compared to an average for the entire
state.
MR. BOLSINGER:

Well, the total volume change in the

North Coast, as opposed to the rest of the state, there is
nothing wrong with that.

You may be right that if you look at

the changing diameter, it may be masking something.

We can look

at it in various ways if that would be more edifying.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

One other question on the hardwood

increase, which does appear to be very substantial.

In your own

analysis, would that be indicative or show any problems towards
restocking at the time of harvest on those particular lands?
MR. BOLSINGER:
a mixed bag.

On some of the sites, yes.

I think it's

Some of the hardwoods are on the poorer sites, but

a lot of these are on very high sites.

It's not to be confused

oak wood ones and the hardwoods in the foothills.

These

are mostly tan oak, madrone and maple and douglas fir and redwood

•

sites.
s

In some of the stands that we visited, the conifers were
to make some gain over the hardwoods over that period of

time, but of the total stands of the hardwoods that we visited in
'68, only 25 percent of those had made it into a conifer
condition on their own during that time.

In the meantime, a lot

of new hardwood stands have been recruited mostly through partial
cutting.

The conifers were cut and the hardwoods were left to

26
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control the s

and to seed

of

the open areas

were created that way.

s

temporary and some of

I

think

And I think most
Some of them are

are going to be there for a

long time without intervention.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Interesting.

Thank

very much for

your
MR. BOLSINGER:

Thank you.

CHAIRf.ffiN HAUSER:
Dr. Wil iam

, Pro

We appreciate the information.
ssor, University of California,

Berkeley.
DR. WILLIAM McKILLOP:

Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and

members of the

The title of my statement today is The

Future
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The objective of our model is to project a timber
inventory, that is, the volume of growing stock and the harvest
by size classes, decade by decade, for the period 1990 to 2030.
Projections will be made separately for forest industry lands and
non-industrial private lands for the five regions within the
state, that is, the North Coast, the Northern interior, the
Sacramento, the San Joaquin and the Central Coast regions.
An additional objective of our analysis is to provide
input to Cal Plan, that is the multiple use analysis project
be

conducted by Professor Davis who is here today in

conjunction with the frap staff.

It'll be a couple of months

before we get preliminary results from our model because of the
complexity of the analysis, but on the basis of my study of the
raw inventory data and familiarity with the current timber
situation, I can guess in a very broad sense what our findings
11 be.
pr

•

I anticipate that the level of timber inventories on
forest land will continue to increase over the coming

decade.

The 1980 forest survey data provide evidence of this

se for all regions in the state, except the North Coast,
but I bel

that the North Coast, too, will begin to show an

se in the next decade or so.
In 1978, the cut from private land was 2.8 billion board
It dropped to a low of 1.5 billion in 1982, but then rose
to 2 billion board feet in 1984 as lumber production responded to
higher housing starts.

It should be possible to maintain this

28
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bill

leve

in the

,

but~
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recognize that the

s ze of the average tree harvested will decrease as the last of
the old growth t
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important

This decrease in average tree size

the state.

for the wood processing ac

has been and will be forced to retool existing
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size harvested wi 1 have an adverse impact on overall employment
levels in timber-dependent communities as well as those in the
wood product sector alone.
It's necessary, Mr. Chairman, to recognize that these
adverse impacts will occur, but it is equally necessary to

I

recognize that they can be mitigated.

The transition from an old

growth timber economy to a young growth economy has been made
unduly abrupt and painful by the removal of mature timber from
private ownership through such actions as the creation and
expansion of the Redwood National Park.

It's important that

further withdrawals of timber and timberland from our productive
forest base not be permitted.
It's also important that the federal government help
ease this transition by making adequate amounts of national
forest timber available for purchase.

The large size timber on

the national forest is ideal for much of the milling capacity of
Northern California.

From a social point of view, it is wasteful

to force abandonment of that capacity because of the lack of raw
mater

1.

Furthermore the levels of employment associated with

processing old growth national forest timber are significantly
than for young growth.

Maintenance of an adequate level

of allowable cut by the Forest Service wi'll give the timber
and

communities that depend on it, an opportunity to

make an effective adjustment to the changing resource base of the
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done

for ten years, I'm just totally amazed to see the great

productivity that seems to be occurring on the young stands.
Conifers bursting through the hardwood canopy and so it's merely
a hunch, but I think 90 percent confident that our projections
will show that.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Did you see any areas where you felt

there was any particular corporate ownership that was not
managing so intensively?
DR. McKILLOP:

Well, I think the timber industry has

been caught in a dilemma.

There's been tremendous environmental

ssures on them to do selective harvesting, but ultimately,
that is not the most productive way to treat our forest lands and
frankly, maybe if 30 years ago we had been into the small, clear
cuts and intensive management with brush control and things like
that, we would have been able to ease this transition into young
growth more successfully.
real

•

So I think the time is coming where we

ought to be encouraging a more intensive management and I

believe that if it's well done, then that does imply clear
cut

, but small clear cuts to avoid environmental impacts.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN BILL JONES:

Mr. Jones.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The

intensive management that you mentioned and which you are
ssed with when you travel around and which obviously gives
you the background for the statement you made in your paper about
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s

t over (inaudible 342) perhaps they ought to start taking

out some of the stagnant timber and leaving some of the faster
growing stock.

So I think if they had been allowed to do a

properly intensive system of clear cut and (inaudible) age
management, then I think they could have done a good job, but

•

they've had so many restrictions placed on them that they haven't
been able to use it in a fully effective way that they could
have.
ASSEMBLYMAN JONES:

So it would be your recommendation

to us that we would encourage them to do what?
DR. McKILLOP:

To maximize to use whatever Silveculture

system is guaranteed to maximize the growth on the stands of
timber that will be regenerated.

But at the same time, not to

flood the market with material that really cannot be effectively
utilized.

Currently, if they are doing clear cutting in stands

of timber with a wide range of diameters, companies will buy
those stands to get the large size material that they need for
their mills, but on the other hand, they are having to take small
size materials, some of it may not be stagnant, some of it may be
quite fast growing and could be left as an advanced growth to get
the new stand established.
Mr. Jones, these are remarks that I wasn't prepared to
make, but I hope I have ...
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ASSEMBLYMAN JONES:

iat.e that,

I

you.

Thank you, Mr. Cha
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Thank

r. Keith Gilless, Assista

c

li

very much, Dr. McKillop.

Professor at the Un

sity of

ia at Berkeley.
DR. J. KEITH GILLESS:
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]
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The result of that

it's in the remarks.
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Looking at the top figure which is after tax returns on
net sales, the upper line with the hollow dot points indicating
the data refers to the U.S. forest industries as a whole.

The

lower line with the solid dots refers to the companies that have
operated saw mills in the state.

What is obvious, there, is a

serious decline in profitability, since 1978, which was the last
really good year for the industry.

Also I would read those

figures as an erosion in the competitive position of the
California lumber industry, especially in the recovery period in
'83 and '84 where our industry hasn't matched the rebound

36
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MR. GILLESS:

... our industry hasn't matched the

rebound, modest though it is, in the rest of the country.

In

'79, the return on sales for the California industry was about
7.6 percent.

In 1984, it was only 2.3 percent.

Looking at the lower figure, which is the return on
ty that your broker would speak more often to you about, you
see a similar erosion in the returns for California, and I think
same picture emerging there in a divergent, increasing
divergent, between the returns earned by the California based
companies and those nationwide.
Dropping from a return on equity of just over 18 percent
1979 down to about 5 percent on equity in 1984.

The earnings

of the California firms will always be inherently more volatile
the nationwide figures because our industry is less
sified and will continue to be less diversified in that a
number of the companies have earnings from paper operations
ch frequently move in opposition to earnings in lumber.

So,

earnings of those kinds of companies get balanced out in the
run.
Since over 90 percent of the stumpage that's cut in this
state is going into lumber and plywood, you've got a very small
sector to balance things out.

And given the destructor of

water situation in this state, this is not going to change.
And I
the

can say that with fair assurance since I've done most of
industry forecast for their next assessment.
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There is a similar having, or slightly

r than

g, in the market share that we are shipping up to New
and.

Largely, markets east of the Mississippi are going to

be closed to us except for special
is a real

products from now on unless

radical realignment of the pricing structure.

timber industry is also hurting from a domestic
en in the form of too much capacity in our jndustry
de to handle the market share that we have domestically.

n

The existing capacity in the U.S. is probably sufficient to
sa tis

a level of about 2.1 million

housing starts a year.

We

are currently running about 1.7, 1.8 over the last several years.
So, you've got a very large excess capacity in the U.S. despite
the closing of a lot of mills, particularly in the West.

There

are several hundred mills closed in the West in the last six
s.

But the technological improvements in the remaining mills

have been more than suffic
was

•

1979.

techno

nt to keep the capacity up at what it

And with those kinds of investments jn
1 improvements, it is very difficult to cut back on
rom those kinds of mills because you have a

investment of a rather recent origin that you have to

h

cover.
The changing economic climate that the California
indus

finds itself in is evidenced by several institutional

changes.
relat
c

Our state industry seems to be rather slow to invest
to the natjonal rates of investment in upgrading

ity or increasing capacity through technological
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though

had.

Those results I've been expecting

for several months, but I don't have them yet to see how they
change.

have been informed that it looks like in those

I

projections what little plywood industry we do have appears
forecasted to pretty much disappear in this state.
so clear

They are not

what it is going to look like for our stumpage and

lumber production.
I

think the uncertainty surrounding the national

forecasts highlights the need in this state for something like

(?) Project, or Dr. McKillop's work on a continuing

the

basis because the level of analysis and the level of detail given
to

actual local parameters of timber supplies in these
onal studies is really not sufficient to give you the
ision and confidence in the regional results that come out of

the forecasts for doing good policy analysis in the state and
lty of that myself in the paper industry study, but

I've

Forest Service does not have the manpower in their economic
activity to really pay close attention to California.

forecas

lmd California is a very unique region when you
economic act

ty in the industry.

and model the

None of the relationships

you seem to estimate for the other states seem to quite fit
here and you end up doing a lot of fudging in these national
forecasts, specifical

for California.

I would say the future outlook for the California timber
industries is somewhat more encouraging than profitability
figures like this would indicate.
4]
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valued share that could add a lot more to profits, than
it could be production.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Thank you very much, Dr. Gilless.

just have one quick question before you get away.

I

You indicated

one of the problems facing the industry today is excess
capaci
DR. GII.J.ESS:

Yes.

CHAIR.M.A.N HAUSER:
s

Some of the previous speakers have

ly indicated that one of the major problems is lack of raw

materials, or insufficient amount of raw materials.
DR. GILLESS:

Right.

In terms of capacity, I'm speaking

of problems resulting in short-run profitabili

you

problems.

If

a lot of excess capacity, there is a lot of pressure to

move wood through the mills to pay off some part of your fixed
costs from the

stment and that's keeping the prices quite

ssed.
CHAim1l\.N HAUSER:

A.n inability to be flexible in the

t.

DR.

GII~ESS:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Okay, t.hank you very much.

Dr.

Lawrence Davis, Professor, University of California, Berkeley.
DR. LAWRENCE DAVIS:

Chairman Hauser, thank you.

I want

to make a few remarks here and then qo to the overhead and look
at a few figures and then come back.
summary statement there.
If you want, you can

I believe you have my

There is a longer backup paper around.
that too.
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It real

comes down simp

to this basic equation that

long-term sustainable harvest that you're going to get out of
a pl

ng unit is going to equal the product of the acres that

has been allocated and are available in the long-term, the growth
timber in that unit and the average annual growth rate, the
timber on those lands.

You want the harvest to go up, which is

sustainable base, then you've got to make the acreage and
land go up, or the average growth rate go up.

And the worse

happens if the acreage goes down or the growth rate goes down.
And you keep land for area in timber production basically in the
pr

sector by encouraging people to grow timber to help make

an economic return in the timber people, by helping this do this.
And the growth comes become you tend the trees more intensively.
is a well tended plantation can growth 2 to 3 times what a
natural stand will grow that beats it way through a brush field
starting all by

self.

So, we can manipulate that equation a

lot.
The Forest Service, on public lands, they have land
be

allocated in and out of timber product.ion, which you have

looked at.

So, they work on the same basic model.

Now, California, as Chairman Walt says, has quite a few
programs in place that encourage timber growing.
eld tax and
timber production.

The timber

have made it favorable to keep land in
And, the Practice Act and the CEQA program

encourage more intensive culture.

So, those things are acting to

increase a sustainable timber harvest.
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fall

, and then if this person chose not to plant and

s

tend with intensive management, the sustained level may wind up
being lower.

Or you could stair step this thing down with some

kind of a policy that would -- there are a lot of choices.

There

are a lot of ways you can handle that, but it depends on the

•

owner, the land they've got, and the kind of hand they are dealt
to start the game.
Now, the other kind of owner --well, I'll look at this,
now is this kind of person, going back to the original case, was
basically delayed with some set of regulations, what it really
means is that the harvest is going to fall down, there will be
less incentive to tend intensively, so probably the sustained
level will also fall.
again, on the owner.

That is a general result.

It will depend,

But, I think it is always going to happen.

The other kind of forest that we look at would be the
case

most of the land is young, it has been recently cut

over, and there isn't much inventory.
forests like this.

And a lot of people have

In this case, the reverse generally holds.

You start with very low harvest, because you don't have much to
cut now.

But, everything is growing like mad, and if you take

care of your forest, the harvest pattern will build up and arrive
at the same sustainable harvest level as we defined earlier if
that is the culture pattern that people take.

And so for here

now we would like to encourage people to stay with the timber
growing investment business, keep the land production and build
the sustainable harvest.

There are choices here, but there
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aren't many.

If you took a good harvest

, then

to zero for a while before it could come up.

But, you don't have

a lot of choice there compared to the other person.
case -- it is more pleasant

But,

the cho

s is what happens.

forest to a future forest.

The surplus

, let's put it that

You move

So, when \ve ta

would drop

an existing
about long-term

sustained yields, it is pretty comfortable to talk about
future system.
And

You can get a lot of variation on the short-term.
delays come, tend

again, this person, depending on how

to be del

and discouraged by regulations, which would, one

or another,

harvest in a sustainable base.

Now, California, I

th

, is currently largely in the
majority of the

growth cut over state, or at least a
owners cut over state.
harvests

We looked at that histor_

Cali

(I

Interior

ve

of

the North Coast and Northern
to the '50'

ing out of

\!IJe see a big,

imber and most of the old orowth, most of

the large saw
, at

s

has

s po

str

the data that Bols

s me, from wha

I

and McKillop al

can see, and what

to,

show that

, many of our forests are over that cut over, young growth
state.
are
land in
rates.

We aren't
a posit

a surplus state.
to try to encour

ion, and build up a g

And it seems to me that we
them to

ld up, keep the

tock in t:he

That's kind of the real problem that's being faced.
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Now, how can we do that?
conclus

Well, I would suggest, my

then gets somewhat obvious, that it is not a real good

idea for peopJ0 like this to come up and start laying down a lot
of additional regulations on the amount and timing of harvest as
you will get a counterproductive result if what you want is a
good, solid, sustainable timber base.
I will make a couple of final remarks here

So, I

guess in terms of this particular analysis, I think my
conclusions are fairly self evident that harvest regulations,
virtually, however designed, are going to be self defeating in
the sense that they will reduce the profitability of the timber
growing business and cause owners, on the average, to tend to
remove their land from commercial timber production.

Thus,

undercutting our own in ·terms of sustained base.

If that's what

we want, then this isn't quite the way to do it.

Then if we have

to regu

to meet some social needs, or certain circumstances,

or something else, then the regulations really should recognize
the difference between the old growth condition and the cut over
because a single blanket recommendation could easily
maybe

with one and hurt the other rather badly.

I can work

nut these schedules, and have, with real plans and all kinds of
cond
think

s, but the general results tend 'to hold.
t

And I guess I

is better for us to direct policy, social policy, to

tree growing.

It seems to be what we should be about is

encouraging timber production and growing and not fooling around
the short-term wjth the timing and the way people are trying
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CHAIRiv1AN HAUSER:

All right.

Would you feel the same

way about post harvest regulations?
DR. DAVIS:

Oh, you mean about •..

CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
DR. DAVIS:
at all.

... Stocking standards.

... planting and tending the crop?

No, not

I mean that's what the Forest Practice Act does, in a

I
way, is to attempt to see that the land stays stocked.

And we

may also, Jike with CFIP (?) or other things, try to encourage,

•

or help them actually, get into the growing business.

And, I'm

ertainly not, you know, I am big on the trout fishing and
everything else myself, and the mitigation ...
CHAIR1v1AN HAUSER:
DR. DAVIS:

... That was my next question!

... and I take for granted here that we are

not going to fouJ up the values.
CHAIR1v1AN HAUSER:

So, you still feel that those are

critical issues, the other values?
DR. DAVIS:

•

Oh, sure.

MR. LUKE BREIT:
little bit about
going

Oh, very much so.

Dr. Davis, I

just wanted to talk a

you talked about owners with a small
Isn't there some danger that somebody who

a big financial investment in that land could, conceivable,
want to cut a lot of it, that first year out, and then not have
it cut for a few years as it was growing, and wouldn't that have
some serious impacts on the employment base?
DR. DAVIS:

I would say what we collectively want to say

at a county level or a timber shed level to have a reasonable
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MR. BREIT:

... go to

~he

extreme case where the person

with 20 acres that has a lot of timber, they might very logical
clerk (?) out the whole thing, plant it, walk away, wait 50 years
and cut it again.
the

•

~iming,

That land is continuously productive.

It's

but if the next owner doesn't time it the same way

and they can't all do it the same year or the price crashes.

I'm

less concerned -- now you get very large ownership like the
Forest Service, or very large industrial holdings, then their
decisions may be able to affect the regional amounts, but you've
to think of all the small owners that are scooped up in the
same set of regulations.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

That would be ...
Well,

just to play the Devil's

Advocate for a second, it seems to me thqt there would be a way
to design regulations that could take those factors into account
between the large industrial holders and the small landowners.
MR. BREIT:

It might be possible, it's just that it

would be a very sophisticated complex set, I think.

We might, I

digging a hole trying to do it.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
your testimony.
Re

Thank you very much.

I appreciate

Dr. Ted Bradshaw, University of California,

ley.
DR. TED BRADSHAW:

Thank you and I appreciate the

opportunity to address this committee and your strong leadership,
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sted and persist in spite of very rapid population growth in
se rural counties.
During the 1970s the forested counties in California
grew at a rate three times that of the major urban counties and
the jobs in these rural counties increased at almost the same
rate, but the economic underdevelopment persisted.
I

The problem,

believe, is that the newcomers have brought with them a new

economy and a new set of options that is somewhat like an overlay
on top of the old, existing, indigenous, economic base that in
based on the natural resources and the trnditional industries to
rural areas.
Furthermore, very few of the benefits of the population
growth in the new industries have trickled down from the new
economy to the oldtimers as the oldtimers become displaced from
st, agriculture, mining and fisheries jobs.

The level of

zation and dislocation within the forest industry is a
major source of concern.
984 saw

In 1948, California had at its peak,

lls, but by 1984, this had declined to just 108.

And

1985, 10 to 12 more were lost to bring the total below 100.
Employment similarly declined in the primary timber
producing counties from about 30,000 in 1959 to just around
15,000 in 1982, the most recent date for which data are
availabJe.

Surely some reemployment has occurred, hut every

indication is that it will never reach its historic levels.
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The second objective is to support long-term
diversification of the rural economy, providing options both
within forestry and other sectors, to stimulate new jobs that are
attractive to long-term residents and displaced workers, not just
to newcomers and to provide jobs that pay wages by which a family
can be adequately and appropriately supported.
In order to reach these objectives, an integrated
economic development strategy that is tailored to the needs,
interests and motives and resources of local communities is
urgent

needed.
What I have prepared, with the help of the Board of

Fores

, is an overview, a compilation of what is possible based

on a review of what as been done successfully in rural
communities throughout the state and nation and what might be
done to better capitalize on governmental resources and local
itiat_ives.
I've just returned from a series of discussions about

t

economic development with local groups in Northern California.
What we learned in Butte, Trinity, Siskiyou, Humboldt, and
Mendocino counties is that local economic development
commissions, job t_raining organizations, school districts,
try associations and chambers of commerce have discovered
the viability of a locally based, integrated approach.
want to suggest is that there are five key fundamental
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of local improvement.

To do this, I propose the

establishment of what I'm calling, A Development Foundation Fund,
to be established at local levels, supported by private industry
and citizens through donations for public works, public
betterment projects and they would receive as much as a 50
I

percent state tax credit for these contributions.
In addition, I believe that a key cornerstone needs to
be information about the programs of state and federal government
which is not readily available to rural communities.

Moreover,

resource agencies and economic development agencies within state
government are poorly coordinated one with the other.
should work together more intensely.
better use of
employment

And they

State agencies should make

1 firms thereby creating more local rural
developing rural private industry capacity.

The

government thus has a big role to play in this.
The third essential building block is what I call the
lls renaissance.

•

Ultimately, workers' skills provide the

major tool for economic development and in California these build
an excellent infrastructure of public colleges, adult education
and job training programs.

With greater coordination among these

programs and a better linkage to private job creation activities,
rr;sources for future development are within reach.

Moreover, it

is essential to expand the role of these training programs in
rural communities from simply training the young and unemployed
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Central Valley and the Bay Area are essential.

Development of

small scale sewage treatment and water facilities would also be
helpful.

And finally, the rural renaissance proposed fund for

infrastructured development would be useful in those instances
where economic development is hampered by inadequate facilities
as long as local allocations do not create disfunctional
competition among communities seeking the same business
expansion.

Moreover, any infrastructure development should not

take away from the realization that the major source of jobs is
small businesses and the continuing vitality of existing ones.
The proposed strategy I have outlined with these five
building blocks constitutes a coordination of many existing
programs and a few innovative directions, legislative directions.
RuraJ development needs to be of a more central concern to every
state agency working in rural communities, not just to the Board
of Forestry and the Department of Commerce and other agencies
working in this field.

•

Moreover, it needs to build on local

capacity within the framework of local choices.

However, in many

cases, development creates conflict between those who want
business expansion and population growth and those communities
and those groups in communities who want to preserve traditional
values and sustain existing employment and employment types.
Moreover, forest harvest creates conflict and competition between
the forest. industry and those who value non-intervention for
environmental recreational and ecological reasons.
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of the land.

In fact, I think that there are less

visibly destructive methods of forestry which are typically being
used and which can be used, especially in the tourist areas, such
that the inherent conflict between the industry and tourism will
not be so apparent.

•

I believe that these need to be pursued.

I

do not see any reason why tourism and timber need to be
inherently at odds.

Furthermore, industries, especially

traditional industries, have in many parts of the country, been
seen as very compatible with one another and have in tours of
lumber mills and the like, become major tourism type attractions
and lumber mill history -- museums have been established.

I know

many communities have some of these tourism related vehicles in
place.

I do not see any reason to be ashamed of tourism -- I

mean of our lumber industry in Northern California.

I believe it

can be one of the bases of a good tourism industry.
MR. BREIT:

Thanks.

CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Thank you very much.

Next on our

agenda is Mr. Jeff Hess, Mr. Don Nelson, Mr. Quinton Rahberger
from the International Woodworkers of America.
MR. JEFF HESS:

Thank you, Mr. Hauser, for inviting us.

My name is Jeff Hess, I'm President of the International
Woodworkers Local 3-469 in Fort Bragg.

We've made a presentation

to you before and basically, what I'd like to do is just
reiterate a couple of things and call a question to some of the
conclusions that the previous speakers have raised.
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the lumber mi ls in California were started by single owners or a
groups of small owners who then bought oQt other small owners and
concentrated their efforts in a little larger mills and then they
were seen as bright spots and profitable ventures and bought out
by larger corporations.

And we're going through one of those

changes at the present time as witness at Pacific Lumber Company
and if anybody wants to really see what has been a matter of
history will be happening in front of our very eyes today up
there in Scotia.

I think if you go beyond corporate ownership

when the returns on investments are not there any longer, that
(Aesops ?) will work to continue the employment.
I'm not sure if I agree with Ted wholeheartedly that an
economic diversification is the answer to economic stability in a
rural area.

I'm not sure I have an answer for that, but I'm not

sure that that is the total answer.
I would again echo Chairman Walt's statements that there
is no easy answer, but if the answers were easy, we wouldn't be
here.
proba

If we don't take this very hard step now, then there
won't be any reason to take it in the future.
Mr. Bolsinger has stated that the increase in number of

young conifers - it's increased tremendously in the last ten
years, well I would just point to the fact that we passed a law
that required that reforestation and I do believe that without
that law, this statistic would not be evident today.
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One of the major concerns to us again has heen the
de rease

the size of the tree.

would have to agree with you

I

when you brought up the position of the old growth redwood in

state.

I

think if you follow that a little further, you might

find, I

think, that your assumption is probably correct.

you know, we've seen a tremendous decrease
obvious

t~rees,

But,

the size of the

, the old growth mills are declining because

there are no more trees.
An

from (inaudible)

sting thought that

Jacobson \vi

GP, is he told me that tax incentives a few years

actually

reased the cut

ave to real

be care

n

ld

, so sometiMes we

of where we pass out tax credits out

to.
of the

seems to be saying that the

forest is out there at some never never point in time and I
rta n
bee

don t d sagree with that,
ing i

or ten year
down

we're at
all over the
th

is the

that's

s

, is

the last ten years, but mv concern,

to
thi

the re

Dr.

11

We'
ace, it's

ques
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th

a li

t

one of the things I've been hearing disturbs me
js the easing of the timber harvest constrict

on

the forest lands as a stop gap measure to what we're going
through now.

It seems that that's just adding to the same thing

and giving into that sort of overcut and misutilization of the

•

forest resource that happened in the past and don't get me wrong,
I think we changed and I say "we",

~·m

a member of the timber

industry, or I consider myself one, we have changed our thinking

•

in the past ten or 15 years .
Aga

, the intensive management and reforestation of the

land that Dr. McKillop talked about certainly had its start in
this Legislature, that legislated the need for reforesting and
he talks about popping up through the hardwoods

those trees

and so on, I think is a direct result of some legislation that
even though we don't like over-regulation, sometimes it's
necessary to ensure jobs and that's what we're here
for.
People who talk about Canadian lumber imports as a
lem, actually two of the biggest importers of Canadian lumber
in

he United States, was Georgia Pacific and Weyerhauser (sp?)

who to cut off thei

nose to spite their face, made lots of money

at the expense of jobs in California and the Pacific Northwest
and I take them to task for that and to have them sit there and
come and s

, "well we've got to get involved with this," is
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ust unconsc

and it just actually makes me mad.

~tJant

to s

th

was put out by the Department of Fares

tha

stated that we cannot

Cali

how mad, but (laughter) .

a, itself.

supp

don't

there was a paper
here in California

lfill the demand for timber in

We can't cut and process enough boards to

the demand in California.

has on

Actual

I

I'm not sure what impact that

, but it seems to me if we can't supply our own in

California, then the markets in the rest of the world, especially
shipping

s or even just canted logs to China is absolutely

detrimental to our jobs here.

I would be absolutely and

adamantly opposed to shipping raw logs across the ocean.
here to ensure j

We're

, jobs increase the taxes we pay to the state

federal government and thereby rPl

ing more

ssure on

other social
, Dr. Davis
ld call

s a fall down in his graphs and
fall down and then

to task on his straight 1
production,

doesn't happen that way.

and that continues

to zero production at some po
and

1

su

ed

i

i

goes
is actually

ticed

level.
I

my mind that would lead me to bel

s would
until

this sus

You drop

That's if the

't have any
that timber

t again go out and cut as fast as they could

fall down carne and then redo that eye e over and over

nd over again.

have the resources to move, that's not
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all of the timber companies, but they have the
resources and the wherewithal to move to where the timbers are.
The t

is harvestable from Minnesota to the South to Chili,

Indonesia, but certainly, I and my four children and my wife just
don't have the wherewithal to pack up and move right along with
them and that's our concern.
Again, he stated that he was a firm believer that trees
are out there and so am I, but again, I'm concerned about
tomorrow and the next day and ten years from now, during this
fall down period that we're through.
In closing, one thing be

I close.

I

made a note

that Dr. Bradshaw talked about the rural infrastructure
renaissance and I heard, I don't know how true it is, but I heard
57 out of the 58 counties will be eligible for this rural
frastructure renaissance money, that disturbs me a great deal
hope that at some point in time, somebody will

I

correct me if that's wrong.
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

There were certain negotiations to

the number of counties, however, since it is clear, this
speci

committee we are negotiating it back in the direction to

t the number of counties, but it never did include 57 of the
58

s.

MR. HESS:

Okay, 56 or something.
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MR. HESS:
Thank you.
clos

go ahead. Fifty-six or something.

It stimulated an answer anyhow.

Okay.

Thank you.

But in

, all the fancy glass, grass and projections and studies

that have been done don't change the viewpoint of the woodworkers
who on a day to day basis see the decline in their, in their

•

diameters in the harvest ability of trees in their areas.

Forty

from now is late for myself and my children and we have to
stabilize the cut in the near future and continue to reforest our
lands for

future of the state of California.
MR. QUINT RAHBERGER:

Thank you.

my name is Quint Rahberger and I'm

Western States Regional Council number three of the
l Woodworkers and we cover the eight western states
which

wonderful state of California.

ss

, rather, by

couldn't

I

was asked or

my boss who was asked by these folks if I

here today to lend them moral support and we agreed

we would each speak five minutes but since Jeff has taken
our 15 my

s will be rather brief.

s

The one key, a couple of

I wanted to make; we had heard some discussion

from at least two of the speakers regarding a marketing board
s

lar to some of the agricultural boards that are set up in the

state of California.

That is an excellent idea.

Our

organization has always held that the industry has done a very
poor job marketing itself, not just nationally but
rnationally and this would be an excellent opportunity for
state of California to seek out and develop other
ies.

Again, lending more stability and economic

to our workers.
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MR. DON NELSON:

Chairman Hauser thank you for the

opportunity I'm Don Nelson, International Woodworkers.

I think

as workers we're representing probably all the woodworkers
in the state of California not just the organized ones.

Every

worker that I talk to is very concerned about this issue.

•

paramount issue in a worker's mind is his job security.

The
He hopes

that his mill, his logging operation will be there for a long
enough time for him to grow old in it. We'ed looked at the
statistics that we've heard.

Ther~

is fifty percent less

woodworkers in the state now than there was in fifty-nine.
is

There

fty percent less woodworkers in Fort Bragg than there was in

nineteen seventy-one, seventy-three.

The production in that area

went in the mill that we're familiar with from one hundred
feet

11

llion

, sixty-nine, sixty-eight to about 200

a short span of years while companies were paying off

s they incurred in purchasing the property.

Same thing has

in another mill in northern California right now.

There

ion is increasing at least by 100 percent right as we sit
re.

That companies cut when it's as it increases will expand

employment for a period of time but those people are very
concerned where their jobs are going to be in ten years.
t

The

is now to regulate by the state, while there is timber here

to regulate, while

regulations can help maintain a stable

in the north coast.

That is the message that we're

trying to present, that's the message that our members want you
to get and it's the message that the workers across northern
Cali

want you to hear.

So I think
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CHAIRMAN HAUSER

much, Tom.

Thank you

your message has come across very loud and

I

c

concerns

future.

on the

I

iate your

Good to see you all.

is Meca Wawona from the Senate

Our next

1 Resource

Advocacy.
MS. MECONA WAWONA: I'm really sorry I
other test

a litt

just

I:m a neophyte with

a

was

I

rsonal crisis last night.

So

is

I

and last night when

onto my tes

te

ssed all the

my whole

I

I've been doing this morning.

Is

is on?
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
MS. WAWONA:
Basica1

Yes.

Yes.

I'll just start

we re very

economy to a f

transit
re'

economy

last two to
indu try

out.

s i

ste

a board
the

a

timber

the
ts and

ing wood

sing capable

the next, our public and

f

pr

rotations

ands are
s

0

ted

and

f

rep acement and
tox

s and

rt, true

lead

utilization.

the

at this has all been

l

to uti ize

s

s of chemicals,

ire
thei

s

and olea
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second growth generation has left behind a forest full of trees
of poorer, more inferior wood fibre.

Our third generation stands

are being managed to produce quick rotations of small logs for
pulp, particle board, plywood, wafer-board, and now laminated
lumber is being produced in Oregon and Washington and the

•

southern states.

That's sawn two by four's out of laminated

sheets of plywood.
For example, in Mendocino County as the waning second

•

growth harvest comeg into the mills the logs are mostly small
logs with widely spaced growth rings.
good quality construction grade lumber.

The logs don't produce
They contain less

heart-wood and more knots and twist per berg feet.

The white or

"early wood" in the growth rings, is less dense, more pithy and
more susceptible to rot and insect infestation.

There's a number

of implications to this change in the basic raw material in the
industry.
There're going to be with us for generations to come.
There're going to have social, economic, biological and political
rami

cations.

The kinds of consequences involve the

proliferation of toxic chemical use within the industry,
contamination in mill communities, job loss and mill closures at
an accelerating rate, reduced competitiveness of California
woodproducts in the national and international market place and a
possibility of the decline in productivity of our forest lands
themselves.
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5

In

s of toxic

1

, forma

other bonding

ion,

s to produce

consumer products and structural lumber.

rHl

manu

s and

their

respective communities and rural areas and urban areas face
exposures to
ir

se toxic chemicals
water

lls.

s

on right now from

i

water.

Russ

tractor on

came out

1

had turned

water board came

and i
a

r

they

F

fell

gas.

the news about it, nothing was was, the water
it.

There was

car valve was pulled
some

waste s

years later

A

was not to
it.

ldehyde

z

of it. ace

se the

on

load of

A

s
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p
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and kept going up the river and mysteriously

Russian

found formaldehyde up, up, up at the masonite plant and then at
the GP resin plant and that's when they discovered the problem
There's been no clean up.
analytical method.

There's dispute right now over

So nothings been done for two years while

they continue to detect formaldehyde in the Russian river.
This is just one example.

The list of communities with

contaminated water supplies grows longer each year.
Fort Bragg.

Post wood preserving in Ukiah which is on the

superfund list.
of Weed.

The LP mill

The GP resin plant.

The Baxter mill in the town

Coppers and LP which is also on the superfund list in

lle.

This is just naming a few of them.
to wood taxies

are

other ways.

These communities

Toxic smoke generated

mills burning chemically contaminated mill wastes settle
to the popu
either land

ted valleys.

The fly-ash frcim the burners are

lled, or in Fort Bragg, they're spread on athletic

lds and school playgrounds.

•

Some of

th~

soil was tested with

a fly-ash on it and dioxin residues were found in it last year .
pattern of chemical pneumonia and bronchial

A

sorders has been documented in areas around broadcast burning
of herbicide treated brush.

This has been documented in

amette Valley and other valleys in Oregon.
Soc

ty at large is also being exposed to these toxic

ls, living and working in home and office environments
constructed of materials which are reeking with volatile glues
and preservatives.

Numerous studies have concluded that many of
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newer construct
s a

to
rs

materials out out-gas formaldehyde for up

r construction.

The problem of out-gassing was

scovered twelve years ago when adverse health effects

were

among mobile home dwellers, senior citizens,

students

rs who occupy mobile classrooms and office

buildings
Consumer products like
cr

s,

icle board, kitchen cabinets,

eneer furniture, wafer-hoard paneling have all been
several years.

to out-gas

A recent study by the Oregon

found formaldehyde levels detrimental to

of

health in newer energy ef
are al

some

l;.rtic
str

Forest

as

numerous trade journals
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Journal of Wood and F

s

re's a

Techno
the cont

wood

s 1

f

journa

herald
use of more

which demonstrates that

re

glues, and les
On

ir type,

levels of formaldehyde.

to even very

s
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ring costs.

a product and reduce manu

cement excels

r hard boards
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1
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responded by developing even more toxic chemical, admittedly
called phenol-resorcinol formaldehydes, which they claim,
althouoh it's more toxic it reduces out-gassing.
Over the years our tax structure has been manipulated to
give more and more advantages to research and development in the
use of chemicals and capital outlays, automation and less
incentives and credits for the use of labor in production.
Our state and federal tax structure should be revamped
to create incentives to employ people and reduce incentives, the
incentives for toxic chemical proliferation.

The illegal dumping

of hazardous wastes and a lax enforcement policy in a sense
subsidies the use of these chemicals.
in the communit

The real costs are borne

s by society by increased health costs and human

tragedy.
There are many alternatives to chemical treatments; for
stance in the short term, kiln-drying of lumber and plywood can
eliminate the need for fungicides.

In the long-term,

silvicultural systems designed to produce tighter-grain,
h

r-quality timber should be employed instead of short

rotation systems which involve the use wide scale clearcutting
and herbicides.
One of the consequences which I know has been discussed
t

is job loss, mill closure, the utilization of this

fast-growth wood-fibre requires highly technical capital
tensive milling procedures.

Few of the locally owned mills

have been able to capitalize to convert or modernize their
79
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ry for these lamination processes.

mills has decl

The other of saw

ninety percent since nineteen fourty-eight due

n part to the decline of the timber supply and aJso to the

inability of these mills to modernize their equipment.
it's

I'm sure

stated job loss over the last ten years has largely

been due to automation and log exports; employment declining from
seven workers per million board feet to four workers per million
board feet

the last ten years.

Dislocations within the

regional local economies have been well documented and have had a
lot of social tragedy involved with them.
contributed to un

They've also

ir labor practices and union busting in some

areas.
General

speaking, the local
labor relat

C?il

t
product

s.

owned mills have
s than

The rapid con

of the

multi-national
11

r

and

by these bigger corporations continues to impact these

11 towns soc

lly, culturally and economical

Another major consequence of this transition of the
basic material wood-fibre is a
1 and

competitiveness in the

rnational marketplace.

It's pretty well known

rn California and the Sierra Nevada the timber
regions are characterized by steep mountainous terrain, by high
per ods of rainfall
th the

r snow.

These

ical 1

tat.ions coupled

to protect valuable biological resources contribute

to higher harvesting costs and transportation costs in those
latl

of the southern states.
80
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se California benefitted by having a redwood

so crucia

lumber in the marketplace that was a specialty.

But if

California timber producers continue to practice short-rotation
s

iluture California will be stuck with a 'run-of-the-mill'

product.

•

Plywood particle-board which can be produced anywhere

in the nation.

Higher operation costs and a poor position in the

market.
The public interest would clearly be best served if
California forestlands were managed to yield a continuous supply
lumber.

f

clearly

st~tes

Is 74 Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act

that California's forestlands will be managed to

eld a sustainable supply of "high-quality" timber while
ing and maintaining other forest resource values.
last area that I wanted to discuss with ... was that
if we continue to maximize our current harvest levels today and
we're wrong in some of our assumptions about growth rates we're
go

to be in big trouble in the very near future.

to, we could have a

We're going

s of short fall in the timber supply and

we could substantially reduce the productivity of the forestlands
lves.

Part of this has to do with the assumption that

we're going to be able to sustain a sixtv year harvest cycle.
Some areas are talking about fourty year harvest cycles.

As as a

forester, as a natural resource consultant, as a field worker I
don't' think that our forestlands can in this area in the north
coast where I'm familiar with, can.
as

There's a number of

ions that we have a hundred year flood cycle for instance
81
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yet we

a hundred year flood in
four and eighty-six.

s

five, in sixty-four,

I've been working for the last

three months in the field doing erosion control ana assessing
land, landing failures, road failures, there's a lot of problems
out in

woods.

rules as

ey are right now.

seeing
mass

There's a lot

o~

problems with the current

Most of the problems we saw,

now are landing failures and road failures and their
movements into the streams.

We've gone into streams that

we've cleared out after the last five years.
again.

we're

They're plugged up

Mostly from these hillslope failures.

Less from just

wood debris falling along the course of the stream.
basic: assumptions which I belief is erroneous

One of

s that historic growth rates are replicated right now in our
stands, in our young stands.
loss,

so l, that s our growing medium o

il,

There's been s
in the

We've had a lot of soil

of plants

of the assoc

ficant alterat

st.

our crop.

my assessment clearcutting is so catastrophic

I

n its effect in the resource , I mean, that's why it, the forest
cessation

s

ust a so
a

with a pioneer species.

s

arise.

sons for that.

of

associations.

ni
hard-vvood spec

rst.

There's

There's a number of bene

ts from

bru

You get

Some of the spec

which conovers can't do.

s alter.

Alters and

Some of the brush

s excude a substance from their roots which

kill packagins which cause root rot
hemlocks.

You don't get

cedars, doug fir,

There's a serious problem in the northwest with
82
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some of those stands because of these problems in
even age mono-cultural stands.
One of the ..• I don't think anti-herbicide activists
argue

herbicides don't work in the short-term, in the first

couple of years after spraying.

There is under optimal field

conditions an increase in growth in the first couple

of years.

There is no date, there is absolutely no date that herbicides
affect a net ultimate benefit over the

c~op

rotation.

We've done

Freedom of Information Act requests to the forest service, to the
California Department of Food and Agriculture on efficacy, to the
Department of Forestry asking for data, their data that shows,
that demostrates that herbicides are efficacous for increasing or
ing

rotation of the stand over the life of the stand.

Just haven't been using herbicides that long.

So assumptions are

being made that since we're getting increased growth rates during
the

rst couple years to five years after application that we

can extrapolate that this increased growth rate will go on during
course of the year of the rotation and taper off later on.
So we're making a lot of assumptions and basing today's
harvesting rates on these assumptions.

Other ones include that

we have these trees that have been growing the second-growth
forest, the residual stands, the young third-growth forest and
clear-cut situations

th or without the use of herbicides.

ir bowl is full of this, these large-growth rings.

This wood

is more susceptible to insects and rot.

What may be the

implication fourty years down the line?

Are we going to start
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see

rot out in the stands? More mortality at early
s?

I don't

to

these kinds of factors have been plugged

yield tables.

th

It just doesn't make sense to ... well, I

one of the basic problems is that there's been an

overemphasis on statistical analysis
kind of
f

computer modeling and that

There hasn't been enough verification in the

ld that these growth rates are actually occurring.

after harvest stock
harvest rules.

is verified.

Four years

That's part of the timber

After that, few agencies, departments or private

timber companies go back out to look at their growth rates.

What

we did, Freedom of Information Act requests on the forest service
didn't have the
t

So they started a couple years, you

their stand exams going.

ir stands exams.

We asked the local timber companies can you

show us some o

your qrowth rate data?

weren't will

to

it".

They're years behind in

They didn'

it or

it but they said "they said d

't have

Foresters need to get into the field and look in to ten or

ifteen year old stands to verify these assumptions on growth
rates.
it's t

that we exercise a litt

servat sm in our management of our t
take a ser

more

lands.

We need to

s look at what's growing out there, what the volumes

are and we need to assess and weigh the risks and the benefits of
tt ng

011r

forestlands to this new fibre-supply,

-economcy.
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I just want to conclude with a more personal note and
that is as a field worker, as a erosion control worker, I deal on
a weekly basis with mill and logging supply, shop owners, timber
land owners who we work with, v.Je work on the bigger corporations
holdings, I just want to convey to you that there are lot of

•

angry and

tter people in

northcoast and that is that people

realize the industry, the corporations are pulling out.

I don't

know what's been discussed here today but people who have spent
r

whole lives working in the timber industry, given their

st years to the timber industry, now find that their water
supplies are cont

nated with pentachlorophenol.

The people on

Gibney Lane are trucking water and have been trucking their
domestic water for two years now.

v:ho' s very angry.

LP will not pay for it nor

t'Vho' s saying well who I am going to sell my

inventorv to and what am I going to do next?
Failest

ly in Fort Bragg.

in logging.
fami

There're

the

Tom Failest worked all his years

He got sprayed by herbicides, by LP last year. His

got very sick,

nephew vomiting blood.

he and his son and I believe it was his
I mean very sick.

And when they started

asking questions, why weren't we warned, whey weren't we told to
work somewhere else that da ?
about it,

were fired.

Because they were willing to talk

These people are bitter.

Just last

year I worked with the Private Industrial Council of Mendocino
County trying to negotiate a training contract with LP.
them free labor to do forest improvement work, to do brush
85
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control on the
tra

property.

setting would be.

We were try

to work out what the

Our we dealing with site preparation?

Our we dealing in five-year stands, ten-year stands.
your needs?

What are your on-going needs?

What are

And when we pushed to

a point, cause we were trying seriously to develop this program
they admitted to us, two of their foresters admitted to us they
not

to be harvesting in Mendocino County past two or three

years.

END OF TAPE
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MS. WAWONA:

... We need to look at new ways of

ship between small landowners and producers so that we can
keep these lands in production.

I, last week I heard Ted

Bradshaw's presentation and I think that there's a lot of
interesting ideas in that but,

•

th all due respect to him, I

think that there would have been a lot more success for those
types of efforts ten years ago.

I think there's an assumption

that the industry is here to stay.

We need to help them out.

We

to give them grants or loans to retrofit their mills, this
or that, I just don't believe that's true.

I think we're see

a very rapidly declining resource base and industry in the area
and

're going to go operate elsewhere for the next few

decades and then they'll have their milling facilities to mill
comes of age.

when

t

Well, I guess I would just like to

ask that you look into some of these issues and try to assess
some of the consequences that they're going to have in our timber
growing areas.

•

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Thank you very much for the testimony .

I'm sorry your computer dumped it.

I know it was difficult to

ther but we certainly appreciate the information.

Mr.

Kenneth Walker, Paul Runyan Lumber Company.
MR. KENNETH WALKER:
me aboard.
want to call

Glad to see you again.

I have seven items I

attention to that are seriously impacting our

sick lumber industry.
s s

Thank you Assemblyman Hauser for

It is sick.

I haven't seen anything like

about 1932 when things were going bad.
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down.
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put up for auct

I

have

even items that I want to call to your attention and I'm not

First off, at the present time
severe

in Washington.

and just yes

taxat

There's been a House Bill 3838

the Senate passed a bill.

et me bac

up.
We

115 men.
operation

timber

from
hand,

Under both of them

represent a small saw mill, Paul

I

1945 and has

is coming under

Paul

was founded in

ince then.

It gets

group known as Walker Fore t

ft hand situation.

s principal

and it's all a

Some Walkers own the mill, some

Walkers ov-rn

t

and even those that are in the

res

t

so sornet

i

well.

r

tal

s

I

The rna n thing i

attack.

but

of a
you start

ent

out

th v:i.r
t

n t
'

j_

raise our

sc.

ent

rate about 30.
If

such unfair treatment.

errn investment,

t.o ca

+- rate.

House

dual rates so much, _ _ _ _ _ 10 percent

' t raise

would raise the

vJe' re

We

The Senate

trouble.
s a 35

\>lOU

at the present time

at the present 20

se, vle' re

11

ment5

s tax is under

that can be rna
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treatment.
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Item two, the}' wish to deny us the right to expense
forest management, reforestation costs and instead of taking that
as a current expense, they want us to capitalize it for 40, 60
years, the life of the duration and that would be, I
disastrous to forestry in California.

think, very

It would in our case.

It's a marginal investment at best and you add this to it, maybe
a 50 percent, 75 percent cost, and you just say no, we can't do
that.

Therefore, it is very important to us to be able to

maintain the expensing of timber management costs.
Three, we are impacted by Canadian lumber.
35 percent orcur dimension m<:lrket.

It has taken

How can they do that?

Well,

the Canadian government owns the timber and they sell it to the
mills for about one-seventh of what timber costs us in the United
States, in California so we have to get that reduced or we're in
trouble.
don' t

It's 35 percent now, 40 percent next year perhaps.

knovJ.

I

It can go on up.

Four, we're in a very bad competitive situation due to
the excessive costs of our forest management regulations under
the state of California.
$40.00 a thousand.

Dr. Henry Vaux? estimates that at

Oregon with the same objective, I am told,

the costs are $2.00 a thousand.
to

us out of business.
Item

There's enough difference there

It is doing that to a lot of mills.

This is a serious one.

In our operation, we

sh to cut about 50 percent of our own timber to string it out a
given length of time, quite a long time, and cut 50 percent of
forest service timber.

We have been told by Zane Smith, Regional

89
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a spotted owl habitat, the old growth they like.

I

talked to one man, I didn't hear this myself, but I talked to
this man

said he did hear it in a hearing on the coast.

This farmer was testifying on the spotted owl.

He said who are

you, well, I'm so and so, I live here, I have so many acres at my
ranch.
I

Well, what do you know about spotted owls?

have four families of them livinq in my barn.
keep the rodent population down.

•

is another

- - - - - (123).

Oh, he said I

I like them.

They

I think that spotted owl thing

I think when the facts come out it's

going to look ridiculous but, in the meantime, we're going to
lose a lot of timber.
Something new has just popped up and it was
earlier by the representatives from the IWA.

mentione~

Labor unions are

recommending putting private timber on sustained yield.
Sustained production keep the lands growing, yes, a lot of timber
owned by small land owners.
sustained yield?

How arc they going to go on pure

Cut a few trees a year or are they going to cut

it all down pretty severely and then wait?
think is sustained yield.

That isn't, I don't

I'd like to see the staff? put to

that.
Those seven items that I mentioned real quickly that are
raising hob with us -- it's a desperate situation.

These 115

employees of ours probably is just perhaps one-third of those
that

11 be impacted if a mill goes out of operation.

Forest Service plans goes in, 20 mills will go out.
quite a few jobs.
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CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
MR. 'V'IALKER:

Thank you very

I could go on and cry on

lder for

next three
CHAIRMAN HAUSER:
have to

, Hr. Wa

I

certa

ly

we hear what you

iate your tes

I

Omne

want to do later is to talk with the guys from
the IWA.

I think they understand the issue

holdings and are

sted in

th

smaller

ing to work out something but I

11 hm,re a chance to communicate with them but I do
iate

a

very much

test

MR. WALKER:
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agree vlith the many recomroencations that have been made.

What

I'd like to do here, however, is talk about the sustainability of
our fisheries and its compatibility with timber harvesting.

Our

concerns here, of course, are when we're looking at the salmon
fishery are with spawning and nursery habitat.

•

In the natal

streams of the salmon, this includes everything from the
protection of gravels, the protections against unnecessary stream
blockages, protection of shaved canopy to maintain proper water
temperature in the streams and those such things that are
necessary in and about the stream zone to insure that we have a
productive stream for salmon production.
Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practices Act of 1974, we believe
was a vast improvement over former timber harvests in this state
and I think all you have to do is look at the places such as the
southfork of the Trinity River to see what happened under some of
the old practices where for aJl intents and purposes the fishery
there was killed off by some very poor timber practices and there
were also a

numbe~

of other areas along this state where many of

our people are now auditing the streams trying to correct some of
those problems and restore some of those salmon populations.
I should say, they're not the only ones out there.
the

And

We have had

ssistance of the local cornmunities and I should say some of

the nore enlightened timber operators and their companies and I
think there has been a sensitivity on the part of at least some
of the companies for the protection of the salmon resources.
fact, we can point to a number of the good operations that we

In
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they're going to do approximately 120 or on-site inspections.
This is simply too few people.

We need to have four or five

times that many people to actually do an adequate job.

So, first

we need to have additional personnel on the part of the
Department of Fish and Game to insure that there are adequate

•

inspections at the pre-harvest level .
Second, Fish and Game's recommendations to the Board of
Forestry or, excuse me, to the designee of the Director and to
the Board, in fact, are simply recommendations, they're advisory
only, and while a THP in some of the operations that are perhaps
in that could damage a salmon stream, could remove the necessary
shade canopy, could destroy gravel and that, nevertheless they
can go ahead over Fish and Game's objections and we think that

(241)

there simply needs to be in those areas where the

are affected, the ability by the Department of Fish and Game is
to say no to them.
not unusual.

•

Simply put, a two agency agreement.

This is

We negotiated a similar type of situation with the

California Water Contractors.

We looked at the Governor's Water

Program and certainly that's what we'd be looking at in any
future water program is that we simply think that there has to be
a two agency agreement here where we're
protection of fisheries.

tal~ing

about the

There is not that in the current law

and we think to insure that there are the protections, this has
to be so this is the second thing that's necessary.

The second

reform we think that's absolutely vital or absolutely essential
the Z'berg-Nejedly Act.
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but I think over the concern of the basic operations and that is
I think the regional foresters must be made liable.

They must be

made responsible for their operations and there must be better
coordination between the registered forester and the operator and
there is not this coordination right now and there is not this
chain of responsibility and it seems to be that if we're going to
have good operations, there has to be that line of
responsibility.
Overall, I think that we do understand the concerns of
the timber industry for a certainty, for the need for long term
planning.

I'm certainly sympathetic with them and we're willing

to work with them towards those goals and as we've said, we
think, for the most part, the production and protection of our
streams can be compatible with timber harvest practices.

In so

doing, there must be strict and stringently enforced regulations
to make sure that those streams are indeed and those fish are
indeed protected.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN HAUSER:

Thank you very much, Zeke.

I take it

those are based also, your comments are based on notes from a
previous Senate bill hearing.

It's always an interesting

challenge to have such competing economic interests using the
same area but I do appreciate your comments.

It brings to light

the other things we need to consider besides the economic health
and viability.

MR. GRADER:

Well, I certainly think that there is the

-- we're concerned about the economic and viability of the timber
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he'll see harvest above what is grown.

If the ownership has an

even distribution of aqe classes, it expects a harvest roughly
equal to what is grown.

Flexibility to adjust to these harvest

levels, to adjust the harvest level according to economic
conditions, is necessary to keep thP industry viable .

•

Stability

in the cornmunity and preservation of jobs are directly linked to
the health of the industry.
In response to sustained yield advocates comments, the
timber industry is not in the business of perpetuating lifestyles
as a matter of survival with more and more companies finding
themselves on or beln1.J tJw margin of profi t.abili ty.

If companies

wen' restricted in their lm7 Pl of harvest, it would simply put

more companies out of business and consequently more woodworkers
out of business.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN HATJSEP:

That HaE succinct and to the point.

Let me, Mr. Hamilton, just a couple of quick questions.

I

think

we al! recognize the spread of possibilities that do exist but
the question's going to keep coming up and on this sustainability
issue, i
oppc~ed

srnur industry, the industry groups that you represent,
to any form of language that covers this area?
MR. HAMILTON:

Let me say, Mr. Hauser, we're not opposed

to sustaiPerl yield, so tn speak.

We're opposed to regulating

sustained vield because it cannot be done adequately.

term that keeps getting thrown around.
definitions of it.

It's a

There are so many

I think the Forest Service has got their

flood model, their ceiling model, their non-declining even flow,
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Service policy and timber management have on the timber supply
and the lumber ...
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T h e Con s e r 'J a t on i s t A 1 t e r n a. t i 'J e g i e s j.H' e -t e r e n c e to sm a 1 1 ,
local logging companies on certain acres of the Pumas National Forest
in order to insure a healt y, sustainable local logg ng ecor,omy.
Us.e
of all
aged management
insead of even aged management will
also
ir1
r-e
srr1a. le-r sales
at are mor-e managea.b e for smaller
logging
companies.
The
Conservationist
Alternative
prohibits major
road
improu•m~nts sue
as the worK planned for the Orou lie-Quincy Highway
which are pr
y inte-nded to inc ease e port of timber to larget; mb&r
i 11
of P1 umas Cc·un ty.
Th
Conservat onist Alternati e calls for the re-analysis of
timber har est and pr duct on on the forest,
ncluding a realistic
alter at ve us ng group selection as the primary silvicu1tural method.

V. GRAZING AND RANGE MANAGEMENT
A
increase
easily u
no costs
on a fa
foragto
charge
wit
•n

?ores
plans in Region 5, including t e Plumas~ greatly
gra.z
a.bovt' cu rent levl!'ls.
This is because grazing is
lu d
the Forest Service assumes that there are 1 ittle or
assoc a. •d w t
this use.
Gra:z ng increases are also based
se assump on that clea.rcutting of t mber result:. in more
Conser
on sts contend that
the current grazing permit
s not
y too far bt'low marl<et value, but costs associated
ironme ta
d•gradat on are not considered.

Se ttr•a
areas on
IHP Plum.as Forest, p.art1c:ular1y in the Indian
Crl't>l< wate shi'd
art> curr•nt I y d~>grad!fd dut> to ovcH·gra:z i ng.
The
costs of this d•gr.adation includ• impacts on water quality, fisheries
rec:r•at on, pub
c health and wildlife.
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10n st Alti!>rnat
I? calls
or an overal
rf!'duct:on in
hrou
permanent
~ tr
t:ons
agauns~
graz ng
in
~Hl'JI
SO!'
1 t1vt- art>as •nc ud1ng wi!'t ands <and r1par1an zone-s.
The
calls for an incr~ase 1n thf' gra:::1ng perm1t char9E!' to
fa
marki?t
.;.lu€',
The ~lternat1ve also calls for graz1ng perm1ttees
to c
~r
the
exoenses required fCJr
range
improvements,
1nclud1ng
improvements deemed necessary to pr·eser•,;e env:ronmental
resources.
Fair
balanc1ng of
ai
the
values associated witn
graz ng
should
maintain
or
increase
re<.Jenues
to
the
publ c
tre-asu y,
ther·eby
support1ng the local economy wh1le protecting the public tnterest.
a

VI. STREAMS I DE MANAGEMENT ZONES
NFi1A mandates protection for "s reams, streE!.mbanKs, shorelines,
wetlands and c•ther bod1es o-t watt?r· frc:•m detrimental change-: •.• where
har
sts are
kely to ser1ouls and adversely affect water conditions
or fish t'Htbitat."
Fore.>st Se-rvtC!l> rE!'gulat ons require that "Special
attention shall be g1ven to land and vegetation for qpproximately 100
f ee
f r om t h e e d g e s of a 1 l p e r e n n i a: 1 s t r e am s , l a K e s an d o t h e r bod i e s
of water."
Forest Service regulations are
interpreted through so
calle
"best manageme-nt pr·actices."
Use- of SMPs over the last decade
has
ot prevented the degradation of over 30% of the water produced by
the Plumas National Forest.

•

•

A though the Forest Service w 11 give "spt>cial attention" to the
100
foot
strt>amside
management
zon s,
this
does
not
mean
that
act vit t>s that cause eros1on and Siltation such as logging will be
p ohib1ted in these areas.
In fact, there are numerous exampl!?S of
st eamside ar as that have been logged on the Plumas Forest.
I f draft
ans re eased before the Plumas are any •xampl e, i t is probable that
ogging
o meet
t mber
ields wi 1
con
nue
to be
al lc•wo?d along
s r am
r
ers and
akes •

e 0 foot
eamside management zones generally established by
the F
est Service are arbitrary and not t;lased on any site specific
research.
The Lassen National
Forest conducted an
inventory
of
streams and determined that the average streamside, riparian and water
inf! enc:ed terrestrial vt>gf'tation :zones on the forest averaged up to
20 feet
n width for seasonal streams <C1 ass 1 & 2), 235 feet for
small to medium size crl!'el<s <Class 3) and up to 450 fe>et for large
creeKs and rivers <Class 4 & 5).
Figures are rounde>d upward to the
nearest
denominator
and
sl ght
differ•nces
between
eastside
and
wes s de streamzon~s ar&> ignored in order to insure full and adequate
protection.
• orig na
Conservationist Alt•rnative originally called for an
dly arb trary ~00
foot
stre&mside management
zon•
for
a1 1
Th s was dropped
the Plumas Forest p 1 anners because- i t
s
cou
no
be "modeled" by FORPLAN.
Since it is thao only management
system
ava1labll!'
that
is
based
upon
fit>ld
data,
thi'
revised
Alternative
ts the hydro ogic model developed by the Lassen Forest
w th noted changes).
More rmportantly, th• Alternative prohibits all

1 9

and oth~r
so1
d1srupt1ng act v1 lt?S
.,. g e t 3. t 1 o r, a
o be man.;;,ged f
r t ~? t 1 on Oi"
e hab1 tat.
The Lass.eFor<:>st hydrolog:c:

ogg
zon~

fl

we 1 l
l e

a.s

a

IS

D.
VI I.

POTENTIHL l.JILD & SCENIC Rl\JER CAND~ DATES

No r1 er
on
the Plumas Forest was
inc:orporat<:d
1nto
tho?
Nationwide Rivers I v e n t C• r y , a 1 t h o u g h :. e '-' e r a 1 c an d 1 d a t e !: e x 1 s t , mo :: t
notably the Fal 1 R1ver and Ca.nyon Cre€' s 1n the southwest reg:on of
tne forest,
The Al terna.tive calls for
the further study of
these
rivers to e•.tal ate the•r potential for
inc:lus1on into the Na iona1
Rivers
stem.
The Conse vat ion st AI te~nat ue
W 1d
d
Sc
c
prou ides for the> retention of the free flowing and unroaded nature of
the':
r1 e> s u
1 I
adequate studies are completed.

V I I I • 1"1 If'l
M1n1ng iS h gh y disruptive of
the env1ronme-n al and o+ten
c:;onfl ict ng
1 t
ot:-.er forest uses.
The Cons.a>rvationist Al te~"nd.tl';e
nsu es
t at
ly valid clams 01re- de-•Jelooe-d and that
no m1n ng
ope at 1 on wi
be all owed in env 1 ronmentall y sens t i ve areas.
Most
spec1a
managemen
areas prohib t mining unless otherw1se noted.

Operat r,g
ans are required for all claims.
Ortly valid claims,
using
the
pruden
man
test,
will
be
approved an
op~?rating
plan.
ating plan
will
require
the
posting of
bonds
suffic:1ent
to
an t e e t!"H?
an d c: om p 1 e t e r e c i am a t i on of a
n e d a r ..- a t o i t s
pr~!"Jious
tal standard.
The operat ng plan will prO\! de for
pubic:: n
and comme-nts.
A full
EIS w
be 1"equ1rE.>d for
a ge
e
1 on
and/or
propcsal
tha
ge
a e
P'.Jbl 1 c:
c n r O'J

I X.

Nobo

i.Li
th

t)

I SUAL QUAL!

PROTE:TION

q a i ty
san important ~l~m~nt
rc:ut ii. bli!autlful £nd
nKs a c::

of tour sm and recreation.
o wants to p1cnic
none?

Adopt on of an a l aged system of timber management w i 1
great 1 Y
he
1 impac: s of logg ng
rom almost all var,tagt? po1nts.
St •~s de
protect on
zones
and
special management areas provide
fur her
otE?c: t
T
preser @ the vi sua
qua i ty in ar·eas not in
the
prev oui. c:ategor es
the fo11 ow ng areas w
1 be man&ged for
for gr
nd eten on:
l"'educ:~t

Hi

70

Orovi le-Qu ncy Highway
Headowval ley Road
Cariboo Road

Hi

99

Gen•sse-Jamesv

1 1~ Road
Quincy-La Porte Road
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Gene

se-Be Kwor h Road

M lford-Beckworth Road
Frenchm:;.n LakeAntt-lop€? Lake
Lake Dav1s
Little Grass Valley Rese•;ou'
Sly Creek Resevo1r
Bullards Bar Resevo1r
Orovill€? Resevo1r
Bucks Lake
Butt Val ley Resevoir
The foll ow1 ng
ret,;.nt1on:

areas

wi 11

I n d i an <J a 1 1 e >·
Genessee \)alleY
American <Ja 1 I t>Y
MohawK Va 11 eY
North ForK Feather Rive
Indian Creek canyon
an sh Creek canyon

t•e

mana•;;;t?d

for

for·eground

and

mi ddl egrourrd

canyon

X.

TRAIL SYSTEM

T h e p r i mar y
n t e n t of t h e Con s e r v a t i on i s t A l t e r n a t 1 •,; e
is to
in-:
e the preser·•Jatlon of the forest trail system from des.truc:tivt>
act •.;it es such a.s roadbuilding and logging.
Many trails are within
scecial management areas that prohibit destructive activities.
Tra1 Is
tha
are not with1n special management areas will be protected by a
100
foot
w de corr dor wh1ch prohibits togging and Keeps road
cross ngs td a min mum.
MaJor trails should be ma ntained to the level necessary for
pub
c
and environmental
safety.
Public
adoption
of
trails
for
ma ntenance purposes wi 11
be encouraged.
A trai 1 use fee system
should be studied as a potential funding source for trail maintenance
and construction.
Reg1sters will be established at major trailheads
to gat er us.?r data and publ1 c comments.
Establishmen
of spec1al management ar~tas generally prohibits
motorized use of the trail system unless otherwise noted.
Trails not
w1 th n spec1al management areas will retain their current use, whether
motor zed
or
non-motor i :z:&>d.
The
forest
can
investigate
the
possib
Jty of
t'Sh.blishing official
ORV
trails with
State
gru•n
sticK!!'
funds, but only with full
environmental
review and public
part1 1pat1on
n the planning process.
OR\.1 trails are prohibite•d in
special management artas and
n ar•as where- environm•ntal damage c:a.n
occur such as wet meadows a.nd ste~p slop•s.
Pa.gt> 15
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S
c
d~ vI! 1 oped r to c :-'EPa t 1 on
p r ov 1 d~ s much gr e & t e r
returns p e'"'
i n 'J Et> s t C~> d
do l a
t h a. r1
o t her
f or e s t
uses ,
the
Con s e r v a t 1 on : s t
A tern<Ative @lncourages the rett'nt1on and protection of all ex1st1ng
deve oped camps: te-s on the forest.
ing fees should be ra1sed, If
n e c: e
ar
o
1n su e
t hat
c am o g r o u n d
ma 1 n t e n an c e
a r. d
r e pa 1r
1s
adequate!
funded.
Inta-rprettve programs, funded througn user fee-~,
should be instituted at maJor campgrounds.
The
f or· e s t
w 11
r etain
a mi xt ur e
of
h i gh l y
de •J e 1 o p e d ,
s em -de v e l o o e d an d p r im i t 1 •,1 e c: .am D :; •
La r g e ,n on - r e g u 1 a t e d p r 1 m 1 t 1 <; e
camps without sanitary facilities should be discouraged to protect
pub
c: safety and the erw 1 r-onment.
The
forest
shall
study
ti"H:>
possrbilit
of
f!stablishing
d&•Je-loped
campgrounds
1n
ti'H.•
roade-d
s~t c t i on s
t h @> p r o p o s e d La It ,;. s 8 as 1 n -N e 1 son Cr e eo K - t u b a S c e n i c A r e a •
Any study
ou l d
1 nc l udcr
a. comt:. 1 e te env 1 ronmen ta 1 reo•) 1 <~'W and fu 1 l
p t.l b
c par
c: 1 at ; on .
1-1 n y p r C:• o o : a 1 ~ f or t :·H:· d e '!>.? i C• p m t? n t o f a d c:·~·m h 1 1 1 =I< : s: 1 t e w 1 1 1 t >?
stud ed through a formal E!S, providtng fu11 environmental re•new and
P'.Jb1 ic participation,
Downrliil sKi sites are prohibited in special
management areas.

XII. MONITORING AND BUDGET
The Sl.JCc:ess of an:;.' plar, is dependent upon adeQuate monitor1ng.
The Conservationist AI ternattve calls for constant monitor ng of maJor
ronmental
indicators
ncluding water quality,
air q1Jalt ty,
tree
p ant1ng success and other variables to compare the 1ntent of the plan
with
h.- affects oi actual plan implementation.

An
plan is
n ariably tied to the budget.
I f bu ; t redu tions
ar• requ1reo, there must be a comparable reduction
n acti'Ji t;es that
r•qu 1 re
J arge e pend 1 tures.
Changes in the bu
t must re><:u 1 t
1n
re•J!Slons to
he plan.
ThE< Conser•Jationist Alternat ve ca11s for a
rEt>VI
on p cce>ss t1ed to budget constraints when necessary.

XIII. APPENDIX
pi>ndix
Tl'H~

Febr

-

r

A: A Conservationist Response to
p1 c
on" •
8y
i c h ae 1 Yost, MA
1986,

Silvicultural Systems and
Forestry,

Appendix 8
"Economics of Timber Manageme t: What
Su
ed for Timbe , Do Forest Service Timber Sales
Ttt11 H a Timber Sale Loses Money.•
From The Cit
Management
n the National
Forests.
Pub1 ished
onom
Consultants
October, 1995.
Appe dlx
C:
Review
of
the
Plumas National
Hol st c Econom c Consultants, January, 1995.

Duke

University.

Land is Economical Y
Lese Money?, How to
zens Guide to Timber
by Cascade Holistic

Forest

Plan,

Cascade

App•nd x D:
Lassen National
F.orest Streamsid• Hanag•ment
Corridor
Factor Tabl•.
St•v~ Young, Lass•n For9st Hydrologist.
1984.
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A.
The

rest Service has

national
imum" method
this is an attempt
Act (NFMA)

forests in
of
to
of
~F:1A,

on
criteria

nationa: forests
to
the
Se tion 6 of

systems.

Ins

Forest

tem lands
(

will

be

cutt
f

(

The purpose o
pape
to
the criteria in
ion paper
The introduct

)

Service position
conclusions
others that the

the
systems will be

and

, the paper reflects
especial
hazarcis o
perspec ive for
of the
or benefits

favori;;

conservationist's
and e
management; it
ich are intolerant of shade and
forests,
But
grow in
silviculture .

~fountain

most cases.

types such as
forests, are

In some situations, stands of any forest type which
understocked as a result of earlier timber
fire,
best be

uations.

in
conifers,
suited

attack,
silviculture
in these

States.
perceives

and District
0

The
will
than

is that future management
o
sys ems
in the field.

Hoping to preserve the
the mandates of
the clearcutt
the trickle-down
presllimption
in this dismissal of consideration of an
one of the field units

Forest Supervisors,
preparation
.)
one
Forests
theorists

and
levels
But
as revealed
alternative

-3-

unde the current
Another L~dication of
Forest
rvisor
administration appears
of the same Forest
his
"Last week ...
p
Timber Hanagement
Forest
the administration
on timber harvest and related costs ... The
impetus is .•• to ... increase return
the treasury •... Future
timber and related activit
will adhere
the
lines:
timber sales
be
long term benefits
in favor of short term economic return., .. "
, 1981)

•

This guideline favors clearcutt
and in fact may be
Clearcutt
is apparent
idered
be the most
efficient" silvicultural system, even
that
company would so manage.
real
erm costs in
of
loss,
decline,
occurrence of catast
events are not realist

Noreoever, the
is proven to be the
then it is
ir;rurn,"
incorrect.
criteria cannot be
particular syste~.
, which
prod'...tc:ivi

B.

•

tus.

ic

, however.

clearcutt g
silvicultural system,
This is of course
es that this
clearcutt
to be
sui tab
term

~icient

L.

Nany f the st
In the remainder

are true and unbiased.
iased passages are addressed.

L

~IO:l:

"The
National
each,
system

RESPONSi::::

The selection
an
be
ific

silvicultural system should
the
of the stand.

-;-

"So, as ''ith so many oti1erthe est.

tter up:

In conclusion, it
si1ould
to un
na
tendencies as
rest com.'Uuni
tho.t he is bound t
fo
c!o I
that he can
t""HO

he silviculturist
les and
I

not infer

but neithe:Bet·..Jeen

extremes o

ure on

t~12

is

must add that the consequences of our
or
erference must be considered
resource managers, and
not s
;r.onetary
le benefits in the local ecosyste~, but also on
larger interrelated terrestrial and

To

tion

ac
is
be

as

CO~TE:niO:i:

~ational

RESPONSE:

, stand sizes vary from
Forest Lands."

T.1is statement is

acres on

for two reasons:

L

stand
rest lands. Severa fore
types
National Forest in California. Each
stands of many different sizes. Stand
size is relevant
describ
a
forest type or a
stand.

"

Th

mcs

type in California is
a manus
on the Sier:-a-

oc

1 9

-5the pos
st~nds

ion
or groups,
are
tions."

3.
CO:iTE:~T ION:

b

or
somewhat resemble natur~l
differences. The soil
natural events;
erosion resistant.
compacts soil.
cause erosion.

RESPO:lSL::

fire, insect and disease
trees remain on the site,
provides shade for
b
and other
:tn

may be
can
ic
a natural event (except
· see next

4.

wildfin:s ...
paper .
RESPv:JSE

contention are contrary

Tl.1e

to
in California before the
f fire history in the
low intens
fires occurred at

Sie
()

or

foresters.
mixed-coni~

i(oto;;.
Sie:-:-a

at
is
ro
extensi~e. de
t
crown fires,
common in forests of the 'Jestem \·lhi:e
, are almost un~own in the California ine
Local crm,;rn
acres, but the stancs in genera
bra~en
have such
cover
crowu fire is pract
Kotol,:, .L924).
s

(1982) addresses this

Hus

~ational

Plunas i~ational
protect flami:la':l
youn
exclusion allowed th
and t

trees .

fire~

n

is
Husari goes on to say that
composition
and age structure of many
•
their survival
conifer communities contrib

invest

re

to

•
ro;:

A term

should

to

I) '

s

-9RESPO~~SE:

conclude
erosion. However,
and road

an

is

the forest

Clearcut

I

erosion.
Intense
stands
massive

flammable young
and can cause

7.

co:n:::::;: ro~:

small
excessive damage during

"It is

successful

estab
clearcut

RES?O:\SE:

•
to be the biologically
in Region 5
operation

trees, so a clearcut
for those
Since soil loss is mag~ified
and removal of vegetative
slash to expose mineral soil
the thinnest soils,
and eventual
is

The

erosion.

-

CO~'I::::HIC~~:

"The risk of soil nutrient losses is increased '..:he:-e
veget::1tion or litter is clc:arecl ... The ris
great r
for the
si
culturuJ sy t

RES?O:~SE:

Al
this statement is true, it is made
in the
conte::t o£ fire.
The position paper fails to address
the biorr:ass utilization potential accompanying clearcuttin;;.

:lj-

Utilization of logging residue for energy production is
becoming feasible as clearcutt
becomes more widesprea~.
Although this appears to be a benefit, the cost in te;:-:;;s
of dirr:inished site product
may be substantial over the
terrr:.
Research in this area is
just beginning,
but it is recognized that although
removal respresents
little nutrient removal from forest soil, foliage removal
can represent a
or drain.
ince clearcutting over the
next several decades would require removal of large
nuobers of small trees, a whole-tree chipping technology
is
, which would result in significant nutrient
drair:. at least on sensitive sites. The region-wide
lications could be substantial. The selection har;est
oethods, due to the economics of dispersed biomass collection,
woul tend to avoid this over-utilization problem.

9.

or disease
een wc'lnded."

"Risk of s
incre.:1ses

o trees

."Ris
with
of stand treatments,
cutting.
uency is much
for
part
tree selection system than for others, so the
the s
is highest."
risk of significant insect and disease
RES?O:lSE:

It is true that some insects and diseases attack trees
silvicultural activities.
that have been wounded
However, insects and disease also attack trees for other
that uneven-aged
reasons.
Tne position paper
insect
and disease
silviculture increases the risk of
more than even-age~ silviculture. This is not true.
The following co~ents are excerpted from the book, Principles £!.
_)mo
"Any study of our country's
rests wi_l furnish proof that mixed stands are
much safer from insect L"'ljury than are pure stands."
" ... if we are to maintain the
diversified insect-proof
condition characteristic of the true mixed forest, now that
catastrophic events are
eliminated, we must seriously
consider this objective in
logging operations.
One of the most promis
methods that will maintain the
mixed condition is to cut in small groups."
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easier
forest.
Therefore foresters
scale, pure-stand
silviculture
grow trees in mixture,
or in diversified
age classes and size
In the past, this has led to
pests
under primitive forest conditions
were unknown. There is
reason to believe this will
change
and Heikkenen, 1980)
Gras

I

needle sheath miners, and
the insects that
ations in California.

cause serious

An important fact
cutting, is
foresters

often overlooked
when

and mo

advocates of clearfollowed by planting,
supplied
forest

are
mold, Fusarium and Phytophthora
additional costs of

sp.
silviculture.

lC.

ddmage and sil
_tural
or potent
wildlife pests
getation dominated by grasses,
from) use of

syst

•

RES?O~SE:

or wildlife
The
pests in
, deer, porcupines,
the paper is that most
and rabb
of these
clearcut
ions, not
in group selection
In 1981, the California
Forest Pest Contra Action Council made the
statements about the status of animal pests:
damage
up to ten years of age was
the
animal
lem."
in one co ten year old
continued
areas except
was most common

"Rabbits
andp

and natural stands of pines
interior northern forests."

young
coast and
l 6

Douglas-fir
forests."

syster:1s and the group selection system are best
for livestock production.
Grasses, forbs, and shrubs
useci /
coc o
in the great
quant
in open
for the first few years in the life of a
ion. As the trees in the plantation
to grow,
these plantations become impenetrable to livestock and
wildlife. As the crowns of the trees begin to touch each
other, the lack of sunlight
the ground means that
or other vegetation grows under these
ions.
The contention also
res the major problems of placing
and controlling livestock and avoiding damage to tree
plantation stock in clearcut openings.
Count
the
theoretical value of this transitory range forage as a
benefit of clearcutting is therefore misleading.
It
has not been demonstrated that the even-aged systems
more
livestock forage than uneven-aged
systems over the rotation period.
This contention is based on a philosophy that encourages
over-utilization of forest lands;
it ignores the accepted
wisdom that natural grasslands are best suited for livestock
use and natura
forested lands should be reserved for
the
of trees.

selection or group
lection systeos
are
oore
than the
systems
for
the vegetation in streamside management zones
and
areas ... The choice of silvicultural syste!!lS
to best manage wildlife habitat depends on which species
are to be emphasized."
::\.ESPO~SE:

The contention re
areas is definitely
true,
considering the common
during
of suspending the cable system across
from one steep
to the opposite side
Shade trees
planned for retention along streams
are still
removed
cable logging operations in
the
under the pretext that
must ultimately be
ved and that later removal will damage the new tree
plantation.
Re
g wildlife habitat, we should not forget that all of
the native wildlife species including some now extinct)
were thriving in California forests for thousands of years
before the first forester wrote the first ilviculture
prescription.
Any form of timber harvesting will favor
some wildlif~ species while adversely affecting others.
1~7

-13browse for deer and other
realize that group selection
cover. In the long run,
of wildlife will do best
most close
resembles

13.
CONTE~"'TION:

"Sim.ilarly, if the
character needs to be improved,
any silvicultural system could :>e apprcprlate."

RESP0NSE:

The
paper should show us examples of landscape
character that needs to be "improved." See figure 1 for
a landscape that has been "
by clearcutting. Again,
scenic quality will be
t where the structure of
managed forests most
resembles that of natural
forests (i.e.
group selection).

14.

co::n::::JTICY:

"(
the selection systems to the even-aged
systems,) the average
for the forest would be the
saoe.

RES?O:;s;:::

oany
some foresters, assume
group or s
tree selection would result in
reduceJ yielJs t~is is not so, as the contention correct
states. In fact, to the degree that clearcutt
damages
the site, which is a real potential as discussed in the
earlier sections, the selection systems promise higher
forest-wide
on a
term basis.
t~at

15.
CONTENTION:

"Clearcut
is the harvest
, in one operation, of all
merchantable trees in a stand ... '·"

RESPONS£::

Clearcutt
also involves cutting of all unmerchantable trees
in the stand.
loggers object to clearcutting because
of the obvio~s waste and because of the handling costs.
unmerchantable, but other.~ise healthy trees,
are felled
. the clearcutting oper.::tion and later
burned
the Forest Service.

CONTENTION:

"There is wide size variation in trees harvested in each
operation under the
selection system. This
reduces harvesting efficiency .••• "

RESrONSE:

No

under selection systems, biologically mature,

th cle:J.rcut S?Stem, :.tll trees are cut re
Jless of tht..' ._
size. Therefore, it is clearcut harvest
of variabl
diameter trees, espe~ially the small trees, that reduces
harvest in:; ef:iciency. This is part
true in the
mixed conifer type where clearcut blocks wil~ in lude tre s
of all ages and sizes for several decades un:i the plJnta~icns
the::lSelves are ready for harvest
Even the::1, perfect
eve::1-aged sta::1ds should not be expected.
The contention that harvest eff
is notably higher
under clearcutting isn't even borne out by Forest Service
RPA Program data for logging costs per thousand
cubic feet ti::ber, which vary by less than 10% for all of
the systems. T>1is is consistent with the fact that selection
systems are practiced for profit on
timberlands
in the Region; see section 19.

16.
CONTENTIC::l:

OF Hl::R3IC::DES

"Control of co::J.peting "Jegetation is needed in all of the
silvicultural syste::J.s to ensure establishment and good
gro~,.;t~ of tree
or sprouts.
t~e

sin
tree selection system would definitely
the need for contro
competit
from such

plants."
RESPO~JSE:

In the Environ::J.ental
is of the 1983
ion
on the Plumas :lational Forest
e

, the Plumas :lational Forest does not ag:::ee with
the
Office that control of compet
vegetation
is needed in all silvicultural systems.
herbicide
system.
use in particular is maximized under a clearcutt

17.

CD:'.JTE:\TION:

"Overall, artifical. regeneration
b~en very relioble in pon
mi:-c.:!d con
r stands."

hos

RESPONSE:

r,

and

This statement is entirely unsupportab
The Forest
Service is aware of the many cases of rep
tive failure
in
ions throughout Northern California, although it
does not keep very informative or accessible records

1 9

-15in this regard. Some of the records have even been falsified,
according to agency personnel (DuLdney, March, 1985)
CONTE~JTION:

"Overall, artifical
ion insures prompt reforestation
of preferred species at desirable densiti-=.s."

RESPONSE:

Many areas have to be planted more than once because of
poor seedling survival. In attempts to compensate for
poor survival rates, plantations are occasionally planted
very densely, and when survival is better than expected,
pre-commercial thi~~ings are required. This practice
is costly and creates severe fire. hazards. (Fahnestock, 1968)

18.

PL~~NING,

CONTRACTING

JL~

RECORD KEEPING

CO~TE:iTION:

"The many small units used in the uneven-aged systems
makes for ineffective and costly operation and administration."

RESPONSE:

Record keeping must be different under an uneven-aged
system, but not necessarily more difficult. The Forest
Service should be making decisions about silvicultural
systems on ecological criteria, not administrative efficiency
alone. But again, since private timber companies operate
for profit under ~~even-aged systems, these costs cannot
be prohibitive. Advances in planning and record-keeping
systems under group selection are currently being made
(Heald and Haight, 1979).

19.

•

CO~TE~TION:

"There are many examples of poor selection cuttings in Califfornia, under the
of the single-tree selection system."

RESPO~SE;

There are also examples of successful applications of
selection systems. The Collins Pine Company in Chester,
Calif., has been using the single-tree selection system
very successfully for more than forty years.

20.

GROUP SELECTION

CLlNTE:.. TIO~:

"Th.:: group selection system was tried extensively on
National Forest land in the Region about 20 years ago .••
The system, called Unit Area Control, failed for three
reasons. First, the many small groups of natural regeneration
could not be managed efficiently .•. Second, the cutting
guidelines could not be used consistently .•• Third, many of
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trees in
the stand."

enc group

TI1ese reasons are not inherent

:-:;e:.~_::;c;
the
selec:t
rather,
are
l relat J to mana~esent skills.
Fores:
Service personnel need to develop the kills
implement biola
sound ~ethods rather than opt fer
unsound methods s
because
de~and :ess skille

Recent interest and research with
selection system continue because, of
systems, it corr.es closest to
events ;_md
ranees of
ifor::tia.

r o£
t natu::al ti:::1oer
(also calle
mature, and ove.r:nat:;re
forests is the extensive

0

in

' 1978)
Because f the t
mixed conifer-oa~
type to
forest o
stands, Arvola recommends uneven-aged
ure methods.
"Th.e selection cut t
method is the
Califo~ia.
It is the perio
removal of certain trees,
individual
tree selection) or in small
forest.
o~
rees selected fo
pressed, defec::::.,:e, and some mature trees.
The unit
l syste~ is a fJ
e
attemp is made to cut areas o
t~on,
in ef
creat
... ;,11ere prope
applied, the selection sys
llent one.
It
produces a diverse all-aged
tects t~e site;
favors continuous
from t~e
int.
aesthet
Service researchers Alexander and Edmister offer
the
about re
ion and cont l of cut us
group selection:
ion can be
made to work, with group selection,
if some ~
the
ry unit is under individual tree selection
management.
Residual st
, diameter
tribction
goals,
ection will be the same as
r individual-tree selection, but will app
to the
re
ry unit rather tban individual stands -- some
groups will be cleaned, others thinned, and still others
harvested.
Regulation will be difficult, expensive, and
good inventory records and
checks on
and Edminster
res
researchers at Univers
Forest Research Station have

California s
tt
d a new method of
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-17group selection which they -:all the "aggregation" approach.
"This relatively complex method appeared workab.:.e and
each silvicultural prescription writer and timber marker
gained in sophistication. Markers began to rely on their
o,.vJV~

perc.::::.ptic)n of

pdtt:=~

Jf

''L~t.:t7~::te~.;r'

i:~

v·::,;ct.::!ti::;, tJ

resolve apparent discrepancies bet'.•een "average acre"
inventory data and actual ccnditior.s w~ich vary considerao
from acre to acre. Furthermore, poor regeneration of
intolerant species necessitated ~ocating ~ - l acre openin~~
snicable for plne seealing estacli3nmenc in eaca coopa-ct:nent.
T.<ese results led to the development of a regulation
control method based on the "aggregation" approach to
cr,a=acterizing tree vegetation. This approach recognizes that
the mixed c·Jn-'-fer-L·ak iorest has many discrete homogeneous
vegetation aggregations (groups) ranging from less than
1/100 acres to more than 1 acre and distinguished by
different height or diameter classes, species composition
and density." (Heald and Haight, 1979)
These researchers conclude that the marking rules are
siwple and easy to learn and that relatively complex
silvicultural prescriptions may be transmitted into simple
iastructions which can be carried out effectively by
forest work crews.
Tne Forest Service is choosing to dis:;;iss grouo selection
as unwor.kab l e h;18ed on ~':Derimen-:s of 20 ye:ctrs :lj• Hitho1:::
mentioning or considering this new approach to uneven-aged
management in the California mixed conifer forest.

C.

CC~:CLI.:&IO:~

Gordon ~ooinson, former chief forester for the Southern Pacific Land
Co., has practiced and promoted uneven-aged silviculture for forty
years. He has argued consistently for the practice of single tree and
group selection methods as appropriate for maintaining healthy, productive,
mult le use, sustained
ld forests.
In 1971, testifying before a Senate subcommittee on federal timber
management, Robinson rlefined good forestry as follows:
"It is imrortant to clearly understanc what good forestry consi.sts
of. ~1ere good forestry is practiced, the land usually offers a
satisfactory aesthetic experlence to the visitor. It consists of
liu1itir:g the cutting of ti:::ilier to that which can be r!:!moved an'1ually
i~ ?cr;etuity.
It consists of ~racticing a selection systz~ of
cutting wherever this is consistent with the biolgical requirements
of the species involved, and, where this is not the case, keeping
the openings no larger than necessary to meet those requirements.
Finally, it consists of taking extreme precaution to protect the
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basic resource. This is mult
e forestry,
in \vays compatible with watershed,
1 ::e,

PLATE 1.

Planned pattern han·esring on the Wi/lameue National F oresr in
archuecrs ha;·e
each year's cur to create shapes of clearcwting or even-aged timber which are
in rended to
ro viewers-from a distance, at /easr. This is the besr that pv,pn .• no·po
manar;emenr
for esthetics. fhotograph courtesy U.S. Forest Service.
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Review of the Plumas National Forest Plan

II

The Plu~as Na~ional Fares~. located in Northeastern California, is preparing
its draf~ Fares~ Plan for publication in lata 1985. The Mother Lode Chapter
of the Sierra Club and Fr;.ends of ?lumas Hilderness asked CHEC to review the
Plan as l. t had been developed by November, 1984.
CHEC' s review of the Plan dec.ected a number of rna jar problems. Timber yield
tables contain s~gnificant errors. These errors lead to problems with
rata tion age, and there are also problems wi t.h "hidden" departures from
nondeclining !low. Timber economic values, water yield tables and econornl.:
values, and spotted owl yi~ld tables are also questionable. This review
will discuss each of these problems in detail.

Tiober Yield Tables
Tne timber yl.eld ~a01es for the Plumas Forest suffer from serious problems.
Fl.rst, they are based upon inventory data which is likely to significantly
err from reall.ty. Second, they assume that all existing stands in the
?lu:nas will rapidly grovl to 90 percent of "nor:nal" as defined by standar:i
t.:.:::De:- y:J.eld t::..::lez publ~sheJ in the 1920s anC. 1930s (Dunning & Reinecke
1933, ~eyer 1938, Schumacher 1928). Fl.nally, they also assume that second
;;r:-;1.::.h s-::..J.r.ds will gTo\ol at. "r,orrnal" rat:e:;.
Plu:nas followed -:.ne same procec'iure far l.nventory and yield table generaas all Californl.a forests.
Forest lands are classified by forest type
(ml.xed conifer,
, et::.), s.:.ze of tl.mber (seedlings, poles, small sal•timber, larsre ::;a·..::.l.::l:Oer), and st::;c!:.::..ng (more or less tha:1 40 percent of crov:n
closure). Sl.x plots, each consisting of a cluster of five subplots or
"pol.nc.s," are me.;;.sured for most: stra-.:.a.

'I'h:

t~cn

•

The Plumas has 2S strata, and about 178 plots were measured. Six plots per
stratum is not: a large
, and the errors for any single stratum are
hl.gh. However, if all strata are about the same size, errors in one should
be offset by compensating errors in another.
Unfortunately, not all strata are the same size: In particular, four strata, representing mixed conifer sawtimber stands, include over 60 percent of
the commercial forest land in the Plumas. Either by accident or as a result
of the fact that plots were located pr~or to complete mapping of the strata,
the plots for three of these four strata averaged significantly higher in
produc~ivity than the average fo~ the strata ~aken as a whole.
This is illustrated in table one, which compares the average potential
productivity for the plots with that for the strata; The table shows that,
on the average, the plot productivity of the four strata exceeded actual
productivity by aver 40 percent.
154
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+44

error of
other st:rata .
was si
strat·.lm, so
strata are found

strata are also
the
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also be too

large salvtimthat existing
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strata.

site class. As
site class than the
same initial volume is
tables. Volumes are

called RJ\M PREP
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Plan

is placed on total basal area based on site class and forest type.
limit is 90 percent of the average basal area of "normal" stands, that
is, those measured in standard y~eld tables prepared in the 1920s and 1930s.
Because most stands in the Plumas currently have far less than normal basal
areas, the yield tables for all strata predict rapid growth until the normal
basal area is reached. Then growth is slowed to that represented by the
height growth funct~on.

A limit
Th~s

Table Two
Actual and ?redicted Growth Ratas of Selected Stands
Cubi= Feet Per Acre ?er Year
Plumas National Forest
Strat:a
M2G
H2P

t13G
t-13P
M'~
...,
M4P
F2G
F2P
F3G
F3P
F-iG
FoG

..

L .• ,.
.\.~'\.

t:l"'~

....... y

C2P

?JG
P3P
?,1 .....

-.....'"'"'

,.,?~
..,..\,.)

•

:K2P
R'~
-"-"

R3P
R4G

PREP Growth
Ac-:::ual Growth
Predictions
for Past 10 Years
148
95
16
46- o&
121
106
34-79
26
126
95
56-138
90
. 64
30
18
.;l40
61
34-57
23
56
52
26
17
9
71

RA~1

~-,

--"'"

~::

so

37

0-8

19-23
49
158

38-61
85

35-s.s
117

8
lo

11

33
,-..,

::l-

17
61
35
114

westside m1xed con1fer, F = eastside mixed conifer
= lodgepole pine, P = eastside pine, R • red fir
2 = poles, 3 = small sawtimber, 4 = lar9e sawtimber
G = good stocking (ov~r 40 per=ent), P
poor stocking
Ranges are given if FORPLAN includes more than 1 site

H
~

=

--------------~

The assumption that all stands will rapidly reacQ 90 percent of normal basal
area is extremely questionable. It ignores site characteristics such as low
moisture and soil problems which limit the stocking capacity of stands.
The
absurdity of this assumption is seen by looking at some typical yield tables
for older stands, which predict doubl
in volumes in only a few years.
156
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large sawti:ni:1 30 years.
model.

t~an the basal area
forest type are identigrawth func~ions,
si r:e index.

Ot~er

PREP program,

actual

f~eld

measured

defend it

measure:nen~s.

each

The

MM PREP growth ra.tes are
the forest show the average
Table two compares
rates for the nex~ ten years.

lower than those pregrowth rates
While there are
le
stratum.
This can be

found in the Forto

Are

Too Low

of
to occur at

t."'lat stands
mean annual increment of

when

tables, the mixed conifer and
do
reach CMAI unti well
diameter (dbh) are considered.
Yet the
than 1 inches dbh to be unrnerchantas
or 80 years.
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This is due to the
of the RAM PREP program.
The growth functions
it uses for basal area and hei
are near
linear. The combination of the
two shows
growth in mean annual increment until stands are fully
stocked and the basal area limit is reached. Basal area growth then ceases,
and mean annual increment declines.
Since RAM PREP considers
stands to be understocked, none of them
are predicted to have yet reached CMAI. A strict interpretation of NFMA
would prevent harvest of these stands for many y~ars.
On the other hand, since
stands are assumed to be nearly fullystocked to begin with,
are predicted to reach CMAI very quickly. This
Appears to justify early final harvest at regenera~ed stands.
In fact, stand
is far more complex than the RAM PREP mo"del. The
Forest Service should use standard yield tables to estimate the age o! C~AI.
Th~s wil: result in si
f
longer rotations for most second growth
forests.

A

T~r

Harvest Falldown is

i.n the Plumas Plan

NF:1A limit:s decennial timber sales to an amount which can be maintained "in
perpet:ui -:y on a
ld basis." "Departures" from this policy are
allowed only when the Forest: Service determines that such exceptions are
compatible with and necessary for multiple-use purposes.
to be proposed for the Plumas. However, the
"hidden" departure from the nondeclining flow policy.
Plan conta~ns a ma
This results from
in the board foot:cubi= foot ratio of timber
removed (F
and Schweit-zer 197~).
Currently, there are about 6.5 board feet for every cubic foot of timber
sold by the Plumas.
But the board foot:cubic foot ratio is a function of
size, and future timber sales will have smaller average diameters. Conside=ing both commer=ial thins and
rotation timber management, the average size of timber on the Plumas will be about 16 inches in diameter at
breast height (about 4.5 feet above the ground).
According to standard
ld tables, this s~ze of timber has a board foot:
cubic foot ratio of about 4.6.
Th~s is
30 percent less than the
current average of 6.5.
Since the Forest Plan will have a nondeclining flow
of cubic
actual sales of timber in board feet will drop by 30 percen~
The Plumas is considering
to harvest about 250 million board feet
of timber per year in the next decade. Considering the board foot:cubic
foot ratio, this amount will cJ;rop, all else being equal, to about 175
million board feet in perhaps 50 years.
Sales of timber are made in board feet. The Forest Service computes nondeclining timber harvests in cubic feet in order to take advantage of changing
board foot:cubic foot ratios and obtain higher initial board foot timber
harvests. Yet
say the EIS will not disclose future board foot
timQ~r harvests.
In failing to do so, the agency is being deceptive.

-

~at~onal

Forest Plan

page 6

Must Be FoUDd to Be
be used as a
method on Nation. it is determined to be the optimum
of the relevant land
are to insure that clear' fish, wildllfe, recreation, and esthetic
re
(sect~on 6(g)(2 (F)(v)).
n~w and contraversi~l pr~ctica on the Plum~s
rs did not seem to make dny extra effort to
w ll be used
where it is
, or th.:tt:
sured following clearcuts.

m, because other

reviewed by CSEC have
is of silvloultural systems. For example, no
the benefits and costs of
clearcutting,
insure reforestation, w.ith those of
may not.
during the mid-1970s Region 5 estishelterwood and selection cutting for ~learcut
allow an 80 percent decrease in the use of
g clearcut•
should be

A

Forest Timber Is Sold Below Cost
controversy over ti~ber sales sold for
management and sale preparation. Studies by
Defense Council, the ~ilderness
and the
:ound that nu~erous national :crests spend more
receive from sales of timber.

.

been identified as a forest which receives
th~s does not mean that no timber is sold by
a considerable volume of timber has been

average about $15
costs
costs,
road construction and
, and site preparaenvironmental
drive the cost up to $30 to $50
which of these costs
and which to other resources, for
cons~der S20 per thou-

1ew crop

•ill be

the costs of reforestation, precommercial thinning, or
These are properly consider costs of growing a
of
timber. As such, they
1SCJ

l
j

••

I
t
l

I

!
I

i
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A numbe::- of Plumas sales
19
bids averag~ng
less than $20 per thousand board
1984, for example, is a very large sale about 12 million board feet) which received an
average of $19.69 per thousand.
This sale included near
three million

board feet of timber which Forest Service
indica~ed was worth
over $200 per thousand.
However, the sale also included over 8.7 million
board feet which
ls indicated was worth less than -$50 per thousand.

•

the Forest ·serviced "adjusted" the
To sell the ne
to as low as $10 per thousand.
indicated value
"cross-subsidization.• In
bidding, the
Th~s practic~ is
pries of sugar
was 1ncr~aaed to $56 per thousand. However, most of the
remaining timber in the sale sold for $10 per thousand, bringing the average
price to under $20.
This sala has a ne
effect on the Federal
The Forest Service
will keep $9 per thousand for its "K-V" reforestation fund.
!-lost:. of the
remaining value of the sugar
per thousand) is
consumed by credits to the
road. In
addition, one-fourth of the gross
$60,000 (about $5 per
thousand) is transferred to county treasuries.
the Treasury loses
nearly S3 per thousand.
Sales like this are not the rule on the Plumas, but
are not uncommon
e~the:.
The Forest Service
a
that th~ ~inimum
appraised price for timber sales should be no less than the cost of sale
prepar~~ion and adminisbration.
This may
in some cases, but sale ~68
sold for more than that amount on averag~ and still lost money .

•
•

Plumas Forest
of 225 timber sales sold between 1979 and 1981.
about $214 per thousand board feet.

on the average high bid
The
value was

Howeve::-, the
tif:tber boom.

the crest of the lat:.e-1970s
than ever previously
~xperienced.
The boom ended in
the recession which followed
led the industry to press Congress for
it to return
much of the timber which it
but could not afford to harvest. This
legislation was
in late 1984.
Since 1981, bid
per thousand board
than $70 per thousand
used by forest

been

the Plumas

lower than $214
in 1984 was less
Converting this to 1982 dollars, as
reduce this even more.

from overestimated timber prices, Plumas
downward. One way of doing so would be
economists,
is to compute the
average of actual
harvest of timber, rather than the prices
bid upon ~he initial sale of
When
over the most recent 10year period, this value would be much more realistic.
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Low Returns

discount the future.
e a greater
Di9count rates also

, or other ventures
discount.
an invest.:nent.

discount rate in forest.
used
most
four percent has been used in
paper to eval-

was consia reforestation-.::elated cost, and

Road costs are also included
is.

and costs, as well
final
return
, cal::::'-.1discount rate at

even if
thinning,
somehow be elimi-
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Table Three
Present
and Costs of Growing Timber
From Bare Land on Various Forest Types and Regimes
Plumas National Forest
dollars per acre)
Cost

~.-..m

"'-•

!-1C
b-lC
HC
MC
PP

•

348.75
301.66

0

a
2
0

pp
pp

2
3

RF
RF
RF
RF

0
0
3

70
90
70
130
140
70

80
0

4

HC • '...lest.side
Internal rates

timber

percc:nt return
doe:; no':.
result from a
made. This
The Plumas ?crest
sales make money and
tive return. There
First, section
timber harvest
ment. In
mentin
fails to screen out
nate lands which are
return on investments.

239.34

293.06

60.43
27.83
24.91
93.53
158.22
36.25
33.29

695.10
666.51
637.72
624.31
582.15
552.10
550.96
623.49
606.15
552.01
551.32

PNV
-346.35
-364.84
-398.38
-331.25
-521.72
-5.24 • .27
-526.05
-429.96
-447.93

-515.76
-518.04

IRR
2.0

:z.o
2.0
3.0

o.o
1.0
1.0

1.5
1.5
2.0

2.0

pp
eastside pine, RF• red fir
c:::mif
return are est.J..mated to nearest 0.5 percent

are cost--free, very few if any
!orast appear to be capable of producing a four
sustained
timber management. This
any increase in ti~ber
which m~ght
if
investments are not
worthwhile.
be desi

to insure that. current timber
in timber management. produce a posiways in which this could be done.

to identify and withdraw from
suited for timber managecurrent forest planning process
lose money. A revised process would elimiof producing a four or greater percent

Second, section 14 a)
that timber not be sold for less than
value. NFMA
makes clear that Congress intended this to mean that the u.s. should receive fair market value for its
timber (page 20, Senate
#94-893. As defined in the Forest Service
Manual, fair market value means."the
acceptable to a willing buyer and
seller, both with know
of the relevant facts and not under pressure or
ion to deal
2421.3] ... No willing seller would knowingly sell a
good for less than the cost of producing that good.
16

..

page 10

with section 1
then, the ?lan should establish minimum bid
1 tinber on the Forest. These
would be designed to
insure that the Forest Service receives fair market value for sales of
timber.
If
were
, i t woulj also help eliminate econouns
lands, Slnce blds for tlnber an those lands would by definitlon be lower than fair market value.

Water Values Are Too

and Water

is Poorly Assessed

Water
and values were included
Plumas FOP2LAN runs. Planner3
assumed that
acre-foot of water is worth $59, and that all water produced
the Forest would meet Federal and State water quality standards. Both of
these
are
questionable.
The $59 value is based on the 1985 P~A Program.
As discussed in C~EC's
review of that
am (O'~ocle 1984), t~e value is based on very limited
data.
It is also a gross, not net, value, representing the amount that
irrigators are wil
to pay for water delivered to their pipes. According
to one of the resear~hers who
the
, subtraction of delivery
costs
reduce the value to zero or less than zero.
referring to a letter from the

?L1mas
Federal

ther~al-elect:ic

the value of water
composite value of system avoided
This value is estimated to be
at each of the 16 plants.
the power generated by each of
generate that power, planners
be worth
0.15. Th~s was so close to the
used.

Based
the 1
estimated
R?A value
There are

with

however. First, it
at no cost except the
~~at water can be
the cost of dam construction,
consumes most of the 58.58 mills per

kWh.
Second, the Feather Ri'Jer
with no
far less
by

a considerable amount of water
The average value of this water is
value of any additional water produced

recent paper
Kenneth Turner (1984), of the California
Resources, that
value may be nil.
"Water
to be usable," says Turner.
Since timber haron the econ'omic cycle, water yields from them are
vests· fluctuate
not
Turner also concludes that "the effect of historical vegehas been to amplify the fluctuation in streamtation management
which is contrary to the needs for water supply."
out in

16
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of water, it is underesti-

I

uses,
water
timber har•;es
also inc:::-ease

•

In order to calculate
mas' hydrolo
percent effective"
applied and
ed
la. for computing a
essentially states
percent reduction

There are several
unlikely that all
increase
per::ent.
If str.:..
in many
These

assumpt~ons

types.

that water. For most
, indus
and domestic use,
Yet road construction and
of sedimentation. They can
which are lethal to fish.
on water quality, the Plumanagement practices] are 100
standards and guidelines will be
to each alternative a formuof claan water. This formula
timber harvests results in a .3

assumptions. First, it is
One BMP established by
.that forest activities must not
sedimentation)
more than 20
the limitation is 10 percent.
limit road construction activities

between various land
to produce sedi-

ment, t~ere is no
In :ac~, t.!1:re ar~
These differences
The

assumpt:~ons

ef::ec-:.s

severe,
To cor:::-ec-::

?lumas'

•

FORPLA~i

l~t-::.le effect
The ef.!:ect of
estimaced.

A ce
sediment
Forest increiise (or 10
const:rain.t were

soil types.

activities will be
not, the cumulat~ve
watershed may be very
in fish production.
incorporated into the
for water yields, which has
worth between alternatives •
each analysis area can be

better yet, on the level of
such as drainages) of the
limit of a 20 percent turbidity
sedim.ented).
If this
would select for

Are Incorrect
The spotted owl

make its optimum
stands of conifer
Without these

which research has found to
In fact, the owl requires
for breeding purposes.
to go extinct.

..

CHEC rtevit:w o£ -:.:1a Plumas ;lat:.!.onal Forest P!..1n

For this reason, the Plu~as Forest planners made the spotted owl a management indicator
representing old-growth forest hab~t~t. Yield tables
for
l habitat are included in FORPLAN, which tracks the acreage of
habitat which each alternative will
de over time.
According to FORPLAN, most alternatives will prov~de suf=icient habitat to
maintain the spotted owl on the Plumas ~ational Forest. Curiously, adding
Wilderness to an alternative results in reducing spotted owl habitat.

The reason for this is revealed by an examination of the FORPLAN spotted owl
yield tables.
These tables give the "acre equivalents" of spotted owl
habitat for each acre of forest land of any given age class.
Table 33, for
example, states that one acre of 80-year old existing timber provides .34
acres of
owl habitat. This means that, if owls need 1,000 acres of
prime habitat, that need will be met by 3,000 ac~es of 80-year old timber.

As shown in table four, FORPLAN table 33 goes on to say that an acre of 90year old timber provkdes .46 acres of owl habitat, 100-year old timber
provides .51 acres, and timber older than 100 .years provides .57 acres.
However, at age 220 this falls to .51 acres, and continues to decline to .36
acres by age 270. Table 33 applies to existing timber, and of existing
timber yield tables it is the most generous.
After timber is harvested FCRPLAN uses either table 43 or table 69 for
spotted owl habitat. Table 69 is for full intensive timber management. As
table four shows, it claims that spotted owls will find .2 to .a acres of
habitat for each acre of timber between 70 and 110 years of age, and a full
acre for each ac=e between 120 and 230 years of age. After age 240, however 1 the table claims no
owl habktat will be found.

.·
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management.
It clalms that spotted
ln forests of any age, but that the
ages 100 to 240.
Based on t.:'1ese
FORPLrl.N reports a reduction in
owl habitat
When the timoer in
in Wilderness.
that land becomes older than 240 to 290 years, FORPLrl.N assigns no acre
to the
owl habitat totals.
to
yield tables were developed by the
planning team's wildlife
who estimated the ages of timber in the
home ranges of known spotted owls and concluded that these ages are suitable
for use by owls. This method makes several erroneous assumptions.

I

Flrst, it assumes that the owls utilize all the timber within their home
ranges. In fac~, the evidence indica~es that breeding owls use mainly the
old
with~n their home ranges.
Second, it goes on to assume that, if
a home range includes some
and some second-growth, that greater
quantities of secondsubstitute for the old-growth.
?lanners stated
:~ce.
Both t~ese and the
which conclude

ex~sting

tables were provided by the Regional
tables ser~ously conflict with research
owls require old-growth for breeding.

CHEC interviewed
man, who is completing his Ph.D. at Berkeley
owl in California. He has not found
research on the nor~hern
in trees under 300 years old, and concludes that suitable
as young as 200 years but that 400 years is optimal.
and
of owls in Oregon require 1,000
Most of
Forsman et al. used a biological
requires stands to be over 200 to

Meslow ( 1984),
to over 3,000 acres
the
in::..-:.ion of ald250 years of age.

owls may nest in old-growth oak trees if they
Layman also noted that the owls may
average age is younger than 200 if
"leave" trees.

Layman
are
use

Based on this information it appears that the spotted owl habitat tables
used by the Plumas need si
revision.
If other California forests
the re
tables provided by the Regional Office, these will
revision as '..;ell.
Rev·ised tables should credit no acre-equivalents
of habitat until stands are older than 200 years. The highest acreshould be
stands older than 300 years.

"Automatic"

tion.
uncertainties.
luded in forest

Should Be Incorporated into the Plan
forest plans are simply due to the lack of informaprogram is one of the best ways to deal with
the monitoring programs which have been into date have been vague and meaningless.

6 ()
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The Decembe= issue of Forest Planning desc=ibes a monitoring program which
provides automatic feedback into the forest plan (O'Toole 1984a). This
program woulJ ~nsure that proJec~ed activities are car=ied out and obJectives reached by tying the level of those actlVities and obJectives to the
level of timber harvests.
For example, a plan might propose that 5,000 acres of precommercial thinning
take place per decade, and this results in a timber harvest increase of 10
million board feet.
Each acre of precommercial thinning increases harvests
by 2,000 board feet.
If, in a given year, funding is only available for
2,000 acres of precommercial thinning, ~~en timber sales for that year
should be reduced by six million board feet.
This 'idea should be extended to watershed improvement programs, fish and
wildlife habitat improvement, and even recreation programs. To simplify, if
any of these programs are not funded to the level proposed in ~~e forest
plan, then a commensurate reduction in t1mber harvests should also be made.
More ~~format~on about this mon1toring progra~ can be found in the December
P'orest Planning.

Conclusion
Major changes must be made in the data used £or preparing the Plumas Forest
Plan.
These changes include:
--A significant revision of the timber yield tables;
--A reduction in timber prices;
--Adjustments in water values;
--Addition of FCR.l?LAN sedi.mentation tables and constraints; and
--A revision of the spotted owl habitat tables.
Planners should irtsure that the rev1sed t1mber v1eld tables properly estimate the age of culm1nation of mean annual increment. Planners also need to
insure that computation of harvests in cubic feet does not lead to significant declines of future timber sales, which are in board feet.
The Plumas Forest Plan should also clearly describe when and how clearcutt~ng should be used.
The Plan should use a more :igorous definition of
economically unsuitable timber land, and planners should estimate the minimum price for various classes of timber which will insure that the Forest
Service receives fair market value for that timber, and this price should be
used as the base timber sale price when implementing the Plan. Finally, the
-monitoring program should include a system of automatic feedback.
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Appendix
Average Potential Productivity of Each Strata Compared With
the Potential Productivi~y of Plots Measured for ~hose Strata
Average
Product:ivity

Plot
P:::-oductivity

F::!G
F2P
F3G
F3P

52

47
56

51

52

l!'4G

55
49

71

54

61

Strata

F4P
F6G

45
54

51

LG

67

LXX

69

76

M2G
H2P
H3G
M3P
M4G
M4P
M6G
MG
P2G
P2P
P3G
P3?

72
72

84

75

107
67
120
115
117

P4G

PG
R2G
R2P
R3G
R3P
R4G
RG

*

*
74

70
76
67

eo
77

53

67
39
43

46
51

50
52
38

56

57

*

I

65

79
41
67

72
70
63
70
64

.

,.
,...

.

56
79

Plot data not available

M westside mixed conifer, F • eastside mixed conifer
L a lodgepole pine, P = eastside pine, R • red fir
2 = poles, 3 • small sawtimber, 4 = large sawtimber
G = good stocking (over 40 percent), P = poor stocking
3

Source: Average productivity from records of number of
acres in each site class by·forest type; plot productivity from records of site class of each plot.
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St
Areas

•

The econonic d
in this report identifies
fie reco:nnendat.ions
and Depart11ent of Forestry,
the Depart:nents of Co·nmerce 1
and Education, the
,
~vernor and
slature,
private
with the objective of
increasin3
a:1J sustain ins co:nmunities in rural California's
forest and ran3e land counties
The reconnendations are ~ased on the need
for short ter.n action to slo..J the Jecl ine in the forest, ran:se, fisheries,
and other natural resource ndustr es anj for
term econo·rJic
diversification and ex
that will provide good jobs for rural workers
likely to !:le di
acej fron res·.JcJrce injustry jobs due to on5oin'l.
technological and
zation

California's rural econonies
itan counties th3t includ~

rates over 1

vs the state rate of

force partici

ion rate of even

7~
GJ~

poverty were nonnetropolitan
in the lunber industry: as
recently as
En!)loynent in
indicators of a
ati::m
with

These

in rural areas des~ite
three ti;nes the rate of urjan 3reas
creation. The problen is t"lat t!1e ner~
old ti11e residents and often are not
closures. Existing econonic
to the tas~ aheaJ.

The
of this
init
exi
natural resource
iniustries and .na~e invest:nent more attractive, thereby forestallin1 the
need to close any
lls. In addition, innovation snoJld be
and
non-res:J;Jrce industries
be pronoteJ,
especially n
fishi
conn~nities.
Strategies are:

:\. Pro·Jide increased technical assistance for :nill :nodernization,
includin3 financin~ assistance. (D2partnent of forestry)
B. Conduct extensive industry-wde forest Con;:>etitiveness pro.;ran tJ
identify areas in •..thich California industry is not conpetitive nation3lly
and internationally, provide ~anazerial support to correct inefficiencies,
anj co.rtnission :1eeded research to ·jevelop needed tec:-t1ologies. ( 3.:)3r J of
Forestry)
C. Target econo·nic Jevelop.nent fundin,s already available to neetin2;
the needs of the existin,.s reso~ce baseJ injustry. ( EDD, Dept of Ce> n·nerce)
D.

I.nprove the efficiency of snall scale loggin,i. ( Ebard of Forestry)

E. Create a Lunber '-1arketin_s Ebard to sti1nulate specialty and export
markets for California products. (Industry and Ebard of Forestry)
F. Provide entrepreneurial and technical support for harvest, :1illL1~,
anJ n''l:lJf actJr 2 of tl::utraJitional species. (Dept of Forestry, Le:.sislatJr2)

2.

Public-?rivate Partners'lip.

Tne

~oal

of the pu'olic-private

partners~ip is to e1tilize tlle extensive capacity of private organizations

and to stren3then the

~usiness cli~ate

of local ccrrrnunities.

A. Oevelo;.>nent Foundation Fu:ds should be established in rural areas to
pro note local econo.1ic developne.1t and coruunity developnent pn::>jects •Jsin;
contri'Jutions fro.n :.:>usinesses a:1d injiviiu::Jls wi1ich JJalifJ for a ~ro;)osed
50 percent state tax credit. (LeJislature, Gover~or)
l. S':..ate a3en:ies shoulJ contract
connunities. (~overnor)

~nore

;..JOr% to

con,:>a:~ies

i11 s 1all

C. A Rural i\.esources ~~etwork should be estaJlished to in for 11 'oCJL1
private conpanies a:d local governnents a'::lout econo,nic je.;eLJp•Jent pro~ra11S.
(Governor)
D. A Sh:)rt Tern Jo~s Pro~ra!1 sho·Jld be esta'::llis'Jej that provi1c:s
resource Lnprovencnt a:~d otn~r services -Jn a cost s!larin~ basis in areas of
hi3h Jn2'11;::>loy·'l<:nt. (Le5islature, Depart11ent of Forestry)
!:
A Regulatory Partnership Act should be developed to provUe lonz
ter:n =>alance between the costs and benefits of Z.)ning, regulation, anj other
land use controls, and the distribution of the costs and benefits between
the public and private land owners or industry. (
slature, Board :::>f
Forestry)

3. Rural Skills Renaissance. The goals of the Skills Renaissa:1ce is
to enphasize training and skill up~raiin,; anon3 long ter'1 residents by
linkinz job training with job creatio:-~ or expa:1sion, by pranotin:.; snall
business ~ana~e11ent and entrepreneurial trainin~, and by better inteJratinJ
the 11ultit~Je of trainin~ pro~rans ~1at no~ serve rural areas. StrateJies:

2
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~e

/1.. A Local
oyrJent Tr ainin3 i:bar,i or si•nilar co 11nissbn s.1ouU
esta!Jlis;,eJ in eac''l rural labor ,nar~et to coordinate local trainin3
pro;Sra:ns. (2DJ,
trJent of :=::Jucation, JoarJ :Jf Forestry)

Incd:)."ltors s'1ouU Je esta:JlisheJ in conjunctbn 'rli t:1 t'1e trainin
to 1ssist n0w
ll bu3ine
for~ation. (EJD,
of Co~1erce,
slat•Jrc:)
B.

j

pro~rans

C.
r:1l2
!oul :J::conc: a ce1tr2l ,nrt o:'
to '-l,J~raJe a currently e.:J,JloyeJ
traL1in:, ;:;ro~rd .L>. r:'
ec~i
y level ;:>osition for an une
w::>rl:er' s s:<ills t'v.~reby open ~
slature, 8JJ)
person 'Aha
ifies for
trainin~ assistance. (

D.

i

.J

l

A Co~nunity

Colle~e
Develo~nent Initiative shoulJ be
to
rural colle3e resources ~ore directly for econcr~ic
developnent, job creation, s:nall business assistance, entrepreneurial
trainin'?;, an.j providin~ direct train
for local b'Jsi:1esses.
f::>~nulatej

Jstriol Finance Autharity. The ::;oal of c.:1.:: Rural
s
secure financing for rural businesses.
es will enable it to do this:

4.
L1Justr
The

s.DuU be 2Stajlishej >Jith a capital f;.nj of at
least $10 ·Jillion fron the RJral Renaissa:1ce to leveraJ:e fina:1cin:; fron
existin;.; sourc.::s a:1d to provide a.3sistance to rural businesses .::;ee":h~
.
•f''l:1iJ:1Clnt!;.
l\ fina.1ce tut:1ori

l\.

8.
prepare

TechnicJl
fina:~cial

C.

plans, secure fd'1Jin:;, anj operate effectively.

The fina.1ce auth:::>r

ind~Jstrial

Jevel

sho:JU work to ;:>ool loan 3;.Jplications drJJ
b:::>njs to ac:1ieve econonies uf scale.

Infrastructure
of the pro3ra1
is to ass;Jre
com1ur1
astructure that n:~e\:-s
nini·'lua heal tn arJd sa
y
re·rJent, to
appropriate scCJle :; '1311
syste:Js t:!.Jt are efficient for rural
ications, to i:r.prove revenJ..:
reso~rces f~r rural infrastructure, and to assure coorJinatio! a~on~
co ,JrJuni ties in a local area, especii3lly ,.;IE!n a ::>usiness expa1sL)n is
possiole.
A. Rural
for upJraje in

•

Pro~iJ
an dSsessnent anJ re~Jclr:e3
neet 11ini:nal stan.JarJs. (Le.~islature)

B. The
Fund sho·uld be allocateJ

:1ai ssance Economic Develop.nent In fr astr u.:;ture
a state-n.::le basis in order to pr:::> :1ote t'l*?
greatest nun~er of jobs and
avoid inter-co:n:nun it y c011peti tion.
(Governor,
slature
C. State
prov deJ on a'l
D.

resolveJ.

Cor so.ne costly rural
basis.
slature)

Deep
(Le.,:isl

ns fac

3

17S

infrastruct:..~re

s:1oulJ oe

S'lall corm.mities s1DulJ be

Inplenentation. In order to inplencnt t'lis set of pro~sdls th~ :Joarj
of Forestry shouU establish five i.n,Jle·nentation councils to coordinate tl1-=
i npl enentation ·:Jf each of the five str ate;ies. The councils W8Uld e l aJ.)r at2
the details of the reco:n.nenjatio!'ls and coordinate on:SoinJ efforts to in::>le·1e:1t
the·n with appropriate eovern nental bodies, indJstr y, and co n·nunity ~ro:J,)S.
There are no easy solutions to the persistent unjerenploynent ·T11 L.1c~
of e~::>n::>nic "'ell b=in.s in rurFll California. The reconne'1dations pro;Y).'j·~J
here esta':>lish a part11ership between th~ a.:;ende.:> of California stat.::
governnent, local econonic develop:nent gro\Jps and interests, and private
indc.~stry to support an integrated econonic developnent strategy.
Sin~e each
con:nunity has different needs and capabilities, the strategy provides the
greatest flexibility for local industries anj economic developnent erou;>s to
:na!<e use of th·~ parts that are 11ost useful to the11. :-1ost i1nportantly, the
strategy can be achieved within the sco~e of the Rural Renaissance beinJ
prop::>sed by the Governor and the Legislature, within current fiscal
limitations of state govern:nent, and within the capabilities of local
econonic development groups and rural private industry.
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I.

Introduction
California's forest, range, and wildlands cover so:ne 32 million acres,

about 82 percent of the state land base.

Of these undeveloped lands,

productive forest covers about 17.9 million acres, and 9.6 million acres are
hardwoods and range lands.

Within the wildlands are a number of smaller

cities and most of what the Census calls the rural

~pulation--people

living in co:mnunities ·..;i th populations under 2500 outside an urban area.
All total, Californi

r1as

ust over

communities, only 3.7

of the total state

rural population is dwarfed
nation's seventh
population

•

million persons living in these rural
~pulation.

California's

the state's urban population, yet it is the

rural population and by itself it exceeds the

of 17 other entire states.

r~ost

important from a California

perspective is the fact that for the last decade or more the counties with
most of the rural
of the urban counties.

ation have been

at up to tnree times t:1e rate

Moreover, despite the small share of the state's

population, these rural California counties include a

disproportio~ate

of une.11ployment, inferior housin i, and excessive poverty.

Hurse e·nployrnent

icultural industries, which have been the
backbone of the rural econo:ny, create:! pressing needs for economic
2

l 77

share
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development within this sizable constituency of rural Californians.
The ooard of Forestry and the Department of Forestry in conjunction
with other governmental agencies serving rural California recommend a broad
~ultifaceted

economic development strategy for rural California in order to

increase employment and sustain rural communities in two ways:
--StrerH~then

the forest, range, fisheries, and other natural. resource

depende!1t industries in California, at least in the short term.
--Improve employment and econo:nic well being in counties which have
been particularly hard hit by declines in the forest and range industries
through economic diversification and industrial expansion.
The present document is a strategic plan for rural economic development

As such it sets out a number of needs that should be met in

in California.

rural areas, the goals to be reached, and the strategies
be produced.

by

which change can

Finally, a set of recommendations are offered tnat select the

strategies which 'Aill be the :nost effective course of action for CalifJrnia.

ECOtJOMIC

DEVELOP~~EtlT

NEEDS

r;~

RUHAL C\LIFORNIA

Rural California needs special economic

develop~ent

assistance.

The

extent of this need is seen in just four statistical series--the level of
une:nploy;nent, the extent of labor force participation, the annual perc a pita
and household incomes, and the rate of poverty.
non~etropolitan

counties (pre-1930 classification), the extent of rural

underdevelopment is indicated
--20 of

U1r:

Taking as the base the 32

by

33 counties had

the follo'Aing:
.July

l C)

LHH~npl

percent, compared to a state averase of 7.7 percent.

r;jtes of over 10.0
Only 5 of the 25

metropolitan counties had une11ployment rates over 10.0 percent.
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non;netro
non11etro

of

.a

rates of less than

itan counties had labor force participation

percent in

(percent of persons 16 or older),

whereas only three of the metropolitan counties had labor force
participation rates this low.
of limited job

Low labor force participation is an indicator

i ties and

nu11bers of discouraged workers who

are no longer in the labor force lookinz; for jobs, as

1-1e

ll as high

retire;nent rates.
.neJi:Jn

--Tl\2

29 of the

•

$12,000.

:>tZJL(: rx:n::l

no~11etropolitan

ta

per:;on:.ll

inco:ne was :t1Ll,

in L981l, but

counties had median percapita incomes below

Only 3 of the urban counties had percapita income this low.
household income provides a better indicator of rural family

well be

income.

tha:-1 does

had less than

Twenty of the state's rural counties

,000 household inco;ne in 1984-5 whereas not a single uroan

county haa an average

hou3ehold inco;ne this low.
t:1e Census Bureau based on household

indices are
inco;ne, family size, and age.

of all persons

, but 19 of the 33 rural counties had poverty

in

were belo'H

In California 11.4

rates of over 12 percent, 'Hhereas only 7 of the

urb~n

counties haJ

poverty rates this
These recent indicators of the need for econo:nic develoP'flent in rural
California persi
bet,<~een

tc:

ation

in the forested counties

1970-,30 t:1at '..Jas three times as fast as the urban counties.

The 23

major forest counties in the state had population grm..Jth rates that averaged

4.3

per year,

to the state total of just 2.8 percent per year

and the urban county rate of just 1. 6 percent.

At the same time these

counties had outstanding levels of job creation and business expansion, as
I 7 •l
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evidenced by their employment increCJse of about 7 percent per year, compared

A major problem is

to a statewide employment increase of just 4 percent.

that :nany of the jobs that have been created have gone to newcomers to the
rural counties rather than to displaced older workers.
A co:nplicating factor is that jobs are being lost in some sectors of
the rural economy due to declining employment opportunities in the natural
As recently as 1948 California had 984 sawmills, but

resource industries.
by 1982 this

nu~ber

had fallen to just 108 (Belzer and Kroll).

12 more mills were lost, bringing the total to just 96.

As of 1985

E~ployment

in the

lumber and wood products industries in the top 15 lumber counties fell from

30,088 in 1959 to just 14,952 in 1982.
these employment levels

ca~e

However, the sharpest decline in

in just the last three years of the period when

employment in these major producing counties fell from 23, 116 in 1979.
( FRRAP data from

~,lcKillop).

Thus,

lu~ber

processing

e~ployrnent

had fallen

to half of the previous 1959 emploY'Jent levels due to long ter:n technical
change and the short term depression in the housing

during the

early 1980s •#hen interest rates reached record levels.

Some reemployment

has surely occurred since 1982, but lumber employment re,nains well below
historical levels.

Moreover, the loss is concentrated in the smaller

communities and more remote counties as mills have closed there and been
consolidated into
The

mor·e central

of the

econo~nic

aces.
declinf' in rur,Jl

than just the transformation in the timber

~md

1 ~alif;rni

i:s •n!lch

lu:nber indu:::;tries,

mill closures and reduced harvest have had a pivotal

~npact

dr~(3per

thou,~h

on the most

northerly counties which are :nost dependent on this industry.

In

California, as throughout the nation, the industries that forned the
backbone of rural economies have been declining due to technological changes
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that reduce labor needs,

natural resources, changing

f

and international

0

co~petition

s and labor intensive zoods into
factors severely limit the ability
of

local co:nrnun

determine

future and to facilitate the
that can replace that which

of

fisheries.
share a nu11ber of disadvanta:ses 1Ni. th

Cali

and economies needing
Northern California are isolated by

stimulation.
poor road

urban areas; some have such low

and

ensi

fied economy is impossible; others have

workers 1-1i th such limi
is unattrac

\vork disabilities that the area

to

ayers.

Economic development under
situation where nothing is

in

e or

scatus quo is difficult; sains

are even
y jobs, economic growth is

te renarkable rate.

a

Service

;nore than <:m equivalent number of
service sectors that have
and

grown

insur~nce,

trade, and

and hotels for the tourist
tr<Jde.

have shown dbove avera;se grmvth

In add

ices have expanded with the
to these areas.

&:lme s:nall scale

has also found rural areas attractive places
for

The

of these new jobs has been small business
1 Rl
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development, often quite entrepreneurial ventures by people who value the
rural environment and rural life styles and are able to establish businesses
in their chosen setting.
Overcoming the difficulties of rurdl underdevelopment will not be easy,
but beginninG in the 1970s new opportunities and resources for economic
development in the rural areas became available along with the population
growth of the rural parts of the state.

Some of these can be channeled into

supporting the industries that now are the core of the rural economy and
into creating alternatives for those displaced from forest, fisheries, and
agricultural employment.

In the past, the federal government, particularly

the Eco:no.nic Development Administration, provided technical and financial
assistance to regional economic development activities.

As the federal

programs have been reduced the leadership role and financial incentives of
state agencies and programs have become increasingly important.

RESOURCES FOR ECO:JO:.UC

Economic

DEVELOP~1ENT

develo~xnent

has a si3nificant potential in rural California

despite the fact that major urban industries are not pressing to take the
place of declining mills.

One of the major advantages in rural California

is that the rural parts of the state have not had the massive out:nigration
and catastrophic econornic decline that az·e characteristic of Appalachia and
some parts of the farm belt since 'tlorld 1,;/ar II.

The growth of California's

urban areas has exceeded the rural by large degree, but that Jrowth has
ori3inated lar;1ely in other st;Jtcs rath:;r than rurol California.
stnte' s educatirm3l

~~ystern

T(le

and public ::;ervices have enabled the rur:1l areas

to avoid falling as far behind as other rural parts of the United States
fell behind their urban centers.

As a consequence, rural California needs
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ill

that will lJenef

Li.zc on ,

state, not to repair a

isaster.

Under such circu11stances
than ever.

are

d

In

of

1

low inco:nes, California's rural areas have a number of

that are

to drat·! upon.
for d

--Rural areas are attractive

•

California'

and wildland resources are an accessible and attractive source of
great wealth and benefit for all persons in the state.

Both as recreational

destinations and sources of water and resources for urban and

tural

develop:nent, the mountain areas of the state now are
places '>-mere people want to l

and

y seen as

their 1

the influx of newcomers does not translate into
newco·ners with their new

es

HoHever,

for oldti·ners, and th2
t!Jreaten the

of the natural resource base.
--Econcxnic

Z::Jtions and associations.

development can take

ace, local

mobilize local

and

zations are
interest groups.

zations need to be established to

carry out local

In Cal fornia these are

1 imited funds and declining

I

s

and

t

y

Before

tied to
y in

are

as they are the ch::Jrmel for

progrc:J:ns.

fewer

inclucl in;~ commun

--State and local
considerable resources

rural Californi , including

es

rmers Ho:ne, Extension, etc.
develo~11ent

projects

--California is a

prov iJ

economic

offices of

economic

col

'tlith a larger mandate to coordinate on

rural communities could be
center for the
83

served
world

Its

il 1 ' 1

position on the Pacific RLn

its

and

internal :nark:et, :nake it a

confident center for expansion and

California

will above national averages and

iture

incomes are
include more specialty

items, often involving large inputs of natural materials.
have benefitted to a very limited
--S:nall Business.

Rural communities

from this

Rural econo:nies are

resource.
on small business

y

development. In the past small businesses have provided the bulk of the
growth in rural jobs, and in California th·::: small business sector is well
estJbl isherJ.

However, it re·nains

low

troub

profit~>,

h

f.Jilure

rates, and difficulties expanding.
--Research and Development.

Tne state's

tradition of support of

higher education and research, as well as the substantial innovation by many
of the state's firms t provide a climate in which new product
more efficient processes can be created.

develop~nent

and

some rural firms have

tapped this resource, :nany have not.
--Entrepreneurial spirit.

California's

backbone of the electronics and other
share this entrepreneurial

it

been

inj

lc~:;.

which can be utili

the

Rur.::Jl commurnties

to

e ,nore

jobs.

STRATEGIES FOR BUILDING A STRONG ECONOMY
ex ble:1diru;

Economic developnent in rural CalifJrnia
of several development components.

None

development because all must be
place.

Drw c:m think of

itsel

induce more economic

to enable

thc:3r.~ ~~o·np'

·; .1:; five lluildin;~

support the local economic structure; a weakness in any one
building.

Although stated in different
184

ways~

to take
corrwr:.:;lunc:> that
mean a weak

economic developers now are in

i l 15' 1986

needs
to be

need to be taken into

f3c

east

account:
the natural resource base, including forestry, fisheries,

use

, tourism, recreation, viewshed;

agriculture,

local participation in the

prograns that

--or;:.sani

development process and that ·nobilize local resources for development rather
than promoting total rel lance on outside forces.
--training pro;:;rams thZJt provide the necessary skills for rur.::Jl worker::;
to obtain real jobs or start
--fin;:mc

inesses.

progra:ns th<1t help rural businesses
for

providing assistance in financial

s~all

capital, as well as
rural businesses;

--infrastructure progra7ls that solve Hater, sewage, transportation, and
other physical

that

businesses to

efficiently and

economically;
of rural

These five pr

prosra7ls for rural California:

five recommended

'

[ni tiati ·1e

1.

Natur.Jl

2.

Publ

3.

Skills Renaissance

4.

Finane

s.

should be translated into

ivate

p

frastructure

IRS
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Recommendation 1. Natural Resources Initiative
The natural resources industry in California has been plagued 0y
declining employment and revenues, although it is still the major employer
in several Northern California counties.

Because of the industry's

strategic importance to Northern California and to the stability of the
rural communities that still depend on it, a concentrated effort needs to be
made to improve the extent and the quality of employment in the industry.
In the long run, continued employment :Jecline is probably inevitable in
California's wood

processin~

industries as new technolorw and declining old-

growth ti'llber resources reduce the nu11ber of employees needed to produce and
market the products of the state's lands.
employment in range and fishery industries.

Si:nilar factors will reduce
Nonetheless, in the short-run,

the State needs to step up efforts to slow the decline, to facilitate the
establish.:nent of new industries wnich .<iill employ some of the displaced
Harkers, and to fully capitalize on the ;x>tential long-ter:n resource based
employment that exists in the state.
Support for maintaining rural e:npl::>yment levels in the natural resource
industries is the most appropr iat0 an:l
strategy for the near term until
be introduced into rural areas.

~;ost-effecti

v

econo:nic development

employnent in other sectors c3n
A 'najority of econo:nic developers now

believe that economic developnent strategies such as recruit:nent of firms
from other regions will not be particularly successful in co:nrnunities that
are likely to loose natural resource manufacturing capacity, and that tourism
development offers only a partial solution because it does not employ the
skilled workers likely to be displaced from plant closures.
The natural resource industry in California is facing three
186

funda~ental

Strategy

Economic

15

problems--first, the current low returns on investments
about

lwnber industries and the long-run

in California threaten to further constrict employment
second,

needs to be encouracsed to take better

of the

opportunities that exist in the forest areas of the state, such
better use of species and raw materials that are now underutilized
reduce costs of

•

and processing materials, and

to

add more value to products before they leave the rural area; and third,
of

there is too little diversification in the forest
products, lack of vertical integration) and in lumber mill
too dependent on one
investment

industry.

(Other problems such as

tal in the forest industry stem fro:n

uncertainty felt

the

as

well as from a lack of innovat

would assure investors that their funds will bring
Goals. Four

returns.)
of

s are central to the

resource industries in California during the next decad •
--First

the short- term profitability of the rural

industries such as forestry, range, mining, and
enhanced in order to slow e;nploynent declines.

The

atte:npt to forestall the need to close any aJdition8

lu;nber

California.
--Second, l

made to

inves~nents

in both resources

tiveness of the Cali

the

state action to support long

ter~ invest~ents

includ

landowners of the harvestability of their land, to
and

operators from unreasonably complex

and to provide ongoing marketing support for d
187

ed

ucts.
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--Third, innovations in new products and processes need to be enc8urar;ed.
--Finally, other rural industries need to be

stren~tllened

so U1:1t the

jobs lost in the forest and lu11ber industry are rep;ained by other
industries.
Strategy. A broad

California Natural Resource Industries Initiative

should be undertaken by the Resources Agency, in coordination with other
State agencies, to meet the goals of a strong employment base in
California's forest and range counties.
In the short-term the varied natural resource industries in California
are fac in0 a severe challenge that tt1reatens to close more ;nills ;:Jnd to put
more workers out of work.

However, many of the difficulties facing the

forest, range, and fisheries industries in California are national problems,
not of local or state origin, such as the high value of the [)ollar, the
uncertainty over federal tax changes, the high interest rates of the early
1980s that virtually stopped housing construction, the increasing capacity
of third world countries to produce and export products with lower labor and
other costs, limited national forest harvests, declining markets for certain
products (such as beef which has hurt the range industry), and the depleted
ocean fish stock. California has a limited ability to address these issues
directly (though pressure on Coneress might help resolve so:ne i':>sues).
However the state has a :najor opportunity to help sti:nulate invest:nent,
develop markets, ease regulatory difficulties, and enhance the natural
resource base.
Many of California's lu11ber 11ills date from the 1950's or before.
of newer co:nputerized cutting

These older mills do not fully take
and more efficient log handling techn

, with consequent higher labor

costs and lower yield of lumber from each log.
188

However, these older rural
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:nills are a unique e:noloyrnent resource for the region in

·.-.~hich

they are

located, and should be given priority for upzrading and :nodernization.

r1e

challenge of modernization is simply stated: California mills need to find
ways to be competitive with lumber from other states and countries
regardless of their cost advantages.

This is a statewide problem that

requires the coordinated efforts of all companies with the state to replace
years of difficulty.

New methods of cost reduction and rnarket development

need to go hand in hand to secure a competitive place for California
industry.
Tech:1ical Assistance for Mill Moderni:::ation.
Forestry's :·Jill

~·lodernization

The Depart:nent of

prograrn has :nade a r;ood start in providing

technical assistance to mills conte:nplating modernization, but additional
resources need to be allocated to this process.

One additional staff person

should be funded for this project to help increase the nunber of mills
evaluated and the expansion of services to help mill operators secure the
equip:nent that will i:nprove their productivity.

•

Evaluations of the need for

new equipment and reco:11:nendations of the type to purchase is the :nost
important step in halting the closure of additional :nills; priority should
be given the mill:>

who:~e

community di:::;location.

clo:.>ure rni:\ht

1u:c~e

the

·;t .nnunt

r;f

Equally importZJnt 1 new rese<:wc'J at the University

and Forest Products lab, is needed to provide more cost effective techniques
for the mills most vulnerable to closure.
Forest

Co~petitiveness

Program.

Secondly 1 the Department of Forestry

in conjunction with the Department of Co:nmerce should take a stronger role
in promoting and coordinating improvements in the competitiveness of
California mills.

It has been estimated that about a third of California's

mills are not co:npetitive with lumber c0.11ing from Canada or the South U.S ••
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nu:nber of factors arc reported by people fil:niliar with the ti·nber

.md

lu'Ilber industries to be responsible for the current lack of competitiveness
of many California mills.

First, there has been very low levels of

investment in new plants and technoloGY because of low potential returns on
invest'Ilent, and uncertain regulatory environments.

Second, the market for

finished wood products has been depressed with a resulting underutilization
of manufacturing capacity.

Third, available stu'Ilpage has commanded too high

a price or because of the depletion of old

~rowth

timber new sources are

either not readily accessable to certain mills or require :najor mill
retooling.

Fourth, technological advances are not applicable to s'Ilall mills

in their current economic condition with their severe constraints on
profitability.

Finally, 'Ilanagement lacks both the motivation to try to find

solutions to the pressing problems of California's lu'Ilber industry crisis
and the creativity to discover appropriate responses that will overcome the
cost that are faced

doin~

business in Californifl.

The Forest Co,npeti ti veness progra:n shouU initially sponsor a series of
conferences for mill managers and organized labor on improving the
competitiveness of California forest products.

These conferences should

include information on the newest technologies and resource projections,
making better use of manpower, and developing new markets for California
products.

'tlorkshops should be held on ways to diversify pr:::>duct lines to

buffer cyclical swings of the housin<S market and to capture :nore value added
and profit from

l~nber

processed.

The Board of Forestry should

co~nission

background papers and bring the best talent internationally to California to
help the industry evaluate its competitiveness and to focus its efforts to
improving identified shortcomings.
In addition several cooperative programs need to be established if
companies agree they are needed.

One idea is to purchase harvest rights
I~)

0
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St

ll be mature in

owner;3 who h:Jvc tn:e:_;

to

order to help them avoid hav

Zl

nu11ber of years in

state bond could set up this program at attractive interest rates.
idea is to provide a buffer

A

ivide or harvest prematurely.

Another

short term cycles by creatins stockpiles

of both logs and finished

ucts.

(Clearly some technological problems

need to be solved in order to store some products.)

A third idea is to help

create entrepreneurial ventures associated with mills that use lu:nber
directly for

such as boxes, pallets, and other products.

Forest

product "incubators" could be established for secondary ma11ufacturing
purposes once a market was

identified.

corporations can

zational structures for these activities.

the

Local economic develop.nent

TI1e Department of Commerce should conduct a marketing survey to identify
possible products and ·narkets in conjunction with 11ills.
operations dre often small in
a cr i tic:Jl :;upp:Jrl

rJf rev~?nllC

:md

'.J'nile these

•c'nDlo·;rnent, they provide

:m inrJ:J:;Lt·y LlJ.1t provtd ·; t':w ;:n:lll. :>c.·Jle

alternative

employment
Economic

Fund

Third

financin;s rnechanisJJs presently

available through the state such as redevelop:nent fi:J.ancing and job
displacement funds

and used to assist in financing

be

As a last resort state rural economic

specific mill
development funds should be
viabil

to expandinq;

of rural :ni l c.; that are threattmed to be

through the.::e .<Jtate effm·ts woul

naintaining the

clo:-~ed.

Saving jobs

be rnoney better :.3pent than on creating ne'"'

jobs for d

section on financing below.)

Small Scale
developed as well.
areas or

;mj

ective

Non

3d i tional sources of logs need to be

small harvests of trees either from urban-fringe
from private non-industrial owners could provide
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need to
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Strater~y

think that the technolor;ical problems of hard•,1ood millin;s, for exa;nple,
might be overcoTJe, but the progress on this stratesy needs to be monitored.
One potential developer told us that there was a strong need for accurate
resource assessments so that potential netv species mill operators, for
example, can have good estiTJates of the aTJount of timber within their area.
(The Forest and Range Assessment Program CFRRAP) will be able to provide
TJuch of this information soon.)

Furthermore, marketing surveys should be

conducted by the Department of Co:nmerce or the Lu11ber r1arketing BJard (see
above)

to assist small operators in estimating the market for certain

products.

If there is a clearly defined market and accurate resource

projections, many entrepreneurial attempts will be able to succeed.

It is

clear that hardwood processing will never become a major replacement for the
present softwood species mix in California; nor will these efforts generate
employment for a large numbers of people.

However, these are potential

strategies to TJake better use of the natural resource base of the state and
to provide

inco::~e

to range land m.mers who are now having to cut oaks for

firewood in order to cover operating expenses.
Timber and Tourism.

The final component of the !1atural Resources

Initiative is to forge new linkage

bet~>;een

growing rural industries such as tourism.
culture make good tourism attractions.

the forestry industry and other
Industries and their associated

Working lUTJber mills in conjunction

with loggers festivals and competitions are good tourism tarsets.
Demonstrntion forests can communicate forestry techniques an::l values to
tourists.

Such cultural activities not only generate revenue and emploument

from tourism, but also facilitate a better public understanding of the
technical, ecolo£;ical, and economic character of rural industries.

tv!any old

mill towns have facilities that could be turned into attractive resorts that

Economic Devel8pment Strategy
could operate
visitors.

all year by

April 15, 1986
~neeting

the needs of both summer and ski

Existing programs of the Department of

Co~nerce

and other

agencies could implement a timber and tourism program with existing funding.
Safety

improve~nents

in demonstration forests or mills to protect tourists

could be supported on a cost-sharing basis with tourism revenues paying part
of the cost.

Recommendation 2.

Public Private Partnership.

The second building block of rural economic develop'nent is the
activation of local

develo~rnent

organizations and the stimulation of local

ideas and resources for the potential development of their area.
the rnost fundamental premise of all these economic

develo~nent

Perhaps

strategies is

that development must start with the local community, must fully utilize
local resources, must meet the needs of local populations, and must have
benefits that primarily return to local persons.

Initiatives originating

with the state have very limited chance of success because they fail to
capture the Lrnaginations of local
iate to the local

e and because they are too often

settin~.

Because of this pattern, incentives and

opportunities need to be provided to strengthen the public private
partnerships that have been forming in rural co:nmunities and to assure their
full involvement in the rural renaissance.
Rural California faces a number of critical ;aps in the involvement of
local organizations in rural

Infor:nation about available

resources is not easily available, and statewide efforts are not
coordinated.

~xi

or3anizations are dependent on

~overnmental

funding,

not private sector contributions, with consequent problems of lack of
responsiveness to local problems and needs.
194

tt13t links ;Jrivat.:: or:janiz:Jtions v1ith 1)UJlic efforts to :::reat2 j:JJS in rur::Jl
California.

R:Jr.Jl

IJJ3in~ss•,'s

local co.n'TII..J;1i ties :md in

t'1~

neei to )e ass:.Jred that t'"Jeir

invest·rJ<:~nt

in

O'Jerall econ8 1ic develo;J1ent of the area shouLl

be profitable.
Strate~ies.

unenployrJent

•

T1:1

Local rur<:Jl con:nunities a:1d counties

'.>~ith

'1i_:;h

conn·.mity needs sh.:mld be able to establis1 fL.lr3l

Develo;:>:r:::nt 'Jistrict fo·.xd::Jtbns ·which can accept ani speni ft.L1is fran local
businesses Jni inHvi:iu.Jls t 113t rec.eive a
to '38

;Y~rcent

substa:-~tial

st'lte tax creiit of up

t:J do c.Jm:nunity inproveaent anj ec0no:nic ievelOiJil2nt

·.-~0rk.

Local C:nnbers of Connerce, schools, econo11ic developnent co11nissions, and
ottv;r nonrrofi t :::orporati:Jns shouU be qualified to estal:)lis:1

pro~~rans

in

conjun:::ti:m .-1it'1 a.1 a,:;ency of local ,:;overnnent to raise funds anj t0 operat::!
a specific
50~

e:::t.

T1e ;:Jr i'11te c0ntr ibutions, encour a~eJ by t'le

tax creiit frCJrJ t:;:: st:Jte, woulJ be the .naj:::w

··•~Y

~ropos-=::·i

of funHn>; 1uch of the

econonic
state will have th·:: 2ff.;;ct of

p<Jtti:-~3

any state bureaucracy in 'Jet'd2cn.
the

<.~orthiness

provided.

I

private :noney t0 .-f)rtc

T.12

particularly costly to t 11·?

fir·~

th~

witho;Jt

jud<?;enent of the private s2ctJr ">JO'Jt.

of .::my project will :)e directly related to

And, ::Jost i:nporta:Jtly,

lo~ally

th·~

JJnation.s

privat'::: sector jonJtions .;ill not :Je

:rn:<in1 t!12n.

:·1oreover, this

~ech.J.1i..:>n

support 11.1ny i nportant CQil:n:.Jni ty ':J:::!tter 'lent pro.";rans at a ·nuc'l re jwe.J
t:1an if the State w::re t:J 1nierta'<? these proJrans by itself.

,.;J:..JL:
~Js:

Sbilar

prozra ns :1.we oe::n :::n1ctei in ':/isconsin 31d :::>ther states.
In c:::>nju:1ction ·..;ith t':12 R•Jral Developnent District foundation, state
and federal a!,encies sho:.Jld contr.gct for ·nore Jf their work to be d0:12 by

econ<:> nic develo;Jnent corporations or

l q :>

ot:v~r

local fir:ns Ai thin tiJe rural

~canonic Develo~nent StrJte~y

7

anj local

~ids

in comp2t;1tive

'qril 1), 1J3S

zati )<ls shoulJ :Je

Oi '

s:.~o·nittin~

or assistai1c2 in

bLls to ;:>.=rfor'1 services
yout~

inclujin::s e:n;:>loy:nent trainin,-s, health clinics, aU for tl1e el:JerlJ,
counclin.::;, etc.

Decentralization of nany state pro:;ra11s to local

or::;anizations would not only su,Jport these n:Jn-;:>rofit
were

esta~lished

in the era of aburd;:mt f.::deral

or~anizations

~ra:1ts,

but

wo:..~ld

which

provide

for nore effective delivery of rural services.
California Rural Resources :let'Aork.

Doth state and federal pro'Y,rans

are so diverse, conplex, and rapidly chai1::;in.3 that rural conmunity pro3ran
direct:Jrs :1ave little infor:nation

abo:..~t

th2 pro:;ra:ns which are available arJd
ble.

pro;rans are

J~derutilizcd

L:Jr,~er

assistance t'rn ti12

and

th~ ~ost

n2edy

As a

conseq'J2nce, rural

co~munities

3et less

co.nnunities riho c~1.1 hire experts to 'lo

or pro,.sra n of in for nati:::>n collection a!ld disse nination

In 3ddition to other econonic

Short-tern .Jobs

the forest and range areas, a short tern
esta'Jlis:1ed.
SincG

sti~~lation

oynent effort needs to

in

~e

One of the nost likely t3r 3ets is in resource inprovenent.

ca:1 be creatcd for so:ne of th2 "Hor'<ers 'y=inJ displace'i fro'l oe1cr
thinnin~,

sectors of th•2 forestry irdustry to
insect and disease control,

brush control, replantin1,

fire prevention, and other tasks, there is a

si:snifica:1t pu:Jlic interest in this ·..,ror:< "l'Jo·,re th2
co-ne fran a nore prorJuctive lan.J.
have been successful in this

re~arj,

alternative fore...;try i)ractices

successful in

nr~

Pilot

ren::~ins

lanJ owners to
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pro~rans
ti12

t:J

ic J:JOd that will
in '!orth Coast c:J'J:Jties

cost effectiveness :Jf

clcnrly jeternineJ.

The

.:mt 3nd i npro'Je their land, but it

Cco~onic

~evelo~nent

Strate3y

;r~~t~ ~~j

has b2en heavily subsidized jy 3overnnental
rc:pLmtej 17,:Yn acres

J'l·i

t 11in:l;·j

'),~·.)c)

.Jcr

,

YJt

:)f

~~s

so far only

t'JLJl private

,J

forest land base of 3.6 nillion acres.
An expansion of the CFIP pro3ra1J as a j;)b creation
public private partnership
so~rce

oe a 30al of the state.

of revenue is receipts fran sales of ti-llb·er

varies fro:n year to year.
usin~

sho~ld

The

cor1pone:-~t

availa~le

fro~n

of the

The present

State Forests, which

state fu:1ds could be extended by

CFIP cnoney as loans that ·..;o:;ld be paid baci< at tlle ti11e the land was

sold or upon harvest.

As .;ell, funds frO·Il other private sources such as

the Rural Develop:nent Founiatio!l could su;::>ple'TJent these revenues.

In

a::ldition, job train in:;; and enploynent Jevelo;:>:nent funds could help train
sone of th('! previously unen;::>loyed ,.;ori<ers, and crews could be set up as
s:nall business.es to take advantaje of sal\ funjing.
will lar3ely Jepend on

increJsin~

the a'Dount of

[1o·,..rever, these 2ffort::J

~rivate c~pital

that is

spent of forest Lnprove nent.
Regulatory Partners:1ip.
assured that they
throu~h 3

~ill

Injustrial forest o·....ners also need to je

benefit

conbination of lon3

value of the inprove·nents.

fro~
ter~

their

0~1 invest~ent

zonin3 anj a realistic

on

t~eir

lanl,

assess~ent

of

~h!

.-l'1e:1 t;1e us! of these lands is chan3e.i by t'1e

pu')lic, o..;ners should !:>e paLl t:1<: '>'<llu·:: ·)f . .,.hat is lost to then.

T1u3, ·.:.:1e

I
pu!:>lic s:1ould be !1eld to a "r:.:aso:11ble r.::turn on forest i11provenent
invest·nent" pro·:ision .-.Jher:.:oy private industry sho'...lld be assured that ti1ey
will realize a reasonable ret·Jrn fron their invest:nent not altered oy
ca;Jricio·J.:> local L:cLi
Reco::1mendation 3.

1

ru:<i.n :.

Hural S:<ills Renaissance

In order for enploY'nent ta <3row in rural co nnunities the third
buildin:~

block of human resource develo[Y.Ilent is re::r.Jired in order to
1 ~) 7

~rovide

Econo nic D-:v elo~ ~ent St

15, 193-)

A~ril

in·justries.
,-.~ork

The existinG work skills and favorajle

attitudes of rural

p2opl~

y respJnsible for attrac

have been

expa:Jded or noved their facilities fro n 'Jrban areas into rural co·n:n,Jnities.
Ho<.~ever,

for

t~e

been able to

.nost part these new ..;nployers in rural co·nmunities have n·::>t
rural people for hi:3h

e:nploye,j persons d

tions nor have they

s~<ill

fro·n .1at•Jral rcsmwce industries.

The concept of a s!<ill s renaL>sa:1ce is to .Jwaken latent potential in
rural workers and to find appropriate r.<::'tl uses for the skills that are
present.

TI1e sills renaissance buiUs on develop·nent that has ta:<e':1 place

over the last several decades in rural California, but focuses it
clearly on linking skills in
Devel
proble.ns.

the

j~b

r~ral

~ore

con'Tl'.mities with jobs.

skills of rural Californians faces three najor

First, the s:dll level tn runl CJli fornia is not ade·wate for

the
j

are not

that are

reco~niz~J

th~

i l l .'3

anJ utilized by potential enployers.

Finally, the trainin.:; pro;3rans of t:v; \tarious e.nploynent agencies in
California are not as effective as t:1ey 1ight be d:Je to ;JroGran
inflexibility.
Goals
significan
sho:..~ld

6·:::

in California's rural areas requires

Economic
0:1

Jressej.

tr.1i

1)

in~.

anj s:-:i l l

Trai:1

3hO'Jld

in r:Jral con·nunities.

Three specific :<;oals

closdy linke·i to job cre<Jtion
of

an.i job a;Jplica:1ts in

rural con.nunities l i nits the flcxi'Jility for trainin; ;Jeopl'2 for
sl<ill.s with
:ni~ht

e

t~e

:1o;:>e that

the:n.

th·~Y

.J

~eneraliz~J

niJht find a job at so·ne of :nany places who

Consel'lently

~xistin~
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jobs or new jobs .should ::>e the

[canonic Jevelo;_)nent Strate ~Y
referenc-~
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for ne1v traininz pro::;ra·ns.

incluJe a

' i ficant

entre~re~euriJl

con;xm~~nt

tr:)ininG since

work in existirq firns.

2)

Trainin ~ in rural areas s:1oulJ

of s nall business train in·~ and
fe~er

Startin~

opportunities exist for rural people to

a business provi·jes a reas:>nable

3) Training efforts need to be coordinated.

alternative.

Rural

co·n;nunities do not have a li'nited training and educational resource;
instead, the various pro6ra:ns do not alw':3ys work together very well, conpete
for resources, try to place peoj)le in the sane potential jobs, and fail to
utilize the s:<ill ;::otentials tl1at alreajy exist in 3n area.
con~etition

provides

~reater efficie~cy

'.lhile

and reliability in rural training,

by coordinatins pro;:;rans :nore beneficial results •dill be found, and
innovative proJrans Aill be developed.
Strater;y

A Skills Renaissance proz;ra-n should be initiated 'Jy rural

trainin::; orc;anizations th:Jt c.Jill neet the
trainin~

-~oals

of providinz :nore effective

for ::at.ural resoxce and other e:nploy;:rs in rural co;:tnunities a!"ld

of i:n;:>rovinz; the s:<ill level ::;f rural ·...or~ers who can not find jo':Js in local

industry.

•

The capacity to .jJ effective tr;:linin's in rural areas is

substantial; •..;hat neejs to

b~

jo:1e i::; to focus it more directly

realistic enploy:nent opportunities.

to~drd

Ti1is is best d:me by con:nunity based

organizations or local fir·ns that represent the combined interests Jf pu'olic
agency officials, private indu3try
co·n•nunity intc;rest :;rou;J
or~anizations

l~3ders,

re;:>r·es~lt:Jtives.

union representatives,

and

To be effcctive, these

need to both coordinate pro:::;rans and control a certain anount

of fun::Hn3.
Local Enploynent Trainin:::; B::>ards.

.Jithill each rurrll labor :narket are3

or county an Enploy:n·ent Traininz Board or si·nil.ar board or co:nmission should
be established.
E.nploY'nent

Presently, the service delivery

Trainin~

Panel anj the Job
199

Tr.Jinin.~

.~uiJelines

of the

Partners:1ip .1\ct (JTPA) are

Eco~oTiic

A~ril

Developnent Strate1y

restricted to are.Js of 1reater than

(0,~YJ1

;J·ers.::ms.

~reater
conm~nities,

In ·Jrder to incre::!S2 loc1l

local contri':Jutian to

local Snpl.Jy'lent Tr;1it1in

optional basis to advise the

0

>;

t~e

_job

~uiJelines

Tnese

throu~~h

severely li·nit participatio<1 ':Jy .sn.Jll rur;Jl .Jreas exc-:i)t
multicounty organizations.

1S, 1936

1rtL~i;nti_).1

1ener~tio~

1.11 V)

proces3 in s1all

barJs 3:lo.JU oe created on 3n

rivate In.justry Councils a:1d other e:nploynent

It is

trainin;s progra·ns on local projects that would .neet local n-eeds.
assuned that the Local F:nploynent Trainin3

~X>ards

.JO'-lld be delegated the

!.

authority to actually run trainin3 efforts in local coTinunities.
The nenbership of the Soard should in:::lude
trainin~ or~anizations

adult education

in the area, incluJin1

re~rese:-~tati ves

t~0 c~nnu::Jity

of ti1e

colleqe, the

pro1ra:n, the job traini:11 pro1ra n, '-lor:<-f::Jre

a1,Ji:1istrat:Jrs, anJ ot.1er

;;ro~r::rns;

an :qual

n·Jn~er

::Jf local business 3nd

carrnunity lea]ers (i:1cludin•1 union and interest 6rou:J re,Jresentatives)
should also

~e

incluJej.

Co:nmission ;nay al

::,e

In nany areas a l:Jc:>ll E:con:J 11ic ;)evelop·nent
for:n~d

and ;,ave si ni lar nc:n::Jer

i

; in that ca3e

it can serve the function.
The purpose of the Local

E:n~loynent Trainin~

Board is to

pro~ote

trainin.s proc;ra:ns within their county or laoor .nar:<et and to assure that t:1e
pro~rans

available training
that are needed.
trainin~

provide the nix of services to local cniJloyers

:1oreover, they '.-Jill be responsible for see in_; th::Jt jJb
~non~

efforts are coordinated

local <.lrea anJ t:1Jt

th~?!i~

trainin

~

th2 various

~r:J~ra~s servin~

cffort.J we lin'<e:J LJ

ot~Jr:r

developnent proGri:!ns 3uch as job creation or infrastruct,xe.
Develop.nant Comnission is not locate'J in the area, the

the

-s.;yl:Jnic
If an Scononic

~nploynent

Tr ::1ining

Board could assu:ne develo;>nent responsibilities and initiate projects :..1sin5
tax exenpt fin:mcinG.

By bein3 based within a sin3le labor :narket they ;..rill

200

.'\pr il
be atte,1tive t:J
to

t~cir

t~Y~

ne-::Js of th3t partic•Jlar '3rea, c::n

Priv3'::.e Industry Council, anJ can to'<e

develo~nent

r~;Jres·~nt

thes~

:1e·~:is

jro;JJ eco.1onic

responsibilities if they want to.

Incubator Str<Jte:sy.
:.levelo;::J.n·:mt incuoators.
develo;::Jnent

Clt1

1]'30

1),

pro~ra11

A fund should ::>e

·jevelo~eJ

for rural

busin·~ss

An incubator is ._5enerally a s.nall business
~121-1

that provides s:1pport services to

fir.Js.

Incubators

usually have a buiUin-s in which several ne.v s nall ·.)usinesses loc3te at

•

s::rvic-es suc.1 as tecnnical assistancc>, trainin:;
seer ~tar ial an j

•

T'.1ese businesses are provideJ a vari:::ty ::Jf support

reJucej rental rates.

or~anizations

busim:ss services, etc.

'Jt~er

t~e

or

they :,:ct

:J

~ood

n, s:1arej

busLv~ss.::s

Fir~s

Local econo·:1ic Jevel:J;1nent

receivinr, s:nall business assist3:-tca and
incu~ator

in the

are expected to nove out after

st:wt--,J.JU.Jll:; dft;;r 1:Jout 3 y2ars--to a ;Jrint:>

Upr;rade Traini:-1;

3tr"'lte:~ies.

entry level position in a local con;Jany.
con;xmies h'::lVe little need

t0

spend

lar·~e

enployees fr:Jn l'J.-J sL:ill ;x:>sitions to

because they

,~rr::1tly

i

trainin~

~

for an

In Bny rural areas t0day
ano:1:1ts of trainin3 ;,Joney

level person:-tel, >i1ereas thf2Y :1ave co:lsi·Jer::J'.)le ;'leed to

~

fJcili~:;

'-lost rural econonic develo;:rnent trainin

pro;:;rans are tar ,3eted at the un·en;:>loyeJ, and involve job

I

accountin.~,

Local Enploynent Training Ebard can start inc;_f)3t:Jrs tv

pr:J'Jide facilities for
en~loyee trainin~.

pro;~ra

hi·~her

e:1tr:;

U,J,~rade existi:1~

s:<ill slots.

naj:Jr resource f:)r rural

Xl

Ti1·2S~

U;J_jrJJe

trainin~ pro~ra~s

in:creJse t'.v:: fir ns co npr.::ti ti veness, reward

thr~

iJOSt

successful of t'1eir
oth~n1is2
t~1ey

30 to a ;Jerson fron outside the rural area), and most i:n)vrtantly,

open up

to accept an

n2t1

·-=ntry level positb:1s for soneo:1e else.

u~::;raje

tr<Jinbr;

pro~ran

(JTPA

pro.~ra.ns

If a co·npany was

already funded and
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.
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'ltin

l co n n mit i

r

authori
TI"lis tr:1inin.s oroJran is p.Jrticularly

"vJho neGts pro3ram requir'::nents.

useful for business expansions.
Commu:1ity Colle}e

California has

and :nost extensive net:.;ork of corun:.mity

:::olle.~es,

0:12

of the n3tions Jest

bu::. t:1eir potential as a

center for eco:1o nic develo;:ment '133 n::>t >)een fully ta;Jped. 'Ji th sGveral
to co.rrnunity
nJ

,

col

~nost

stat~'s

dow.:ver, .,ri U1

:; the t:lusiness

and

lin'.<in~

a.15

l2vel c)f uncnploynent fourlJ i:1

shoulj

oe

stuJ o:mts and econonic developers,

25.

1.12

conn:.mity colle3e initiJt;ive
of

econo nic

leaiers in

t'1a'L:. •.;ill ernble new businesses to b·:=

th their stuJents as e

started

c:y~

rural counties, the c·)n:nunity col

onent opportunities,

e

d

source af talent in

fica:1tly, are tiL:

nnu:1itics.

nany rural

the

:>i

Yne c-Jnnunity

ti1211.

activitie3 in

t.1.2

sa.ne W::JY

2du~ation

to

that th·= !lorthern

Educati8n :::Ot...t1cil h::Js ;;rc)iJJteJ eco:1onic develop-nent 'l.non:;

California
the conmuni

in its area.

Reco·rn1end::1t i::m '1.

Hural Irl'Justr L1l

T.11-= fourth -::ssential con?Jnent of an :.:ffective econonic develo~:1e.1t

rur3l California is to in;:lrov.:: t:l•:: op;)ortunity for rural

businesses to

access to the oper;Jtin.:; C.J;Ji tal tl1cy need. The RJr :1l

Industri3l Finance Author

is .Jesi ~n2\l to prov Ue a neans for s.nall lu nb.-~r

:nills, electronics nanufacturers, ll3rJware stores, or any other

0f

nJ th~ :-rton2y th~y ne.ed to astabl ish

rural business t0 find help in
rural

ty~es

opportunities.
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not really a sh·)rtase of non2y in rur.al areas, anj rural

ban~-<:s

d')

'lot really

international money nar!<ets, sellin:; their local notes ?lse:..J!lere.
re:}uirenents of

th~

lar:?;er fina:1cial money :nar!<ets to a lar3e extent set t:1e

conditions for loa:1s regardless of \vhere they

ori:~inate.

lack of local noney for rural loans, thus a;::>pears no
proble:n is

~ettin3;

The

The pro!)l::?-n of a

lon~er reh~vant;

the

access to these national sources of fund in;.

Rural b3:1kers 'JSed to be the so:.Jrce of information and ju::lge'lent, eve,
advice, about h:::>w to prepare a business plan that will p;et financ:d.

staffeJ by less
con·nuni ty.

In

?Xp~rienccd
n~my

e1~loye~s ~10

.:cases bra:1ch

n:)na~ers

are not lon:s tine resiJ2nts of th!
serve for just a fe·" 12ars before

novin:s to a su::>ur:Bn 'xa:1ch .here they are pro·noted to nore responsi:Jility.
T:1e net effect of this chan3e is

t~13t

t:1e local banker in snall rural to..r.1s

no longer is the perso:1 wno has th,e 2xperie!1ce and expertise to
financinJ that rural businesses ne2J.
step in to do this
Goals

Conseq~ently,

arra:r~e t~1:!

soneone else has to

fu~~tion.

Rural con·nu:tities c<:Jn i:n,Jrove their <:Jccess to ca;Jital ':Jy a

co:nbination of :na'<in3 bett·::r use of financinJ assist9nce that is availa'Jle

as w0ll as ':Jy

r~~eiv

better tec!mic::Jl G.JS3ist:mcc in the

a,J;Jlications for finJncin::; in

~o.npctiti ve

:)r ivate fin:mce

~re;:uri:ltion
naric~ts.

of

)f .:311

the 'Jusinesses :l·:::eHn:; assistance could utilize the full extent of availaJle
reso:.~rces

of t!1e existinj pro3rans, a:1d if rural business pla:1s could be

conpetitive with

:.~r:;a!l

pl3:1S, rur<:Jl California will no longer have any
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nic

l~con.::>

ne~le12ti:'v;

conplaint ;J3ai:1st b3n'<s f::>r

their nee1s.

Strate'1y: f\ural Industiral Finacne l\uthori ty
which to increase finar'lcin.:; to rural areas is b

by

The n:lin

initiate an or .:;ani zati0n

whose pri'nary function is to secure fina11cinz; for rural businesses.

The

Rural In.iustrial Fina:1ce Authority should be estaolished to serve rural
business of any sort t"lat has e•nployees in s·nall towns of California.

The

rnaj8r func.ti::m ::>f t:,e Authority ·.-rill b·e to help busin2SS•2S identify sources

of fu:d in";, includinz; 30vern nent pro·srans, :mj to prep.Jre O:.Jsines.s plans
th::Jt can ')e

The Authority .s:1ould have at least tc2n nillion j.:>lLJrs

fu:Jj~j.

capital to start with, so that it

levera~e

fina~cin3

in

~ritical

cases.

These fu;1Js could be part of the Rural Ren3issance appropriation to rural
develo;:ment. Se,veral states have1 initiated Venture Capital Funjs for
econo~nic

sti:n·Jlatin,j

developnent this purpose; the attractive feature of

this type of ;:>ro:sra·n is

t~1at

the state can

ta~e an

eq:Jity position in th·a

So.ne Fi n:wce Auth:>ri ty ~noney sho:JlJ be ear~narked for direct

fir.n.

inve3tn2:1t.
::;t~nc ..'

Techn
Author

:~tr.:1t

or other entities

provide increasei amount::; of

Ti1c

alr~a

Jl1Jrill In Ju >trLll Finance

Jpcr:1tin~

~a.1ker

in rural co.n 11:..1:1i ties,

s~DulJ

serv

assess their needs, prepare financin.:s plans, anJ secure t1e fundin3.

T:1e

Rural Snall BJsiness Cent-2rs provide nany of thas:: services an.J c:>JlJ easily
le

~any

of these tasks.
Pool

'I'IOr~
~oney

TI1e

R~ral

Industrial

to co n~in e several q·nl i ty loans
to neet th:: neeJs of severCJl

could .Jlso

tL~

socureJ t:1is

toseUE~r

business~s.

\.J1J.
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Fina~ce AJt~~rity s~oulJ

a:1d

S2C!Jre

a larger

also

3'00!..mt

of

Indu::>tr ial J..::velopnent !.xmls

·•.
Ec8~onic

~cvelo~nent Stratc~y

F\ec:)'n-nenJation S.

RurCJl Infrastructure Jevelo;J:ilent Pro

~ran.

Infr.1strt1cture inadeq:Jacies in rural C:Jlifornia are occasio:1ally a
barrier to aje1uate

econo~ic develo~nent.

cap::1city of rural areas to

~rovide

Since the early 1970s the

infrastruc:ture has been seriously eroded

due to the fiscal inpact of Prot:Jositio:l 13 >-1:1ici1 cut revenues su!Jstanti<Jlly
and JJe to the decline or ter ..1ination 8f :nany federal
Econ8nic Develo;:ment Ad.TJinistration' s

fc.l.1din~

,Jro·~ran.s

.such as the

for industrial parks and

Statewide, conn•.mities have responjed to the shorta3e

si•nilar facilities.

of fu;1ds for infrastructure ':Jy i n;Josi:J:, user fees a:1d '::JY re:.pirin3

Throu.:h these fundin3

patt~rns t:1·~ n~s;.:>onsibility

for infrastru-::!ture has

clearly Jecone s:1ared bet·..,reen t:--v:: puJlic a:Jj private development.

Ho:.~ever,

th:: percapita cost of infrastructure is nuc:1 hi3her in rural than urban
areas, an.j rural industries frequ;;ntly 0re especially t.majle or un·... illin:s to
invest in infrastructure.
achie·v'e a balance
develo~rs

~et·....een

:::~on'::J:Jic

icvelo;::ment in C:alifornia needs to

t:12 responsiJility of private industries a:1d

for t:,eir in;:>.:Jct on t:J·2 i.1frz1structure in rural con:nunitics anJ

the traiitio:1al pu:>lic resG<Y1sibilit; Cor

t~·:!S'?

Rural infrastructure is very costl;.
density :nea:1s that

•

se;.,;a~e

On a perca;:>ita basis

an j water sys t '2 ~3 n2ed to zo furt:l2r

users, often throu3h :1ore iifficult terr.Jin.
lar~er syst~ns

econonies of scale that
wdl as operatin3 costs.

facilities.

Jo,

t~=

loA

bet·..,re~n

S11all systens do not :nve t:1::

leadin~

to

~i3her

ToJay, t'1-:: :1c2ds in C:aliforni3 for

construction

JS

up~njej se~-?r

and water syst::ns involve nany connunitics.
The rural

;:>ro~le·n

is ay::;r.=vate1 by li.nitei

revenu~2s.

Jf course, one of

tile probL:ns rural areas face is that to i n;:>rove their revenue strea·n they
need in.iustry a'1d ne·..,r
~ecJJse

of

ho:.~sin-3,

but t!1esa Jevelopnents are prohibitive

in:Jde~uate infrastructur·~.
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It is

ar~ued by

so;ne that this is a

Econo nic Deve

clear case of state res9onsibili

lie

vitality of the rural areas su3gests state

~enefit

su~port

fron the 2CQnooic

of the hizher rural

infrastructure costs.
The ::;oals for rural infrastructure develo;J.nent are to ass•xe

GOJ\LS

that all rural co,rrn...Jnities have infrastruct•Jre that neets nini n'Jn
environ:nental

health

a:1j

safety requirene.1ts.

an·j

This .<ill re:w:we

excessive and unreaso:1able q·..1estions ab.J'...lt syste·n 'Ji)3raie at tines
expa:1siJn BY 'J:
underta~en

to

consid~red.

~l:veloi)

)v~n

SeconJ, technical develo;P1ent shouU 62

snall

that can

syst~ns

o~erate

in nodules

~ithout

the

cost an] invest. 'Ients required to create laqe centralizej facilities.
~od•Jlar

se;<~a~e

a:1d water treat:nent facilities can serve as feA as fo•x or

five f::Hilie;s, :.;;-- ::v::·1 sBll
develo;::>w~nt.

n2e s Lo :)':.7

~)U3in::sses,

<Jn.Jertak~n

Thir1, r::venu_; r:3ources for rural

3r:: in co

connu~ities

iarities of

due to the

infrastructur:

il2l'lt

t:1eir cost .::Cf -.:cti·;.:: J;).=ratiJ:l.

i:1fr~structure

develo;_)nent

s~1oulJ

io:~

Rural Infrastructure

J:Jne so

,.;i th e1ch other for

infrastructure patterns.

p~st

invol v

r~Jc.

rural infrastructure is
set.

o:

be

are

develop~ent

should~::;

a.:>.:wn:~

Fi nall;, '111 th:::se infrastructure pro;sra ns s:1oulJ n::Jt

i'npro·1ed.

that

to

but further res::arci1 "mJ

~n

'1Ssessnent should be naje

in:::dcquat~, 3;1j

f tne

st,Tl.iards of coni)lia:lce

Connunities ,Jith li1it·:';d resources to ·n2et thzse stanlarJs

should be assist.vl so th.:Jt f:Jy lJTJ conplLJ:Jce is ac:1ievej.

In

3jj it ion,

undertaken.

an assess n:.=nt of rural water availal:lil i ty should be
rural c:J:.mties are facin:j severe \.Jater shorta:.ses even

20(1

,,

t110UJ)1 tf10y

are bce1tej next to

to viJrbus historical

industries that have
County has
·v-~i th

April Ei, 1')35

Develo~~ent 3trat~3Y

Econonic

ri~hts

ti1e

C3U3t:>s,

rur3l co.runrJnities to n1ral

ri:~:1t;:; of

n.:eds.

'Jue
·c~at~r

si~nificant

'rldter

r~:so·Jrce

to .nost of the

;.~ater

in Clear La:.C2, leavin3 La:<e Cou:Jty

shorta~es.

:najor water

naj:x ,.;ater su.Jply for oth=r are3s.

::1

for exan,:::lle, Yolo

Ti1ese pro':llens need to !Je identified and

solved.

•

A .najor unmet need that needs concentrated state attention is the

difficult tra:1sportation access to IJany rural areas.
for laqe parts of

IU~h·.-~ay

:brt'"l~rn

101 in

California clearly lirl'Jits the

a·nount of developnent that can ta:<e place t:1ere.
co,m:=ctint~

the northern coast ::md

L12 (!:~ntral

t:12 Jcvelopnent of the rural reso:Jrc::
une!J~loynent r~tes.

s:l)'JU

02 ~lac:::J

':JuJ~ets

i::. :.>tJte

Also, a better

;,i~;,.,..ay

valley is a serious barrier W

Jep~nJent

j~rriers

Snaller scale

The lack of a freew:Jy

~re

areas that have t!1e
also critical,

hi~rHe:st

incl~Ji~:

:nJ re p.:sts for federal :1igiuay LuJs.

Rural d2velopnent ''it;,out th::se roaJs ,.,ill :)e seriously li'nitej for L1e

•

Norther:1 Califomia counties.
Rural Econonic Developnent Infrastr:Y:t:xe ?u11j.

The Governor's

proposed Rural Renaissance Econonic Develo;:>n211t Infrastructure proJra.n

•

provides for
public ,.;r-.)rks.

<1

fun.J of 3:J
'!11ile

Uv~

~nillion

dollars to co·1er ca;:Jital expen.Htures o;1

Jet.Jils of tn.: 1ll x.::.;:,i:Jl :Jf t:J::::>:: funJs nJ t:1::ir

aJ :JinistrJti:Y1 ,rc' .10t .nr:::l :)u'::. ;::c, ::..:1:: :.:.r·: 1L;e i::; t':nt the fu:1j .-.i)~lll
:rJ

ila'll·~ ~'/J

nee·Jin·~
forc~st

lrJ''ll

)'l:lilniLi ~·;

exp:miej ::1p.x~ity.

::n1

r3n~c

,1t:.'1

1

j Ji:lt

1;J)lir:<JtiJ:1

In or ler to \13ve t:1 ..!

t'ron .Jn inltutry

~r·~atcst

)en·efit to rural

counties, t11r.: funJ sl1ould 'J•e c.Jllo·catc:d 'Jy a state·..fide

of Directors who ..t::lUld u:::.e criteria includL13:
--extent the facility

v-~ould

in·:::rea.se e.nploy.n2nt anonJ lonJ ter.n
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; :

~ar J

residents of th.:: Jrea.
ne;..coners into

tiv~

(c.~,

the f<Jcility w:.>.JLl nJt incr,"?a.:3•2 ·1i.:ratL:m of

are<J )ut .,,o:JU jirectly or inHrectly

·~!li)loy l::Jc~1l

une:nployej persons.)
--j::-sree to ·.hich the n·2\-J us.:= is appropriate
and infrastructure ca;:x:lcity

(e;~,

exp3:1sions Jsin3

~iven

:=xistinJ f3cilities

existin.~

fa-::!ilities or
t~.:Yl

conversions of existin..; pL:mts to a ne·,.; u:;e are .nore appro;xiate

a nr.;·,.;

plant loc3tej well outside city li·nits.)
--Consistency 0eLI'.':len t'1e pro;>.Js."?j f .Jci lity

'"ell

dnd

co:!l.nunity plans Jrd con·n•J;lity i:Jve3t ,Jent patterns over
:nore.
would

(e::,, COll':!Unities wit'1out
'::.Je

3

t~.>Ll}il

i0'12 j

1 ::1.st 1') years .Jr

t:F~

L.'ell estaf)lishej econonic

plannin~

process

at a d isajvanta:::;e; ;Jro;Josed jevelopnent in areas t:1at r;:quire a a

varianc:: fro.n the existin,; plan and in areas ·..o~ith no history of ;::ro·.... t1 are
to b2 discoura3ej fran

:.Jsin~

pro;::x:>sed jevelopTJent option
file t!nir eco:1:J nic

this funj unless it can be sho•..Jl1 t:1at th·=
•r:~s

cuantici;Jatable; counties a:1J cities s"nul:J

j2vel~);>il2:1t pl~ns

-.~i th

infrdStructure ltJVeStnent J,lt ,/li l .-IXlt:J

the Fun 1.)

~etter

rr2et

t:v~

'(Ju'v'e criteria.

--The Rural Indu.'itrial L1fr:::.3truct•w·.: ':lcvelopnent Fu:U s.J:JulJ ')2
adninistered by t'1e StClte 0:1 t'1e j:JsLs of :Je.::1 and -JP;;J:JrtJlitJ as .J:..JtlineJ
above.

~lo

coue1ty or re::?;i::mal alloc.1tiJ.1s dre to i::le nie cnl::3s :>e·Jeral

projects have ei:Jal 1•2rit.

::li;ibilitv

which irJeet the :busin;:: an·J C:Jnnunity
pl3ces Jf less t'nn 2,5'JJ anJ
t!n1

~'),:lQ()

:;erso:1s.

'.4ith ::111 c:con:J··1ic
dis~lacenr~nt

~r-JU,)s

s:;.;;JLi je restrict~J

D.=v~lCl~HL~'1t

Jevelo;r1~nt n22J

'Jf jobs fron a

bas2J

;Jot~~ntial

:Jn

.;'1<JcJU

b·e

Zl:l

r1;1l

li·niL~J

t.J

c~:lrl'llU:lities

rPnployn:::nt or pot:::nthl

f3.~ca JS2

cJS

1rea ;1itl1 less

pLJrlt closure.

R!Jr al Sv·Jern nent Fi na:1ce Strate ,jy.
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JefinitLm ·Jf

:Jf co•1nu:1itL::s in

·-:oreover, 0li ;i0ilit:;

tJ CJI1'1Jnities

of their :1iJher

y

i nfr ;-J s tr 'JC tur~

rJl<ninistr<Jtive C:)Sts, rur3l :_:ov2r.111·::nts
:un1 in

on " cost-:;113r

T~is

basis fron th:: state.

sh::>ul :1 'Je over a:Jj a'Jove state ftm:linz; for state ·nandate·:l

pro~rans.

Liahili
lia'Jility sane rural co·nnunities feel fron so called
that :.ny even exceed local insurance levels.
stat:: self-insurance pro3rans .nay

adlr~ss

Jee;J-poC~<·"?t

la•,, ''Wits

Li :1i ts on lia'::lility as A•ell

3'3

this proble-n •

•
t~ese

IYJ order to achieve
bu >iness support Jf

t~e

vari

objectives and to secure politic3l an:l
of

pro~ra·ns

that are nee.Jej in rural

connunities, a proce3s s:1o:Jld be initiGtej 'Jy the :'barj of Forestry

forest and

ra1~2

Strate~y:

or.~anize

five Econonic

cnentation ::::ouncils to coor Ji'1ate and projuce i o;:>le'1entation

plans for the aJo·;e reconn::n·:1ati:x1s (or other pro;:;rans as they ·naf
\fenbcr ship on

I

Forestry ;md

t!H

ar ..:as
The 3Jarj :Jf ?e>restry s1ould

Developnent

v~ith

th·~
~~ill

,

s~e

fit).

a:lviJory co:Jt1cils 'tli 11 b:: ':Jy .4.p;x)int nent of the :)oarJ of
a3ency personnel, l e>cal in:1 us try

incluJ e
acaie~ics,

--Resource:

etc.

Initiative Council

--Pu'Jlic-Pr ivat·e Pdrtn::rs:1ip Council
:md

1

--Pinancin.:; Council
--Industry anJ Ce>n:nunity Infrastructure Coun::!il

/\pril iS, 1JJJ

T!1e I n,;l e!lentation :::oundls ·;;i 11 ·,.;rxL: i

'1

:::!:J'1j un::::tion 't~ith ea~:1

sha,Je le;3islation, to develo;:J political ->J;:>port, to
priori ties, and to carry .Jn t'1e ;..Jork of t:1is a ~ewla.

Councils will

~e

sort of an

:::m~oin.; C~ntc:.ni:d

solutions, and assuring cooperation to
develo!)nent in rural California.
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1c~1ieve

II,

2sta~lish

r:1e
n:~

other to

;JOl

r~n~lenentation

ideas,

n.::;~otiatin.:

t:1c pot·ential of eco:1o nic
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THE FUTURE SUPPLY OF TIMBER IN CALIFORNIA AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME*

'

The future supply of timber in Ca1ifomfa 1s of vfta1 Importance to the
economic health of many regions, count1es and local communities in Northern
CaHfomia. In the past there has not been an adequate means of projecting
what the future t1mber supply situation wm be. With funding and support
from the FRRAP staff of the Ca11fomia Department of Forestry, we at the
Department of Forestry and Resource Management, University of California,
Berkeley have undertaken to construct a California Timber Supply Model using
data collected by the U.S. Forest Service's Pacific Northwest Experiment
Station under the direction of Mr. Charles Bolsinger.
The objective of our model ts to project timber inventory (volume of
growing stock) and harvest by s1ze classes decade by decade for the period
1990-2030. Projections wHl be made separately for forest industry lands
and non-1ndustr1a1 private lands for flve regions w1th1n the state: North
Coast, Northern Interior, Sacramento, San Joaquin, and Central Coast. An
additional object1ve is to provide input to CALPLAN - the multiple use
analysis project being conducted by Professor Lawrence Davis in conjunction
with the FRRAP staff.
It wt11 be a couple of months before we get preHmtnary resu1ts from our
computer model because of the complexity of the analysis, but on the basis of
my study of the raw inventory data and familiarity with the current timber
I can
what our findings, in a very broad sense, will be.

I

I anticipate that the 1eve1 of timber inventories on private forest 1and wi11
continue to increase over the coming decades. The 1980 Forest Survey data
provide evidence of this increase for all regions of the state except the North
Coast. I beHeve that
North Coast, too, wfl1 begin to show an increase in
the next decade or so. In 1978, the cut from private land was 2.8 biHion board

*Statement
WHHam McKillop, Professor of For~st Economics, Department
of Forestry and Resource Management, University of California, Berkeley, CA
94720
the Assembly Natural Resources Subcommitte on Timber.
Sacramento, CA, May 13, 1986.
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an effect on timber industry employment
1 be more highly automated and
even though the
timber 1ndustry
It 1s Hke1y,
sk111ed and therefore more
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SACRAMENTO,

Mr. Chairman, I am Will Charter

1st in timber management

planning and silviculture for the Pacific Southwest Region, Forest Service,
USDA.

This Region consists

California.

of National Forest

We are

for the

lands in

of these lands and for

support and consultation services in a

of state and private

areas.

Since the Forest Service is

of

20 million acres

of land in California our

are

turn influenced

of the State

the economic

of this

related to and are in
We are very conscious

well as the increasing

of the proper

of California s natural resources to the entire Nation •

•

has long

our belief that our
as well as
to

can best be done in concert with State
State agencies, so we welcome

you

some

about National Forest timber

sales and their effect on future timber

The National Forests contain

in the

million of the total 16

commercial forest land in the State and about

2 D

acres of

of the sawtimber

acres of

National

acres
acres
of

nonindustrial

and is

believe

National Foresta
wheress the

board feet

average

average between

in the State.
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demand for

the

come from timber.

receipts since over
to

shared revenues of about

rural counties in the state.
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lumber market this fund returned
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at which National Forest timber was advertised was
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the severe adverse

I
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FY'
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very valuable National Forest resource.

We believe timber

economic
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calculations show a further
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million.
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•
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bids for 1
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to

the advertised
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, earlier in the

indicate there will be moderately

demand for
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a

of a

market recovery we are

sale program.
available for harvest to avoid the

to have a

to maintain
of timber

time inherent in planning new

sales.

From the initial action to the advertising of bids takes

five years because of the various steps the Agency must follow

what affect will Forest Service

The

have on the timber

and timber

and the lumber industry in California in the next few

years and

National

requires the Forest Service to manage National Forests to

timber within the principles of multiple use of resources and sustained
of timber.

That means that all resources must be

considered in

management, and timber harvests may not exceed the rate at which the timber can
be replaced in the long run.

We have been addressing these concerns thru detailed land management
in all National Forests in the
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are meant to
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and all
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under

to insure maximum

In some areas substitutes may be
or

for the

level

In some

is

will

considered •

This is

inventories of over-mature trees are available
for harvest.

utilization of the timber that is harvested is another important
factor.

CDF and Forest Service programs are underway

A number of

that have demonstrated valuable
and

in lumber

improved cutting

In the short run we can increase yields at the chainsaw and the
rig faster than we can in the woods.

Some studies show that improved

and utilization of wood fiber can add up to nine

The

is also dedicated
tree stock.

in yield.
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Overview o£ the Social and Economic
£rom a Board- to Fibre baaed

ions o£ the Transition

During the last two to three
dramatic conversion a£ techno
Instead o£ producing wood
passed £rom one generation to
£orestlands are being
to
products o£ limited durability, needi
vast inputs o£ energy and toxic chemica
utilization.

there has been a
mber industry.
le of being
c and private
bre and wood
replacement and
heir
ion and

The public has been lead
actually innovations devised
productive use.
However, the
first and second forest
trees of poor quality wood.
Our
managed to produce quick rotations
particleboard, plywood, waferboard,
as structural 2x4's sawn from 1

hese
are
to
mill wastes to
and clearcutting o£ the
behind
forest of
stands are being
for pulp,
ated lumber <such
1

).

For example, in Mendocino County
ng second growth
harvest is co~prised mainly
smal
h widely
growth rings.
These logs do not
it construction
grade lumber, because t
contain less heartwood and more twist
and knots per linear or cubic foot.
The white or "early wood" as
it's called, is less dense and
ible to
l rot and
insect damage both in the grow
the wood after it's
cut.
There are significant social,
biological and
political consequences result
from
in the basic
composition of wood fibre n t
growing forests.
And
these consequences will take
ions to come.
They include the proliferation of
chemical use i
the
industry and chemical contamination
h
1 communities;
continuing job loss and mill closures; reduced
itveness of
California wood-products in the nationa
nd in ernational
marketplace; and the decline of the
i ity and regenerative
capacity o£ our state's £orest ands and re ated natural resource
systems.
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Because fast-growth logs contain inferior wood-fibre (a high
ratio of white "early wood" to the dark ~late woodw rings>
chemical
icides and wood
ives are applied dur
mill
operations to increase
durabili
These
tetra- and pentaclorophenol, busan, arsenic, etc.
In
fasth wood-fibre requires substantial applications
toxic resins, glues and other chemical bond
s to
consumer products and construction materials.
Millworkers, secondary manufactur
labor and their
ive rural and urban communities face i
exposure to
these taxies, both in the workplace and in their drinking water
supplies due to widespread il
mill-waste
ng which
leaches into ground water>.
The list of mi l communites with
contaminated water supplies grows longer each year
the LP mill
in Ft.
; Coast Wood Preserving Co. <on the "
" list)
and the GP res n plant, both on the flood
ain of the Russian
R ver near Ukiah; Baxter Mill in the town of Weed;
Co. and
LP (also on he "
R
list> in Oroville to name just a
:few.
These communities are
to wood taxies in various at
ays.
Toxic smoke
:from mills burning chemically
contami
11 wastes set e in populated
and the f
ash :from
burners which is landfilled or
lie
ields and school
has been found to cantai dioxin
residues
A reoccurring
tern of pneumon
chemical
a,
other bronchial disorders occurs fo low
the broad cast
o:f herbicide treated brush.
This has been well documented
il amette Valley and ather va leys in
Sac
is also being
toxic
chemicals,
i
working in home
env onments
constructed o
materials reeking with
ues
wood
ves.
Numerous studies have
that many of the
newer construction materials out-gas :formal
:for up
5
years
construction.
The
aut-gass
was first
discovered about 12 years ago when adverse health ef:fect were
evidenced among si
:ficant numbers o£ mobile home res dents, and
s and workers who occuppied mobile classrooms and office
ld nge.
like particle-board kitchen cabinets and
cribs veneer furniture and wafer-board paneling have also
A recent study by the
been :found to out-gas for several years.
of
found :formal
evels detrimental
le are
Some
n newer energy-efficient
ver
low levels a£
2 6
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Articles
Industries Magazine,
Technology, Adhesive Age.
demonstrates that the use
reduce manu£acturing costs on "cement
particle-type "hardboards".
Bene£its
£or chemical and capital
per unit o£ production and hi

•

Forest
which
ues a
wood can
board" and other
reduced demand £or labor
ts .

Discussion within these journals
health e££ects o£ these chemicals
growing incidence o£ £orma
controversy, the industry
toxic chemical called phenol-resorci
claim will reduce outng.

when the
even more
which they

Our state and federal tax struct
*
create incentives £or £ull-employment and reduce incentives
toxic chemical proliferation.
1
of
and a lax en£orcement
icy
n
use o£ these chemicals.
The rea
society
increased health care costs and
There are many alternatives
instance in the shortkil
fungicdes.
In the long
produce tighter-grain,
instead o£ short-rotation
widescale clearcutt

to
for
wastes
in

1

menta for
minate the need for
designed to
be
oyed,
involve the use of

2.

I

The utilization of fasttechnical,
mills have been able to ca
lamination processing and other
o£ sawmills in California has dec
part to the decline in he timber
"modernize" mill equipment.

requires highly
Few locally-owned
-mach
£or
The number
since 1
due in
and t is inability to

Job loss over the last
been due to
automation and log
s;
.from 7 workers
per million board .feet in 1975 to 4 workers per
i
1985.
Dislocations within the regional and local economies have been
well documented <not to mention he resulti
old personal
tragedies) and have contributed to unfa
ices and
union-busting in some areas.
Generally speaking, locall
better labor relations tha
rapid consolidation of
corporations continues

storically had
corporations.
The
these
culturally
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3.
Reduced Competitiveness in the National and International
Market-Place.
The northern Cali£ornia and sierra-nevada timber regions are
characterized by steep mountainous terrain and periods o£ heavy
rain£all or snow.
These physical limitations coupled with the
need to protect valuable biological resources contribute to higher
harvesting and transportation costs than those in the flatlands of
the southern states.
This factor was not crucial in the past,
because California benefitted in the marketplace by the uniqueness
o£ its redwood and doug £ir lumber; in ita second growth as well.
I£ Cali£ornia timber producers continue practice shortrotation silviculture, California will be stuck with 'run-of-themill' laminated wood products, higher production costs and a poor
position in the marketplace.

*
The public interest would clearly best be served if
Cali£ornia's forestlands were managed to yield a continuous supply
o£ board lumber <which will probably become a "specialty
product" during the decades to come>.
The 1974 Z'berg-Nejedly
Forest Practice Act states very clearly that Cali£ornia's
forestlands shall be managed to yield a sustainable supply of
"high-quality" timber while protecting and maintaining other
forest resource values.
4.
Maximization of Current Harvest Levels and Growth
Projections Based on Erroneous Assumptions Could Lead to Serious
Short-falls in the State's Timber Supply.
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Subject:

Assembly Natural Resources
Subconmi ttee on Timber
Oversight Hearing
An assessment of the future of the forest resource
Ryan L. Hru~ilton

Chairman, members of the conmi ttee I am Ryan Hamilton with
the California Forest Protective Association.
I will keep my
comments brief because we are short on time and also because Dr.
Davis from U.C. Berkeley gave an excellent presentation which
covered several of the points I intended to address. I will make
a few additional comments to reinforce Dr. Davis's comments that
sustained yield can not and should not be regulated on private
land through state legislation.

Mr.

Sustained yield has been loosely defined and poorly understood.
Over the long term an owner must have sustained yield.
One
cannot cut more than is grown over the long term. OVer the short
term, say annually, , it is difficult to regulate because of
different timber ownerships and financial needs of the owner.
If an owner has only seedlings he will be harvesting much less
than is grown. If the owner has all mature trees he will harvest
above what is grown.
If the owner has an even distribution of
age classes he will harvest an amount roughly equal to what is
grown.
The age class structure on the coast fifteen years ago
was comprised of more mature trees than small trees.
Consequently, more timber has been cut than grown.
This is no cause
for alarm--it is logical and should be expected.
The lands have
been restocked and are in better condition to produce more wood
than ever before.
Flexibility to adjust harvest levels according to economic conditions is a necessary requirement for companies to re~in viable.
Added harvest constraints can only serve to weaken the competitive positions of companies and push marginal operations into
losing operations.
Stability in the communities and preservation of jobs are directly linked to the health of the industry.
In response to sustained yield advocates' comments, the timber
industry is not in the business of perpetuating lifestyles.
It
is a matter of survival with more and more companies finding
tha~elves on or below the margin of profitability.
If companies \vere restricted in their level of harvest it would
simply put more companies out of business and consequently more
woodworkers out of business.
Tnank you for allowing me
the Association.

t~is

opportunity to express
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view of

